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Foreword

Introduction

I vcry much welcome this Report by the Citi~cn'sIncome Study
Centre, with it4 Insightful review of the pro4pects for tax-benefit
integration and its valuable compariwn of political approaches in the
UK and Ireland.

The present British Government has turned its back on soci,1' I insurance,
which has been the ccntrcpiccc of the Bcveridge welfare state.
Unemployment insurance has not been re-introduced; and the basic
National Insurance pension is being allowed to wither. Instead, meanstested benefits are its preferred solution, both for those out of work
and for those in work. This is not a welcome development for those ol'
us who fear that means-testing perpetuates social exclusion, that it
generates poverty and savings traps, encourages people to seek their
extra earnings in the informal economy, and is a source of evident
unfairness.
'

A cit izcn's income, or a participation income, appears more and more
:~llraclivchy the day. I t is however widely regarded as utopian and not
" ~ ~ ~ ~ c1x)Iitics".
~ i c a l A very important contribution of the present Report
is 10sllow Ilow tllc dyllalnics ol' tax benefit reform could lead to a
I ) ; ~ x i i .~ I I ~ . ~ I I I LI~oIIowil~g
*.
~ l l elogic ofthe present Government's welfare
I ('101.1115.1 ~ 1 I1 ; I I \ I I I ~ O I I l)o:~rdso~iie
of the concerns which have been
(.\III('\\~'(I,
111(.; I ~ I I I I O I . \ SIIOW how ;I c~alitionof support Sor basic income
I I I ~ I ~ 011il1.
Stun~l~lillg
11i;ly get us to a destination which routeI I ~ ; I I I I I I I II;IS
I~
I';~ilecIlo I.C;IC~I.

Background to the Project
Tax-benefit reform involves at least three elements - a politicul
process, in which new ideas are brought forward and old ones
challenged; apu/?lic.fi~~urlt.c
process, in which the new principles are
translated into rules and institutions within the revenue and
redistribution systems; and an implcn~cnttrtionprocess, in which these
in turn are translated into practices by those officials who deal directly
with the public with important consequences for social relations. This
report is divided into three sections which correspond with these three
aspects o r tax-benefit reform.
The work on which the report is based was set in hand by the Joseph
Rowntree Charitable Trust, in responsc to the measures announced
and hinted at by the New Labour government in 1998. Since 1990,
the JRCT has supported the Citizen's Income Trust (until 1993 known
as the Basic Income Research Group) in its investigations into the
feasibility of replacing both tax allowances and cash benefits by a
universal and unconditional guaranteed income for each individual
citizen. This period spanned the reforms of the benefits system
undertaken by Norman Fowler in 1986, the tightening up of the
conditions surrounding unemployment benefits (culminating in the
creation of the J o b Seekers' Allowance) under John Major's
administration, and a number of changes in the rules governing income
tax.
But these reforms appear fairly modest in their aims and scope when
compared with those set out by the New Labour government since it
took office in May 1997 - for example, to take 112 million people out
of poverty in its first term in office (Darling, 1999), and to abolish
child poverty within a generation. It therefore seems appropriate, in
the light of this ambitious new programme, to reassess the prospects
for tax-benefit reform along the lines of the Basic Income principle replacing both tax allowances and most benefits by an unconditional
guaranteed income for all citizens - and to review the strategy for
STUMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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research and dissemination pursued by the Citizen's Income Trust.
Our reassessment and review concludes that a number of fundamental
shifts have taken place across all three dimensions. First, there has
~ cuts across party lines, and
been a change in politicul ( . u l t u / .that
reflects a breakdown in the old moral and political consensus around
the role of the benefits system in the economy and society. This is
manifested in the government's explicit aims to usher in 'a new age
of welfare', and 'break the mould of the old passive benefit system'
(DSS, 1998, p.24); in the fierce debates between members of the
power elite and among groups in civil society about the moral basis
for these changes; and in particular struggles over tough conditionality
and compulsion around welfare-to-work measures. We investigate
the implications of this shift in culture through interviews with
Westminster MPs and contrast our analysis of these with the tax-benefit
reform process in Ireland, accomplished ~lithinan established political
consensus. We conclude that the nature of the New Labour
government's efforts to shift the culture around work and benefits
(almost amounting to a crusade) will have an important influence on
how the technical process of tax-benefit reform will develop in the
next 15 lo 20 years.
111 ~ l i c
second

by all citizens. Our analysis of the present (transitional) cultural climate
in the UK indicates that, although government measures to widen
formal economic participation enjoy wide support, there is a strong
current of criticism that emphasises the value of unpaid household,
family, kinship, neighbourhood, community, ecological, social and
political work, and demands that the tax-benefit system should not
move too far away from recognising and sustaining these. Hence a
further shift towards including and rewarding activities such as caring
and volunteering is likely to accompany moves towards tax-benefit
integration.
We would then expect a further period of political debate, interest
group bargaining and moral agonising, as it comes to be realised that
the strongly conditional type of welfare system initiated by New
Labour, with its strict divisions between fiscal and benefits welfare,
'deserving' and 'undeserving' citizens, and 'genuine' and 'fraudulent'
claimants, is expensive and wasteful to maintain, and based on
contested moral distinctions. Arguments of efficiency as well as justice
will then point towards a Basic Income system where entitlement is
universal and unconditional. As well as the political pressures for
i~niversalitywhich we foresee, there is also therefore a kind of
'technical inevitability', or at least a very strong tendency, in the
cconomic logic of these developments.

chapter of our report, we turn to these aspects of public.
/ I i ~ t r t ~ c . c-, lo clucstions ol'how changes in income taxation and benefits
;111-{.;1tly
; I I I I I O ~ I or
I ~ prc-figured
~ ~ ~
in policies and pronouncernents will
;II'I'C.CI Illc, lihcly coi~rscof developments during that period. The
~ , O V ~ ~ I . I I I I I ~is
. I scl
~ I o n a course for revising these rules and institutions
\o ; I S 10 rcwartl low earners and ensure that 'it pays to work'. We
sllow why gradilal increases in the tax allowance are a more logical
;11lt1coIiere~i~
p~itlitowards these goals than widening the starting tax
rate or introducing a new tax credit. Further, we also show that at a
ccrrain point in this process the value of the tax allowance (rising
with earnings) will come to equal benefit rates (rising more slowly
with prices). Then the value of the 'fiscal welfare' given through the
tax system to individuals in work will be equivalent to the value of
basic benefits paid to individuals outside the labour market.

In the third chapter of our report, we turn to the wider implications for
U K citizens of the range of reforms currently being undertaken by the
New Labour government, and to the consequences of the future
changes we envisage in chapter 11. Here we deal with the broader
effects on society of moves, first towards increased formal participation
in response to tax incentives and official pressures, and then on specific
groups whose roles and relationships will be affected. We argue that
rhe government's central values, and many of the other policies within
its broader programme, will eventually be compromised by the
overriding priority given to paid work, and the attempt to restrict
hcnefits to those in 'genuine need'. Hence the 'new contract' for
welfare will have to be renegotiated.

At this point, there will be strong (we would say irresistible) political
pressures towards a tax-benefit system that promotes 'full engagemem'

'I'ax-benefit reforms should never be seen in isolation; they require
accompanying changes in economic and social management to

8
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'embed' them in their public policy context. Tensions already
appearing in the social fabric through New Labour measures are likely
to increase in the medium tenn, and will probably form part of the
political pressures to move future governments through the stages we
foresee. At the same time, issues of implementation (both those
associated with the strong conditionality of present policies, and those
that unconditional benefits will entail) require analysis in their own
right. These will be the topics of chapter 111 of our report. They are
intended to lead into a dissemination process, by which an accessible
version of our ideas will be debated in a series of meetings all over
the UK.
If the arguments we use in our report are coherent and convincing,
they have important implications for the Citizen's Income Trust, and
the wider Basic Income movement in the UK. BIRG and Citizen's
Income have focused on presenting detailed costings of how the current
tax-benefit regime could be converted into one incorporating the
principles of individualisation, universality and unconditionality
through a series of steps (transitional or partial basic incomes), ending
in a scheme that retained some features of income-testing and
bureaucratic control, mainly in housing allowances (for the fullest
cx;umplcs see Parker. 1989). Our approach, although following this
logic 01' gr:~tlu:~lslagcs over a period of time, makes more specific
; ~ s s ~ ~ l l ~ l ):~l>oul
l i o ~ lthe
s political forces driving the changes on the way.
I I I S I L - ; I ( ~ 01' ;ishi~ighow a U K government would act if it were
' C O I I V L * I . I L - ~ ~I>;~~iinscus-style
'
to the principle of Basic Incomes, and
w l l ; ~1l1c
~ costs would be of each step down this path, we instead follow
I I I ~Iogic 01' New Labour's present tax-benefit reform programme,
;irltl show lhat - without any intention on its part, and in spite of such
:~pparcntlyinimical features as strong conditionality and compulsion
- this leads towards a Basic Income outcome. Just to give one example,
although the Working Families Tax Credit is intended to reinforce
lncasures to guide or drive claimants off benefits and hence is entirely
consistent with New Labour's philosophy of labour-market
'activation', it has the effect of creating something like a Basic Income
(and a rather generous one) for people working at the national
minimum wage, or just over it, for 16 hours a week or slightly longer.
This might be seen as a step towards a Citizen's Income, or as an
unnecessarily complex way of mitigating barriers and disincentives
10
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to participation, which a Citizen's Income could tackle more
effectively.
For the Citizen's Income Trust, such developments pose a dilemma.
Should it continue to criticise the strong presumption in favour of
labour market activity that is integral to New Labour's approach, or
should it encourage the (largely covert and presumably unintended)
slcps towards Basic Income which such tax-benefit reforms can
embody'? Should it constantly point out, as this report occasionally
docs, that one logical option would be to move straight from the point
where tax allowances are equal (or nearly equal) to basic benefit rates
lo a Basic Income system, or does it instead join in the widespread
1"-cssure for something like a 'participation income' for a much broader
span of people doil~gunpaid work in caring, conservation, social
service and civic governance'! We do not attempt to answer these
clilestions, but we hope that our report will stimulate a debate about
I hem.
Moreover, such dilelnrnas will not be confined to supporters and
:~dvocatesof the Basic lncornc principle. As we will show in chapter
I l l of our report, they will become a feature of the work of pressure
groups, voluntary associations, support organisations, community
g~.oupsand political activists of all kinds. As New Labour's programme
I~;unslhrmspolitical culture and society itself in the direction of higher
r;ilcs of Ibrnial labour-market participation, supported by strong official
1)rcssures and considerable surns of public money, issues about how
;111d10 what extent to join in 'zones' or 'initiatives' or 'actions' will
~)rescntthemselves frequently. Furthermore, such organisations will
I)c required to decide when to pxticipate in programnnes by dressing
1111caring, community, environmental, social and political work as
' ~ , ~ ~ ~ r e p r e n e u r s'economic
hip',
regeneration', 'community business',
talc., and to elnphasise the extent that it will take people out of the
I~cncfitssector and thus save public money (even if it actually costs
111orc);or alternatively to campaign for the greater recognition of the
roles and tasks of the household, voluntary and community sectors as
worth supporting and sustaining for their own sakes. Again, our aim
i \ lo contribute to the debates that will take place in organisations for
women, people with disabilities, older people, ethnic minorities, local
;~~~lIiorities
and the whole voluntary sector.
',I lJMBLlNG TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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Throughout the report, we confine ourselves to developments in the
UK and (to a lesser extent) in Ireland. This means that we exclude the
very important European dimension from our analysis. The reason
for doing so is the great uncertainty about the extent to which the UK
economy, and hence its fiscal and social policies, will be integrated
with those of the other EU member states during the period under
review. During the year in which we were conducting the research,
both economic and political events seern to have made full integration
a remoter prospect, because of the lack of convergence between the
economic cycles of the UK and the euro area countries, and the popular
preference for retaining the pound. This makes any attempt to predict
the influence of mcrnbership of the cornmon currency extremely
hazardous.

Germany and the UK. For example, Denmark and the Netherlands
have opted for labour-market activation and attempts to improve
opportunities and incentives (Cox, 1999). The Netherland, like Ireland,
has relied heavily on pay restraint for competitive advantage. Tax
1.clhr1nsmight bring them even closer to the Irish approach, and hence
lowards Basic Income, which both rejected in the mid-1990s. The
Soi~thernEuropean countries are adopting niore extensive social
:~ssistanceprogrammes, thus aligning more closely with the UK
( I::u-ara, 1998). Meanwhile, the European Commission itself has been
~~n:tble
to reach a settled position on the direction ofthe refonn process.
While pledged to uphold the 'European model' of social policy (i.c.
\o~iiethinglike German social insurance), it also periodically indicates
;I liceti for change that will promote flexibility in employment. Its
111ostrecent Con7vnutiic~utio~1
01.(I Cotic.~~.ti~d
Sti.ot~gj~fi)i
Modi~i.~li~ii~g
,Soc,ialPi.otcc.tioi1 (October, 1999) listed as its first objective 'to make
work pay and to provide secure income' (p. I). Yet in the absence of a
clear programme towards this goal, we have not found it useful to
y)cci~latcon how EC policy might influence the trqjectory of reforni
ill ~ h UK.
c

Furthermore, it is much harder to read the likely direction of change
in the tax-benefit systems of most of the other EU member states than
it is in the UK. Taking Germany as LI comparison, the UK (like
Australia and New Zealand) elnbraced tax-benefit reform earlier, niore
enthusiastically arid more radically, partly because of more serious
worries about econornic perfonnance and co~npetitivenessunder global
conditions (Scharpf, 1999; Jordan, 2000). Germany confronted many
of these issues only in the mid-1990s, and then with great reluctance;
Chancellor Schriidcr's attempts at modest reforms have been largely
tlclkatcd hy Ihc cotnhincd resistance of employers, trade ~lriions.social
ir~sl~l.:~l~c.c
I'~lnclsand Ihe employment services (Streeck, 1999). It
rc.l~~;~ir~s
to I3c seen how much longer reform can be postponed.

I:ilially, a note on terminology. We have chosen to use the tel-111 'Basic
Il~comc',in chapters I and 11 because this is still the one used in the
tlc~lx~tc
in Ireland. In chapter I11 we revert to 'Citizen's Income", to
i~~tlicatc
the term favoured by the rnain organisation promoting the
~ ) ~ . i ~ ~in
c ithe
p l eUK. There are still soniediffcrences in the connotations
01' the two terms. Basic Income (BI) is the one used in the European
(11-lx~teon tax-benefit integration, and also in the international
~)l~ilosophical
literature on the ethical basis for distributive justicc (see
101. instance Van Parijs, 1995). It therefore seems more appropriate to
11sc it in the comparative and technical parts of the report. Citizen's
Ir~colne(CI) is the term that reflects the UK debate, in which members
ol'thc Citizen's Income Trust have worked hard in arguing for a social
1rig111
that is the counterpart to civil and political rights. Since part of
O I I I - analysis in chapter 3 is concerned with the New Labour
yovcrnment's attempt to redefine the rights and responsibilities of
t.ilizcnship, this seems particularly appropriate for that chapter.

Sc.c~)litl.llic ccnll-ol issues to be tackled are rather different in Germany
Irori~tliosc in the UK and Ireland. In the face of the fiscal pressures
ol' the 1080s, and especially of reunification in the early 1990s, the
(icrmon government opted to increase social insurance contributions
t-i~thcrthan personal or corporate taxes. Hence the 'insider - outsider'
problem that blocks the expansion of service employment in Germany
is focused more on social insurance issues than on income tax or social
assistance benefits, while in-work benefits and tax credits do not exist.
Social insurance reform must lead fiscal reform, so the path of change
will be different.
However, a number of countries occupy a position somewhere between
12
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The Research: Aims and Methods
The authors of this report undertook the independent investigation
described in the previous section on behalf of the Citizen's Income
Trust, through a grant from the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust.
The stated aims of the first part of this research programme were:
(i)

to investigate how the New Labour landslide in the UK, and
the subsequent high-profile welfare reform programme, have
influenced the political culture on tax-benefit issues;

(~i)

to investigate how \uccc5sful the New Labour leadership ha5
been in sh~ftingthe term5 of debate on welfare reform, and
commanding support for it5 new policy measures;

(iii)

to explore the extent and nature of support for a Basic Income
alternative to the present approach, and enter into a dialogue
with MPs from all parties about such alternatives;

(iv)

to compare accounts of issues, values and programmes by
parliamentarians in the UK and Ireland, with a view to
analysing differences in political culture and policy context,
and comparing support for the Basic Income proposal;

(v)

to investigate the strategies ofthe CORI: Justice Commission
to learn whether the Citizen's Income Trust might better
proniorc rhc Basic Income proposal by adopting some or all
ol' thcsc - specii'ically in relation to the work done through
I ' t r l l ~ ~ t~o ~Rrrsic.
. s 1nc~)mc(Clark and Hcaly, 1997);

(vi)

lo review the present political context for the debate on the
I'easibility of Basic Income in UK and Ireland.

wcre tape-recorded; in the UK they were semi-structured, followed a
lisl of topics, and lasted an average half an hour. In Ireland they were
~ ~ n s ~ r u c t u r and
e d , lasted an average of almost an hour (four were
~ . o n d ~ ~ cby
t e dtelephone).

'I'hc nrcrllod chosen (given the short time span of the project) was
interviews with MPs in the UK, and TDs and prominent members of
the Social Partnership and National Economic Council in Ireland.
Twelve interviews were conducted in the UK, with MPs from all
parties, trying to get a balance of new and experienced, expert and
lay, men and women, urban and rural, etc. In Ireland, 10 TDs and 4
policy-makers were interviewed on a short visit - here again, they
wcre selected to give a balance of the samc kind. The interviews
14
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Chapter 1

1'11~.
l . ~ ~ ~ l ~on
l ~ cultural
; ~ s i s change was maintained in the Green Paper
\ N(,II,( ' o ~ r / ~ u c . Wc1fur.c
t ~ i ) ~ . (DSS, 1998), in which the Prime Minister
III(. lotic by announcing 'We want to rebuild the system around
\ \ c I I I\ ; I I I ~security. Work for those who can; security for those who
c , I I I I I O I ' (p.iii). The central thrust was activation of claimants through
1 1 1 t - Nc-w I)cols, seeking 'a change of culture among benefit claimants,
c . ~ ~ ~ l ) l o;inti
y ~ *public
rs
servants, with rights and responsibilities on all
&,111('4. . . lo hreak the mould of the old, passive benefit system' (p.24).
1 1 I ~ c * ~ ; ~ l t lac ,new
tl
'fourth age of welfare' - to succeed the Poor Law,
c.;~l.lyand rhe mature welfare states - with a list of new duties to
~)l;~cx-tl
on the state and the individual (p.80). 'The development of
, I ~ ~ c c.o~llr:~cl
*w
will lead to greater trust, transparency, responsiveness,
~c.c.l~~~~hil>ilily
and empowerment' (p.8 1).

Political Culture and
Tax-Benefit Reform
1.1 Tax-Benefit Reform in the UK under New Labour
During the election campaign of 1997, and when it first took office,
the New Labour government gave prominence to welfare reform as
an important element in its economic and social policies. In this it
signalled a shift away from traditional Labour approaches to the
management of employment levels, towards a supply-side focus on
'employability', supported by a far more ambitious and expensive
programme of employment training (especially for young claimants).
It also gave more emphasis to 'activation', through the stricter
enforcement of tougher tests of eligibility. This welfare-to-work
approach aimed to improve economic efficiency by increasing labourrnarket participation, as well as broadening the tax base and reducing
expenditure o n benefits.
A1 llic sanlc lime, the New Labour leadership made it plain that it
ho11gli1;I shi1'1 ill political culture around work and welfare, not just a
' ~ ~ > c . l l ~I'ix'
l i ~ .01'; ~ ~l l i cbcncfits system. While re-emphasising social
j ~ l h ~ i ;IS
~ . ~Ilic
. Ixlsis li,r its policy programme, ministers insisted that
I I ~ i hc.o~lsislcdin c o ~ bating
n
social exclusion, especially by expanding
( . ~ ~ ~ l ) l o y n ~Gordon
c n l . Brown's economic strategy aimed at 'equality
ol'ol~l~orlunily'
in the world of work, not 'equality of outcome' through
rctlislrihution; he argued that increased benefits trapped citizens in
tlcpcndnnt roles, leading to exclusion (Brown, 1997). The Prime
Minister ofien emphasised that 'rights imply responsibilities' (Blair,
I998a) and that the four principles that constituted his 'Third Way' in
politics were 'equal worth, opportunity for all, responsibility and
community' (Blair 1998b, p.3). He presented the need to change the
culture of his party and the country in terms of a need for 'national
renewal', in which welfare reform played a central role: 'Reform is a
vital part of rediscovering a true national purpose'(Blair, 1998c, p.iii).
This was to be based on 'a new contract between the citizen and the
state, where we keep a welfare state from which we all benefit, but on
Ih

re fair and clear' (Blair, 1998c, p.v).

I ~ ~ I I 111;11
I I ~
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I IIC.
~~s~.linical
side, the Green Paper addressed the problem of almost
I I I ~1 1 1. I'ivc lio~~seholds
headed by a person of working age with no
I I I ~ - I I I ~ ) C - Ii.l l employment (p.10). In addition to the five New Deals
( I I I ~ - ; I \ I I I . ( ~ lo
~ improve the employability and participation rates of
Y I I I I I I ~ ~ ~)c*oplc,
,
long-term claimants, lone parents, people with
t l ~ s ; ~l i~l )ii-h
~ ;11ld the partners of people who are unemployed), which
\r.e.~c.
; ~ t l ~ ~ ~ i ~ l i by
s l car e'flexible,
d
personalised service to help people
I I I I ~ I\\,e11.1\', lhc reforms sought to lower barriers to work and make
we11I\ 1);1y(p.23). For families with children, the new Working Families
'lilt ( ' I ( - t l i l wo~tldreplace family credit. This aimed:

( )II
I

(r
f

i~nproveincentives by lowering the effective marginal tax
I . ; I I ~lor low-paid workers;

IO

( 11,

10

tlcvclop a new Childcare Tax Credit aimed at covering 70
ccnl o f average child care costs;

I)C*I'

11111

~)rovidcthrough this a maximum of £105 per week for a
1;1111ily
with two or more children (p.58). Since then, the
11111od11clion
of a new 10 per cent starting tax rate and anational
I I I I I I ~ I I ~ ~ Iwage
ITI
of £3.60 an hour (£3.00 for those under 2 1)
I I ; I ~ L * ;~lsobeen aimed at making work pay for lower earners.

10
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I
I
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on those in 'genuine need' and reducing fraud. 'I'llc I;~llcr; I ~ I I Iwas lo
be pursued through improved intelligence, liaisol~;III(I (Ict~b~.lio~l
services, and increased penalties, as well as the slrictc~.c ~ ~ l ' o ~ ~ c c ~ ~ i c ~ ~ t
of benefits conditions. The former involved incrcascd 111calis-tcs~ing
- most notably of incapacity benefit - which was tlcl'c~~tlctl
Ijy the
Prime Minister as a way of focusing on those in greatest tlccd. '('li;~ngc
is necessary to safeguard [the welfare state's1 I ' L I ~ L I ~ C . hilt i l I I I L I S I bc
reform that's fair and based on principle' (Tlrc, O/>.S~,I.IY,I.,
23" May,
1999, 13.30). But two backbench revolts indicatctl Illat {his approach
is still questioned in his own party.
For the future, the government aims to continue to cxp:uitl ct~iploymcnt
(at 27,286,000 in December 1998; the highest on record) and reduce
the number of claimants of all benefits for working-agc pcoplc outside
the labour market. The Chancellor has announcctl that lie intcntls to
extend tax credits to include all workers - 'in principle, there is a
very strong case for this. I want to give people a dcccnl incomc I'ro~n
work' (interview, The Gnurzliun, 24"' April, 1999). tic added that
child benefit will have doubled for most families by 2001, and that
the governmelit's programme will continue to focus on employability
and 'equipping people for change'.

1.2 Tax-Benefit Reform in Ireland
So far, the New Labour programme in the UK has provcd both popular
and effective. Although there were fears that increasing unemployment
among prime-age male industrial workers might more than compensate
gains in jobs for young people and women during a time of world
recession, the 'soft landing' achieved by the Chancellor has dispelled
most of these. New programmes (such as Employment Zones and the
Single Gateway) which extend the government's activation approach
are now coming on stream, together with the Working Families Tax
Credit. However, the UK government's success is not unique, and its
methods (with their emphasis on culture shift, morality, and tightening
conditions around benefits) are not the only ones available. We chose
to compare the UK with Ireland, because of that country's somewhat
similar institutions and benefits structures, its recent record of
economic growth (the fastest in the world), and the apparent progress
made by Basic Income as a serious contribution to the debate on tax18
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benefit reform.
In Ireland, there has been no recent change in what is a long-term
commitment to reform the tax and benefits systems, following an
cconomic and fiscal crisis at the end of the 1970s. The essential lines
I'or reform were set down then, and the strategy has been pursued
under a series of coalition governments ever since. At that time, the
Irish adopted a Social Partnership approach to economic management.
During the past 10 years, there have been four national Partnership
Agreements, under which the Employer's Federation, the Irish Trades
Unions Congress, farming organisations and (since 1996) the
community and voluntary sector reached compronlises with
governments over employment and earnings levels while pursuing a
programme for rationalising the structures of taxation and social
welfare expenditure. The first of these focused on levelling Ireland's
uncmployment rate, which at 15 per cent in the early 1980s had been
one of the highest in Europe. The second turned to issues of taxation
and the incomes of those on low pay, while the third focused more on
competitiveness. The present agreement, Partnership 2000, has seen
tlic successful fruition of this approach, with record rates of growth
combined with low inflation, and pay restraint in exchange for tax
rcli)rrns, which have benefited a large proportion of the population.
A lbrmer Irish trade union leader explained that in the partnership
I)I'OCCSS,
'the tax thing became more pronounced each time, and finally
the government have delivered on their tax commitments. Tax
amendments can be seen as improving living standards over
3 years, altogether by 14 per cent . .. with Europe's lowest
inflation rate at 1.7 per cent.'

'I';Ix and benefits reforms are seen as part of the same long-term
~~lodcrnisation
process.
'I'lic proportional representation system has required coalition
governments in the 1990s, with compromise and negotiation between
~):~rtics
with different values and commitments. Together with social
~)artnership,this has contributed to a long-term perspective - for
i~~stance,
the continuous commitment to tax credits as an element in
'.I IIMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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tax reform since the early 1980s. A top civil servant commented:
'now tax reform has become the stock in trade for politicians
of all kinds, with consensus around what needs to be reformed
. .. Holding deeply ideological views is not a recipe for
survival in Irish politics.'
These tendencies in the political culture have been reinforced by
institutions for economic management that favour a rationaltechnical approach to institutional reform (the National Economic
and Social Council and the National Economic and Social Forum),
and through joint working groups with expert members. In
particular, groups studying tax-benefit integration (1993-6) and
the feasibility of a Basic Income (1996 onwards) have crossed
departmental as well as industrial and political boundaries. Tax
policy has become social policy. A former Inland Revenue OTTicer,
now a private-sector tax expert, commented that the whole political
class in Ireland,
'has now got a strategic view of tax policy - how to make
changes that are important, medium-term and irreversible . ..
It opened up chances in ways that were unthinkable. There is
a real dialogue about budgetary policy.'
We will argue that the political settlement reached in Ireland during
the early 1980s has proved more enduring than that achieved by
Margaret Thatcher, as well as more successful in terms of economic
o u t c o m e s ( g r o w t h r a t e s , i n f l a t i o n r a t e s , r e d u c t i o n in
unemployment). Hence there is continuity in a long-term process
of welfare reform, in which moral and cultural issues are not to
the fore, because there is still a viable political consensus for the
modernisation of public policy. By contrast, in the U K , although
Margaret Thatcher was successful in re-articulating a politics of
economic individualism and social order, Tony Blair now seeks to
introduce some new egalitarian elements (social inclusion, equal
opportunity and responsible community) into a new settlement,
and the welfare reform debate in the UK is therefore much more
concerned with the politics of cultural change.

20
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1.3 Political Culture

-

UK Interviews

UK MPs were far more likely to mention issues of morality and political
justice when discussing welfare reform than Irish TDs. This occurred
either in their accounts of the need for reform, or in their criticisms ofthe
New Labour leadership's programme, and among members of all parties,
ages and lengths of parliamentary experience. Where they differed from
each other was in their ussessnlrnts of the nzorzrl busis of' t11c ~.tlfi)~.rn
lcgislatiot~(strong criticisms from the standpoint of individual liberty
and egalitarian equity), and its likclj mom1 c~o~zscyu~rrc~e~s
(pessimism
from those most concerned with family and neighbourhood bonds). Those
generally in favour of the reforms were ambitious, younger males from
the three leading parties, with a technocratic approach to welfare issues,
and a bias towards social discipline.
One younger woman, a newly-elected Conservative MP I'rom an urban
constituency saw the whole welfare refornm process as addressing a
moral crisis.
'. . . there is definitely moral breakdown, and I think that what's
really worrying me is that even the instinctive moral bonds
between a mother and achild, you know, most obviously between
a man and a woman, have become weakened; I mean the young
males don't feel any responsibility really, lots of them, for the
children they give rise to . .. they just don't see it as something
they have produced. And the young women I see .. . they are
unhappy because ... fathers don't want to pay up, and they
don't want them anyway, they say that when they were at home
they used to beat the baby up . .. More worrying is what I'm
seeing . .. the maternal bond, I see that as going as well, I've
had a number of cases of effectively grandparents picking up
the tab for their grandchildren, in dispute with their own children
who have lost interest in the child .. ..'

When asked later why this happened, she replied that people had lost
the sense of interdependence and responsibility for each other, or even
how to live together. Homogeneous middle class communities were
very individualistic, and in her constituency the residents hardly knew
[he people who lived on the nearby council estate.
STUMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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'The fundamental misassumplion by Margaret Thatcher, I
don't think she wanted to crcatc a polariscd society, in fact
she coined the phrase that the weallh would trickle down, but
it totally underestimated human greed .. . because the welloff could turn round and say, "Wcll, the state can pick up the
tab". [The government's] rhetoric is right, in that it is trying
to remoralise society, and we tried with "back to basics" . ..
governments have got to try, the levels of moral breakdown
and family breakdown are so high, and such a relatively recent
phenomenon (I'm talking about 20 years) that government
definitely has got a role to play.'
I ~
Democrat
Some of these concerns were echoed by a ~ O L I I Liberal
MP, an expert on social security, in the context of a critical appraisal
of the details of the government's programme, from a more egalitarian
perspective. Although uneasy about the compulsory elements in the
New Deal for Young People, he 'wouldn't mind a "hcavier hand"
with unemployed people or lone parents with older children'. Later
he commented that many of the issues of social exclusion were about,

'. .. a breakdown in society. . . . I see a lot of what is wrong is
hopelessness. You get 400-odd teenagers driving cars at high
speed .. . where is the meaning in their lives?'
Another young Liberal Democrat, a ncw member from a mainly rural
constituency, echoed this support for welfare-to-work, and thought
that it was important in tackling a culture of benefit\ dependency.
'They were right to make this an important issue, because
there is no doubt that there was a culture of being on benefits,
and not being able to get out of benefits.'
It was therefore among younger and newer MPs that the issues for
welfare reform were most likely to be seen as moral ones. Conversely,
among older and more experienced MP's, the government's
programme was most likely to be criticised for its suspect moral basis,
especially from the standpoint of egalitarian ethics and distributive
justice. This included two 'Old Labour' MPs from industrial
constituencies. One said that the new emphasis on rcsponsibilil' -s
and obligations is,

'. .. a means of putting the poor in their place, as idle, feckless,
failures, to fulfil their responsibilities .. . The approach in
the '70s was always to attack scroungers, as really not
deserving, not wanting jobs, just wanting to lay about; now
the same tack has become a moral issue, if they don't fulfil
their responsibilities we're quite justified in starving them to
death.'
Another said that important values were at stake.
'The Secretary of State and the cabinet are well aware [of the
vulnerability of the groups whose benefits are being cut]. I
think it's a cost-cutting exercise really. They know who are
.. . the people least likely to know their way round the system,
they're the people at the bottom of the pile, who have the
least money, or, in my case, a lot of people who don't speak
very much English.'
An experienced Liberal Democrat MP thought that financial disciplines
had switched off many radical and progressive ideas.
'It's .. . tied up with taxation, and people's attitudes to taxation
in Britain, which have changed very fundamentally, . .. as
long as we have a selfish sort of philosophy, promoted by
television adverts, etc., it will be very difficult.'
Another senior Liberal Democrat spokesperson was very forthright
in condemning erosion of the political and social rights of poor people
as citizens.
'I don't think many people who end up having recourse to the
state for most of their income are scroungers, and they
shouldn't be labelled as such. They're belonging to society,
paying their taxes and insurance . .. therefore when you have
illness, unemployment or old age you shouldn't feel that there
is stigma attached to claiming, so I feel very strongly that it is
a citizenship issue.
... It's populist to crack down on
scroungers and cheats and the workshy and the lazy and the
wicked, and you can write a Sun or Mail headline, and the
government could sell a package on the basis that that is what
STUMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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it was going to achieve, and appeal to lots of people, so there
are political dangers in opposing this.'

Finally, an experienced Plaid Cymru MP argued that the reform
programme was unfair on poor people.
'Our fear is that the politics of the '80s and '90s has been the
politics of the middle class, and middle class values, at the
expense of the less well off in society, that's always concerned
us. Because nobody s e e m s t o be speaking f o r the
underprivileged, and those who have to survive on very low
incomes. The drive towards greater wealth, cutting welfare,
cutting taxes, is just the only solution on offer.'
I

It is worth noting that all these critics of the government programme,
from the moral stance of egalitarianism and distributive justice, were
supporters of the Basic Income principle - but as a means of p r c ~ ~ i . ~ ~ i n g
the old values of the welfare state not as a radical innovation. Also,
all felt very far from a position of influence on policy on this, either in
their parties or in the legislature.

The experienced Conservative critic of the reform programme was,
like his colleague previously mentioned, in favour of giving more
support and better incentives for two-parent families and good
parenting, but more fatalistic in his assessment of the morally
reformative consequences of new measures (Working Families Tax
Credits would be, 'like a cross between the poll tax and the Child
Support Agency'), especially in relation to attempts to include
members of deprived communities.

'I would say you've lost it .. . 25 years ago, Bermondsey .. .
had got the self-help mentality of the friendly society and all
of that. And I fear we've lost that, and to restart it is extremely
difficult. Nice patter about credit unions and that is just
drawing-room window-dressing again.'
However, the MPs who were policy 'insiders' in the two main parties
were the most positive about the potential for technical adjustments
to the tax-benefits system, through increased selectivity and tax credits,
but the two Conservatives among these were also the most hostile to
24
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Hasic Income, while the New Labour loyalist strongly supported
present government reform5, but thought there might be a long-term
possibility of Ba\ic Income via this route.

1.4 Political Culture

-

Irish Interviews

What was strikingly different about the Irish interviews was the extent
to which the reform process carried consensual support, from
~ ~ ) l i l i c i a nofs all parties and all age groups. Criticisms were made
abour details and priorities from within this consensus, but it was
apparent that the long-term strategies pursued by both coalitions under
p;ir~nershipagreements reflect an enduring political settle~nentabout
c,conomic management and the modernisation of the welfare system.
'l'hcrc was only one partial exception to this rule - an experienced
1;1tlicalindepentient (socialist) TD. and even he was forced to concede
t I i ; ~ lpolicies to fight unc~nploy~nent
had been so successful that a UKxlylc welfire-to-work approach was unnecessary, and that the most
rCccnt budget had demonstrated the potential for raising the i~icomes
01' those in greatest need through tax reform and the introduction of
I ; I X credits. Yet he maintained that 'governments here have never had
1 1 1 ~ . ob-jectivc of narrowing the gap between rich and poor,' and that
'Ircl:und has become a conservative society.'
'I'liis consensus was all the more impressive, because the interviewees
slx)hc I'rom a variety of moral and political perspectives, yet all found
so~iicthingto approve as well as something to criticise in what had
I K ~ ~achieved.
I ~
Among them, there was one fatalist (an experienced
I;ianna Fail backbench TD); two feminist TDs (one from Fine Gael,
o~ic,I'ro~nLabour); a Green-egalitarian TD; two new Fianna Fail TDs
It.o~nurban constituencies, who seemed to come from the heart of the
c.oliscnsus; a Progressive Democrat Senator with an individualist
~)c-rspcctive; a leading economic spokesman for Fine Gael with a
strong commitment to tax reform, and a tax expert, formerly from the
I~il;~nd
Revenue, now in the private sector; a former Democratic Left
~ ~ ~ i ~ i and
i s t ehis
r former adviser with characteristically hierarchicalc.g;~litarianstandpoints; and a former trade union leader for a low1);1itl public sector occupation, also broadly egalitarian.
I )c,spite the fact that the Irish interviews were on average twice as
' . I IIMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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long as the UK ones, there were far fewer mentions of moral issues
made, and only one T D (the fatalist back bencher from Fianna
Fail) considered that moral issues were at the heart of the welfare
reform process. While acknowledging the achievements of the
tax reform programme he alone claimed that low earners resented
paying for those on welfare, especially those working in the black
economy. He took a line that would have been orthodox in the
U K , but felt it necessary to apologise for this, in a self-deprecatory
way.

'the vast majority of people now who are beneficiaries of the
social welfare system need to be beneficiaries of it . .. I think
most people acknowledge that. We have a high concentration,
for example, of travellers in our community, and it's
recogniscd that they can contribute to the social economy,
they also have very serious economic needs, and the state has
to be there to support them. We have quite a high concentration
of lone parents, young lone parents, and the supports also
have to be there for those. There is a recognition ... working
class co~nmunitieslike ours come to terms with these things
quicker than middle class ones.'

' T h e welfare state should really be f o r the elderly.
Governments should be encouraging the rest to work .. . the
problem is too many people get up at noon, the kids don't get
to school. We must encourage them to get up and go out to
work. No, I'm joking, I don't mean that at all.'

'I'llc Progressive Democrat Senator, though market-minded in his
1)olicy orientation, said he thought 'people in Ireland are closer to
tlc-p'ivalion, going back to history' - to farnine, the experience of
Ijri~isli rule, poverty and unemployment.

Several TDs mentioned the fact that lone parents - who can currently
earn XIR 1 15 per week without losing any of their benefits - now
have much better labour-market incentives than married women.
However, they saw it as an issue to be tackled by improving incentives
for the latter, not reducing the advantages of the former. The Fine
Gael spokesman commented on an unsuccessful attempt to make
political capital out of the situation by the Progressive Democrat leader,
which had been punished by the electorate.

Al~ovcall, however, the consensus has revolved around the possibility
0 1 ~.onibiningsuccessful management of the economy with step-by41c.1) 1.cl'orm of tax and benefits systems, through trading off wage
~.c.sl~;~inl,
first with reduction in unemployment, then with increased
I ; I ~allowances, and now with tax credits. This in turn has allowed a
1.c.So1.mof [he benefits system that inrl,~-o~lcs
~ / I ( . c M ~and
~ ~ 'docs
c s , 11ot
1 ,,I\, 011~ r o g u t i .sun(.tiotls
\~~
01. / ~ I . ~ S S U I . C S .'Activation' is low-key and
vol111il:1ry;the detection of 'fraud' is seen as an administrative issue,
I I O I ollc ol' macho enforcement. Thus, although there arc political
tlix;~grcc~ncnts
about the reform process, there is no perception of a
11c.c~t1
lo rcdcfine the terms or terrain of the political settlement, or to
1c.111or11d
citizens' characters, or change the culture of welfare provision.
Will1 :I likely minimum wage of f4.60 this year, lone parents on a 50
1)('1' cent taper from & I 15 to f 2 3 0 a week, and the long-term
1111e*111l1loycd
retaining their benefit for the first year of re-employment,
. I I I O llic~ilosing only 25 per cent of it for each of the next 3 years,
~ ~ o \ i ~I~lbour-market
ivc
incentives are self-evident.

'People didn't like the idea of being hard on young single
parents . . . (now) everyone is afraid to mention the subject.
. . . It's a pressing issue that is put to politicians by people in
public housing schemes . . . In the private housing estates
that would not be a strong issue . .. We're in a kind of postChristian period here in terms of religious practice. But the
whole Christian ethic is stronger than it ever was, and people
would argue that it was a nasty campaign to try to deprive
women with babies of the few pounds they have, and sure
they need it, and they'll all go back to work in a few years
anyway. Peoplejust didn't like it.'

irony of all this is that those closest to the reform process - the
u.~lior~xlrtymembers, the top civil servant, and the tax expert - were
111041 open-minded about Basic Income as the possible final shape of
III(.I;IX-hcncfitsystem. Four very senior and inl'luential interviewees

( )IIC.

A new Fianna Fail T D in an urban constituency commented that in
his area,
26
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favoured reforms which moved from the recent change (of tax credits
replacing tax allowances) through refundable tax credits, integrated
with benefits in a step-by-step way, and ending with BI.

' I recently spent two hours with the Finance Minister .. . I
said we should start moving towards [tax-benefit] integration
- through the Family Income Supplement, towards a Basic
Income . .. It would be silly not to move FTS on to credits as
the first level of Basic Income . .. not a taxable income, a
cheque in the post to bring up the family wage. Then also
systematically move to . .. other tax-credit graft-ons.'

~

(Senior Fine Gael Spokesman)
'The objective would be to give the disadvantaged protection.
The vehicle is less important than the objective - I have no
ideological perspective. provided that we can eliminate those
able to fend for themselves.'

~l'

i ~~

(Progressive Democrat Senator)
'A refundable tax credit would now be technically much easier
to administer .. . [On Basic Incomc] a technical, incremental
\tumbling backwards into it is more likely than a full-blown
conversion.'
(Top Civil Servant)
Enthusiastic supporters of BI see the partnership-based reform process
as a slow way to achieve it, but this has the virtue of preserving the
consensus.
'The partnership approach, which we're now working on again
with the Partnership 2000 proposals, that has resulted alright
in a fair amount of consensus among the social partners and
government in how the economy is to go, but within that
partnership there is, I feel, a considerably conservative point
of view. Generally, because there is a consensus being looked
for, and very often that consensus is the lowest common
denominator, it doesn't incorporate anything too radical other
than an agreement to keep the peace .. . At times you can see
28
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a glazed look come on the faces of established politicians
when you mention a guaranteed Basic Income . .. But it's
important to see reforms of the tax system as going hand in
hand with steps towards the guaranteed Basic Income.'
(Green Party Spokesman, TD)
A Fine Gael TD who had supported BI over a number of years because
ol' its emancipatory pote~tialfor women felt that the time was now
ripe for its adoption, due to the healthy state of the Irish economy, and
lhc young, well-educated population. There was an enormous potential
I'or development and change, partly because of the lack of the
c~irrenchcdwork roles for men and women that went with
i~~tlustrialisation
in other European countries. Ireland could create a
llcw model, because of the lack of these shackles of fear and insecurity
I'rom the past. Hence she thought that the reform process should move
Illore decisively and quickly to BI, to take best advantage of the climate
ol'cxcitement. success and innovation.
A 1,abour Party TD feared that Ireland's new-found prosperity had
l~cltllo less concern about social justice, less sympathy for the poor,
I ~ I O competition
I-c
and 'less consciousness of the need for egalitarian
~lic;~sures'.
She thought the economy was less controlled than in the
L-ill-ly1990s, when there was a 'greater sense of society', and that
1.cccntly 'there has been a view propagated by government that the
s1;11chas no business interfering in people's lives.' However, she
~Iioi~ght
that the U K government had 'gone the wrong way . .. the
tlriving force is welfare to work for lone parents.' BI would be
;lllr;~ctivepartly for 'bringing everyone into the tax net: there are lots
ol'categories of income outside it.'
A I'urther irony in Ireland is that the former Democratic Left, which
w;ls originally the prime sponsor of the BI principle, now expresses
sotile scepticism about it. This is because, as part of the coalition
government of 1995-7, it found alternative approaches to welfare
rc.lbrm more attractive. The minister in that government said that BI
wi~s'not a panacea', and that under partnership agreements there were
'110dramatic shifts, more continuity of policy, which is no bad thing,
;111dhelps to establish a base for investment.' His former adviser in
government added that reductions in poverty and inequality were
'b
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possible in other ways, and that other instruments were more effective
in the short term. 'While not departing from the ideals and objectives,
I think that BI is not the only, or even the best way, because of its
inflexibility and tying the tax rates closely to the level of income.'

1.5 Political Culture

- Conclusions

It has not been argued that the welfare rcform process in Ireland is
less concerned with the moral character and behaviour of c i t i ~ e n than
s
that in the U K or that TDs are less concerned with social justice than
UK MPs. Rather the analysis has tried to show that the interviews
reveal a reform process carried out within the political settlement of
the early 1980s, and embracing all the main moral standpoints and
political values in mainstream European political culture. Hence there
is no need for the government to construct a new cultural basis for
welfare reform, and institutional change can be negotiated within
coalition politics and social partnership. Above all, because the same
consensual methods have achieved such success in economic
management, there is no need to justify new principles of conditionality
or new methods of compulsion. As the former trade union leader
commented, it is easy for workers to be convinced of the advantages
of tax and benefits reform when they are seeing such growth in their
incomes, and it is this buoyancy ot'earnings and employment that has
drawn so many back into the labour market.
By contrast, in the UK welfare reform is closely linked with the New
Labour project to construct a new political settlement - the Third Way.
The rhetoric of reform is vely much couched in terms of a culture shift 'a new age of welfare', 'breaking the rnould of the old passive benefits
system', etc. (DSS, 1998). The research interviews cast doubt on the
success (up to now) of this project. While some MPs saw the reform
process as a response to a 'moral breakdown' arnong claimants, they
were unsure or sceptical about its outcomes; and a far larger number
were deeply critical of the moral basis for new powers and restrictions.
It was among tax-benefit experts, and for technical rather than moral
reasons, that the reforms commanded most support.

rates of economic growth are to be sustained - to continue to draw
married women into the labour market. Hence the debates between
lhc traditional view of the home-based wife and mother, and the
continued demand for women workers in the economy, are likely to
ilitcnsify. Some authors have argued that the decline in housewife
roles (and rise in female employment) are the keys to future jobs
growth, since each 100 new employments for married women creates
;I I'urther 15 in paid child care and domestic work to sustain them
( lisping-Andersen, 1999). Hence a culture shift in Catholic societies
lihc Ireland becomes a necessary condition for the widening tax base
;lnd steady incomes growth that can support the rest of Ireland's taxI)encl'it rcform programme.
111 11icU K , by contrast, female participation is already high by European
sta~ldards,so the scope for further jobs growth through this route is
lilliitcd. Instead, there is likely to be a point at which some resistance
10 thc commercialisation of household, kinship, neighbourhood, social
;III(I community mutuality starts to manifest itself, especially in the
I.or~not' protests from some organisations and groups representing
women, family values, children's needs, support for people with
tlisahilities, religious bodies (including non-Christian faiths), the
voluntary sector and political parties. As formal labour-market
1j;trlicipation rates rise, and informal household, kinship, social and
community activities become residualised, voices will be raised to
\low down the cultural shift that New Labour has initiated. In
~xwtic~~lar,
the costs to family, neighbourhood and civic life, and threats
I O the long-term stock of social capital generated through informal
;~ctivities, will come under scrutiny.

111the longer term, there are other i\\ue\ for both countries' reform
processes. In Ireland, it will be necessary - if present phenome~~al

'I'IILIS there will be two respects in which the change in political culture
111;1t accompanies New Labour's attempt to improve labour-market
irlccntives raises doubts about values central to the British liberal
tlcrnocratic tradition. First, strong conditionality and compulsion of
~x)or-people into employment cannot be easily squared with the
~ ~ ' i n c i pthat
l e minorities should not be coerced for the good of the
111:!iority, or individuals for the public good, except in real emergencies
like wars. Second, the tax-benefit advantages given to formal work
Ixcach the principle that the law should always be neutral in relation
10citizens' different conceptions of the good life - it should uphold
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those rules that are just and right for all, not favour one particular
version of the good over others (Barry, 1993). By insisting on such
employment as a duty of citizenship, and treating paid work better
than traditional unpaid, informal ways of getting the tasks of social
reproduction done, the government may risk offending morc electorally
significant sensibilities among the middle classes. Tax-benefit rcfonns
that offer strong incentives to women's labour-market participation at
the expense of roles in unpaid child care, kinship networks or voluntary
social service may be open to just such ob.jections.

'I'hc last point is the most important one for the research project,
I~ccausethe group of MPs most hostile to BI was the one which is the
Inosl influential within the policy-development process in the main
I I K parties. It was ambitious, knowledgeable, younger male MPs
who rejected the BI proposal outright. In Ireland their equivalents (in
I';IC~, even more senior and influential members of the policy
c.oinmunity) saw BI as a logical, and almost inevitable, development
O I I I ol'the long-term process of tax-benefit reform.
I 1 I \ thcrcfore worth looking first in more detail at the reasons given
I I lhi\
~
group for rejecting the BI approach.

1.6 Implications for the Long-Term Tax-Benefit
Reform Process and Prospects for BI

Ol~ponentsof Basic Income

The comparison with Ireland has been addressed in detail because the
time perspective of the reform process is far longer therc. The secret
of Ireland's recent economic and employment success lies in wage
and salary restraint, sustained (through partnership agreements) over
a 20-year period, and based on interest-group bargaining, social
planning, and tax-benefit reform. Understandably, the New Labour
government in the UK has focused on the first stage in its process of
reform, since this has involved very important changes in tax and
benefit rules, institutions and cultural practices. It has not yet looked
beyond these to a process of change lasting over three or four
parliaments, which is what the Irish reforms have already entailed.

'I'wo Conservative MPs both said that they had studied the BI proposal
i l l dctail and done research, and both claimed initially to have been
; I I I I ; I C I ~or
~ neutral. One argued that the diversity of claimant situations
~ ~ ~ a lthe
\ c sattempt at a single uniform system hopclcss. Since the
I>;isis01' moral claims on the community is so different, the coercive
; I I I ( I high tax regime is not viable. Furthermore, the attractiveness of
Ill's simplicity is disingenuous, because any residual means-testing
tl~.xr~.oys
most of this, and because it ignores the complexity of real
I i I'L* ;inti ol'the situations and moral claims of claimants. A big welfare
\I;IIC. may be sustainable in a small homogeneous population like
S~vc.tlcn.but not in a big multicultural one.

In this section we will try to draw together the evidence frorn our U K
research on what political support there is likely to be for furthcr
changes, and in particular how the Basic Income proposal can
contribute to the unfolding story of tax-benefit restructuring. In the
last section we saw that some MPs in all parties were already doubtful
about the long-term destination of change, and the viability of the
New Labour project. However, technical experts in all parties endorsed
New Labour's attempts to approach the tasks ahead through improving
incentives, and reinforcing these by strong conditions on benefits
eligibility, and measures against fraud. This group were all convinced
that BI had little to offer in the short run, though one (from the
government's party) thought it might in the much longer term be
relevant.

' l ' l ~ c .o ~ l i e rclaimed
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that his own research revealed that BI was
1111\~1~1;1inable
(too high tax rates) and redistributed to the wrong people
(111icldlcincomes). There are better ways to improve incentives and
I 1c.1 1) I llc poor, involving child I?er~eflfi't
and housin,q .suhsidic.s.

'1'11~- I ,ihcral Democrat expert argued that pragmatic opposition to the
tlc.~;~ils
01' New Labour reform measures is better than an idealistic
I;1111asyol' a BI without pain, especially since his party can't get
1)11l,licilyfor new ideas. On the one hand, he said that Labour has
t.;~l)~ui.cd
and shaped the popular political culture with its ideas for
~-c.Iorin.On the other, he thought that those who supported BI were
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t about
l c l l c the
d feasibility of a simple 'Big Bang' transformation,
;111c1 iili;1warc of the messiness of gradualism and compromise.

'

t
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The New Labour expert, while not directly opposing B1, said that
present New Labour policies are a more promising route towards
reform goals, and implied that it is better not to declare BI as the
destination. Through the Single Work-Focused Gateway to claims,
different rates and structures of benefits would come under question,
and all claimants would be treated the same way (the opposite
viewpoint from the first Conservative interviewee). Also tax credits
- WFTC and CTC plus Employment Credit for workers over 50 would give a new impetus to the tax-benefits integration process, and
hence bring forward the goals of BI advocates, without overt
commitment to this principle. His view was therefore somewhat closer
to those of the Irish interviewecs who were involved in policy
development.
It is important that these opponents of BI tend to be poliricul insiricr..~,
who are going places in their parties, and linked into important policy
networks and communities. This means that they are in strong
positions to discredit the BI approach, and kccp it off the policy agenda,
using their acknowledged expertise and insider status. Others defer
to thern; MPs who supporl BI see themselves as (and are) olctsidrr.~in
the policy process. This implies lhat - if the CIT is to argue for the
step-by-step reform process - the first steps must be consistent with
the technical means and policy goals supported by this group.

Supporters of BZ
Of the twelve MPs interviewed, half were broadly in favour of BI, or
found several attractions in it, mainly because the principle was in line
with their political values, and they saw that there is no future for the taxand-spend approach to welfare that sustained these values up to now.
But they saw themselves and other supporters as relatively powerless in
the face of technocratic and political opposition to the proposal.

I,;~bour'snew authoritarianism. The other (a Welsh MP) saw it as
r
such as solidarity,
consistent with the survival of Old ~ i b o u values
wcurity social investment, quality of life and distributive justice, and
rcc.honcd there are votes to be won for Liberal Democrats in Wales
I'ro~nOld Labour supporters.
0 1 ' thc two 'Old Labour' MPs who expressed support, one was a

longstanding convert, and the other converted by the research process.
l%otlisaw the New Labour leadership's commitment to reform as
cyllical, picking on easy victims, and a reflection of populist pandering
to ~niddle-incomevoters. Both saw BI as the only way to be true to
t l l C vi~lucs
of social justice, and to help the most vulnerable. One put
I'orwnrd sophisticated political and economic arguments for BI; the
olllcr's case was based on an in-depth understanding of the problems
01' long-term claimants and the economic problems of deprived ethnic~llil~orily
communities.
'l'l~cI'laid Cymru MP saw BI as the only path to reform that combines
~c.;~lism
over tax-and-spend restrictions and traditional values over
rc.tlislribution, security and the protection of vulnerable groups,
c.\l)ccinlly in depressed rural regions.
I'i~lally,one more senior Conservative MP was 'persuaded' of the
1)ohsihlcadvantages of BI during the interview. His responses to the
m ions conveyed the depth of Tory despair and rage over the failures
ol'tl~crecent Conservative government, and the policy vacuum in the
1);lrty over welfare issues. His main criticisms of New Labour were
I I I ~ I I rcl'orms are not radical or practical enough, and too like failed
'1i)l.yoncs. BI was attractive because it was new, radical, clear and
~ ~ ) ~ c ~ ~ marketable
i l i i ~ l l y as pro-family.

Both Liberal Democrat supporters interviewed have remained faithful
to their party's 1990 commitment to BI. One saw it as the only
approach to welfare reform consistent with liberal democracy, and is
horrified by the loss of political rights and liberal values under New

I'c-~'I~;~~?w)l.~nost
interest were the two new MPs (one Liberal Democrat
; I I I ~ I one Conservative) who were rnore or less neutral, though on
I ) ; I ~ ; I I I ~anti.
~
They were both young and knowledgeable in ap/wc.ric.al
wiry ;thou1 benefits, but unfamiliar with the technical and political
; ~ ~ . g u ~ n cover
n l s reform options. They probably represent a goodly
~)l.olx)~-lion
of younger, newer members, and hence a 'world to be won'
1'01. 131 advocates.
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Supporters in the different parties were supporters for different reasons,
which reflect their parties' traditional values and concerns.
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The Liberal Democrat MP followed his party leadership in criticising
WFTC and the New Deals, but was in line with New Labour in broadly
accepting welfare-to-work and compulsory approaches. He favoured
a broader notion of how claimants could fulfil their obligations to
society, which included informal community and voluntary work and
caring. Hence he was a potential supporter of some kind of
'participation income' option (see chapter.3).
The Conservative member showed the disillusion with previous Tory
policies and lack of any coherent alternative described above. She
was very knowledgeable about practical issues and problems with
welfare-to-work initiatives, she took a familialist, communitarianmoral stance, and was perhaps open to persuasion on issues around
parenthood, caring, community and voluntary work.

consequences of middle class families' strategies, and
governments' pandering to middle class interests. Supporters
of BI were the exceptions to this.
Iior thcsc two reasons, it seems that the 'philosophical' case for a
111ovcstraight to BI, in terms of political rights and social needs, is
lihcly to fall on stony ground. The main constituencies for this
;~ppro;~ch- older Liberal Llemocrats who have never given up RI,
;111tlOld Labour supporters who have jumped straight from Beveridge
1 1 ) I3i1sicIncome - are already convinced by these kinds of arguments,
;111(1 don't need any more of the same. They may be slightly put off by
;~ltc~-native
ways of framing the arguments, and by the gradualism of
; I 111ove
through a 'participation income'stage, but not enough to matter.
suggests that there is a substantial sector of the political elite
\ v l l o Ii:~ve not i~ncriticallyaccepted New Labour rhetoric as a basis
lor wclll~l-er e f o n . While they are willing to give priority to arguments
l o r ~ a r ~ c t i nirnproving
g,
work i~~ccntivcs
and changing the 'benefits
( . I I ~ I ~ I they
I . c ' . have their cycs on longer-term iss~lesover the effects
O I I w~tlcrsocial relations of the chaligcs initiated by New Labour. In
I ) ; I I I ~ C L I ~ they
: I ~ , are likely to look in future parliaments for evidence of
; I Ilcltc~.balance between support for ernployment and support for
I I I I ~ ) ; I;~ctivity
~~
of all kinds. Hence they might well be convinced by
; I 411.i1tegy
for long-term tax-benefit reform that could show:
'l'llih

Here there is common ground between the second group (BI
supporters) and these agnostic younger MPs. Although the New Deals
are generally seen as having advantages, and tax-benefit reforms that
improve il~centivesare clearly seen as most desirable, there is
widespread concern in both these groups over a possible imbalance in
favour of forrnal employment, and a wish to see informal work roles
recognised and valued.
Where the New Labour 'culture shift' ha5 clearly been mo5t successfirl
1s:

(i)

(ii)
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ruling out any tax-and-spend option\, yet disguising the high
costs of the New Deals and WFTC, or making them more
politically acceptable than benefit5-enhancement alternatives.
Only despairing Conservative critics (who could not offer an
alternative) s a w the welfare-to-work approach a5
fundamentally flawed, and likely to be a disaster,
portraying the problem as excessive economic individualism
and selfish pursuit of short-term interest, yet blaming the
institutions and attitudes of the welfare state rather than
middle-class choices and strategies that have evolved under
Thatcherism. For instance, social polarisation, the 'learned
dependency' culture and undeclared cash economy were seen
as products of failures of benefits reforms, rather than
STUMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME

(I)

that B1 call deliver better-targeted and better-incentivised
benefits for people in work;

( 11)

tIi;~t in the transitional form of a Participation Income, it can
recognise voluntary and unpaid care work, and promote farnily
value5 in ways that are consistent with economic efticlency.
A 5trong community sector and a community development
approach to economic regeneration are e\sential elements in
such a policy mix, while compulsion and coercion are not;

iii )

It is a necessary precondition for both enterprise and security;

IIV)

In the long run, it is inevitable that the reform process will
lead in this direction.

(
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be put off by the argument that it redistributes towards homebased better-off women - especially the Conservatives among
them. This approach would build on the New Labour culture
shift, by extending its concepts of work, participation,
responsibility and inclusion, rather than trying to overthrow
them. It would also adopt those parts of the Irish long-term
reform strategy which suit the UK's political culture and
institutional setting.

Chapter 2
The Dynamics of Tax-Benefit Reform
'I'l~ischapter examines two issues common to all forms of minimuin
illcome provision. The first is what combination of tax and benefit
1)olicicswill dclivc~.suchan income in the most efficient and economic
wily. The second is how to ju.stif~i~the resulting tax-benefit system in
~)oliticaland moral terms. The first of these is strictly a question of
1)111>lic
I'inance and administration; the second is a political question.
I I I (he U K , the first issuc is dominated by the problem of incentives
williin a set of means-tested minimum income schemes. (In continental
1I11rol~e.
by contrast, it is the rather different set of problems associated
\ v i t l l cal-nings-related social insurance which dominate)' . As we shall
\IIOW, in purely economic terms there arc compelling arguments for
1llovi11gI'rorn the present lax-benefit regime towards a BI system, which
L C O I I I ~ create more logical (and fairer) incentives for all. But because
oI New Labour's emphasis on paid work, the second issuc - the
~ ~ ~ l i t i and
c a l moral justification for income maintenance policies 11;14 overtilken questions of delivery in the welfare reform debate.
I IC.IICC, Ilioi~ghmuch of the analysis in this chapter deals with technical
c.o~~hitlcrations
of public finance, the structure of the argument is
tlic.l;~lcdby the logic of starting from present pro-employment taxI~c.~lcl'il
reforms. The 'steps' or 'stages' which we describe are
tlc.lcn~iincdby this political starting point, and not by any technical
11c.ccssi1y.

2.1 The Reform Process
' I ' l ~ c . ~,rcviouschapter

contrasted the highly moralised debate about
wcll'i~rcreform in the UK with the relatively non-ideological debate
1;1hi11g
place in Ireland. While our UK interviewees frequently couched
~ l l c * iarguments
~.
in terms of 'rights and responsibilities', the members
( 1 1 I llc l rish political elite we interviewed were more concerned with
~ ~ ' ; l c ~ imatters
c a l of public finance: who would gain or lose from refonn
-

-

--

IIIIIO~LIC
p ~12,
I Ofor
~ ,an claborat~onof t h ~ ps a n t , and an explanat~onof why
111~.
1 Illopc,ln d ~ m e n s ~ ohas
n becn om~ttedhere
\L.L,
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and how labour market incentives would be affected. As we concluded
earlier, the fact that a basic income is a serious policy option in Ireland
- and is seen by many as the logical conclusion to tax and bencfit
reforms currently underway - reflects this focus. The consensusbuilding which goes with their successive partnership agreements
favours economic analysis over moral exhortation, and, as we set out
in this chapter, BI offers probably the most (economically and
administratively) efficient way of redistributing and maintaining
incomes. Hence, Ireland might 'stumble backwards' into something
like a BI, with policy insiders (adopting a rational, expert-led approach)
being among those pushing hardest in this direction.
The position taken by UK policy insiders, who tend to view BI as
'social science-fiction', is therefore paradoxical. In Ireland arguments
surrounding the compatibility of social justice and labour market
flexibility have led policy insiders in the direction of BI while, despite
these shared concerns, U K policy insidcrs barely consider BI worth
mentioning. Why is this'?
Clearly one reason - we would argue the main reason is the emphasis
on labour-market activation as a central feature of New Labour's attempt
to change the culture of welfare and 'break the mould of the old, passive
benefits system' (DSS, 1998a, p.23). This has led to changes in the rules
for in-work and out-of-work benefits, which rellcct a kind of niol.lrl
c~/-usudc
in favour of the paid work ethic. For UK policy insiders this
crusade has displaced the broader social policy values of impartiality
and fairncss between citizens, to the point where reforms that are morally
neutral (which, as we shall argue, is the case for BI) are seen as morally
suspect, even when thcy actually improve incentives.
-

This preoccupation with morality, which was noticeably absent in our
interviews with Irish policy insiders, presents a major obstacle to the
introduction (or even consideration) of BI in the UK. The next chapter
discusses further whether this focus on work and conditionality is
likely to help or hinder the government's wider policies for tackling
social exclusion (Lister 1998), and its welfare reform agenda more
generally. However, before these issues are addressed, we should turn
to the other major reason for the opposition to B1 among U K policy
insiders, namely the effect of this type of reform on tax rates.
40
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I I' even prominent supporters of BI (such as Parker, 1989) suggest that
11ictax rates it would involve are 'too high' (economically and politically),
i t is perhaps unsurprising that opponents of BI also focus on the public
I'i~ii~ncc
implications of such schemes. Of course, judgements about what
1;1les oftaxation are acceptable are highly normative. Economic analysis
ol'optimal tax rate(s) relies on assumptions about the elasticity of labour
\ ~ ~ p pand
l y society's redistributive preferences, values for both of which
; ~ r tlilf'icult
c
to determine empirically (Heady, 1996), while claims that
I;~xcsare 'too high' politically are inherently unprovable. Nevertheless, it
i \ certainly the case that BI would involve higher taxcs, and folk wisdom
( ; I ( IC;IS~ in the minds of our intervicwces) has it that a radical increase in
I;lx r;~tcswould be massively unpopular, cvcn if the majority of households
i l l li~clbecame better-off as a result.
I ' ; I I ~ ol'the job of this chaptcr is to calculatc the public finance effects
01' i ~ i ~ r o d u c i nag full BI schcmc (i.e. one whcrc entitlement is

~ ~ ~ ~ c o ~ l d i and
t i o nuniversal),
al
and the tax rate(s) with which it might
I)L. ilhsociated. But first we aim to show that the dynamics of tax and
I)c*~~cl'it
policy in the UK make the adoption of a very restrictive form
I I
which we call a 'labour market participation income' (LMPI)
I~iglilylikely. At root this reflects the fact that, in line with the
~)~.c'vioi~s
administration's policy, the government have linked the value
0 1 111cx)rncSupport to prices rather than earnings (at least as far as the
\\'c )l.l\ i lig age population is concerned' ). This means that, relative to
( ; I )IJ. a hnsic income set at the level of Income Support is becoming
\ ~ ~ . ; ~ t lcheaper
ily
over time3. For the same reason, if we assume that
[ ; I \ ;~llow:uicesincrease with earnings (as seems reasonable in the
1 0 1 1 ~ ru11.t l i o ~ ~ g
the
h failure of all recent governments to maintain the
~ c . l ; ~ ~value
i v c of the allowance must also be acknowledged), there
-

I IIC $ , ( I \ CI.IIIIICII~
is corii~iiittcdl o iricrcasing Incomc Support Ihr pensioners in line with
I)SS, 1098h). Incomc Support c l a ~ n i n ~ i with
t s cliildrcn have also sccn \omc
111, I<.;I\C 111 (IIC !real value ofbcnclits, though 1111shas come through ad-hoe rises rather than
.I I I I O I ~J~CI~CI.;II
.
changc in uprating policy.

t

.IIIIIIII~\( \ C C

1 IIIOII~,II~UI
t l i ~ schapter we use the lcvcl o f Incomc Support as thc minimum income
;111dsct belietit rates accordingly. Altcrn;ltivc approaclics, such as sctting the
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII s(;~rid;~rdat half average incomc, arc not discussed; for our purposes it is useful
I t , !.IL<.Illc ;~ctunlstandard (as set by Incomc Support) I-athcr than a more general measure
0 1 I N I \ ~ I I111
~ other words, thi\ \tudy IS not conccrncd with the lcvcl o f the minimum
111, OIIIL.. o ~ ~liow
l y it is delivered. Wc tlicrclhrc maltc no claims as to the adequacy of
IN.IIL.IIIlevel\ ~111dcr
the various schemes we describe.
.1.111(1.11(1.
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will come a point in the not-too-distant future when the implicit value
of the tax allowance will be the same as a single person's Income
Support entitlement. At this juncture the switch to a LMPI would have
relatively minor public finance consequences and, depending on how
it was done, might not involve large administrative upheaval.
However, as this chapter sets out, we believe that a range of political
and economic factors will tell against a scheme where participation is
associated solely with labour market activity. Though the chief social
policy concern of the 'technocratic' policy insiders we described in
chapter 1 is currently worklessness, leading them to favour the LMPI
approach, there are already elements in New Labour's programme
which look towards a broader definition of social citizenship. In the
end, we argue, the UK will arrive at something like an unconditional
basic income (which for clarity we label a UBI) through gradually
broadening eligibility to an intermediate 'social and economic
participation income' (SEPI). The path outlined in this chapter is not
the only possible one, but the requirements of the government's wider
programme and support indicate that it is the most likely one. While
public finance arguments will still be a factor once the LMPI stage is
reached, it is the moral and political case for extending benefit
eligibility which will be more important in determining the speed of
transition to a UBI. Thus, although the cost of each reform is substantial
relative to today's tax-benefit system, the more relevant comparison
is between the three schemes, where the difference in cost is smaller.
In other words, if the tax allowance was substantially increased much
of the cost of introducing a basic income would be removed.
Our first task is therefore to show why an increase in the tax allowance
might be desirable in any case, notwithstanding the possibilities this
opens up for reform of the benefits system. To this end, the next section
contrasts two ways in which the tax system might be used to help
childless low earners: through widening the 10p starting rate or through
raising the level of the tax (and National Insurance) allowance. In
addition, it also examines the case for introducing an 'employment
tax credit' targeted on low earners. (For the timebeing the position of
households with children and pensioners is ignored; we discuss the
former group in Section 2.6 while pensioners and pensions policy

Inore generally are considered in Section 2.7)'. It might be objected
that this focus ignores precisely those groups which public policy is most
concerned about. But since the majority of the UK's adult population
live in childless non-pensioner households (DSS, 1999a, Tables B 1 and
1<3),it makes sense to look at their position first before moving on to
'spccial cases'. Moreover, though under-represented relative to their
wcighting in the population as a whole, non-pensioner households without
c.liildren account for some 35% of the bottom decile of the income
tlisfribution (after housing costs, DSS, 1999a, Table D I).

2.2 Helping Childless Low Earners through the
Tax System
cl'l'cct of tax changes may be illustrated most easily through quantified
( . \ ; ~ ~ ~ ~Let
p l cus
s . suppose that, after taking account of planned increases
i l l spending, the Chancellor calculates he has sufficient revenue to give
; ~ w ; ~E2y billion a year for each of the next five years5. Further, let us
;1xs1111ic
that, in giving away this money, I.ic is most concerned about the
~'ligl~f
ol'(child1ess) low earners - the 'deserving poor' who are the object
0 1 Ncw 1,abour's redistributive desires (Piachaud, 1999)" What options
(10~'sIIC have'? One, clearly, would be to redistribute income through the
I)1.11l.l'ifs
system, so that available resources are used to increase the level
; I I I ( ~ /tii~lnber
OI.
of recipients of state transfer payments. However, for
1 ) ~ ~ ~ - x - ~ ~ ~we
x rassume
p o s e sthis policy option is ruled out: on the evidence
01 I l l c ilifcrviews described in chapter I, and the first 1000 days of New
I . ; ~ l w ) ~government,
~lwe judge that UK policy makers will more readily
( . o I I I I ~ L - I ~ ; redistribution
I~~~
via the tax system than via the benefits system.
'I'llc

---

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~1 1 ;I~\IIII~C~ that cvcryonc IS an owner-occupier and docs not q u a l i b for any form
0 1 ,>I,II<.\111yx)rf.Wllilc tliis is clearly very rcstr~ctive,it makes illustrations less convoluted,
.IIII~ ..IIIII>III'IC~
tlic \tructurc o f the argument. However, Parker's ( 1989) conclusion that
I I ~ ~ I I , . co\I\
I I I ~ ~ill-c the i A c l i i l l e ~Heel' o f basic income sclicmcs is also relevant, and the next
c II.IIII~.I I I I C ~ I I ~ C \ :I f i ~ l l c rdiscussion o f housing than would be possible lhcrc.

buoyancy may result from higher than expected economic growth, from
cnviron~ncntaltaxes (c.g. on pctl-ol or housing), or from an over-correction for
I ~ I L .IIIII\
\
li.;c;ll deficits. Depending on the outcome o f the ncxt Comprehensive Spending
I:(.\ I C Y \ . ; ~ n t;l\\uming
l
that the economy continues to perform robustly, a give-away o f f 10
1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 (:I 11tIIcovcr l'% o f GDP) ovcr the course o f t l i e ncxt parliament is quite conceivable
',111
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' 1 1 , l I ~ o ~ ~;11so
I ( I be noted that tliis chapter completely ignores the issue o f housing cost\

'low earners' arc people on tlic minimum wage. For the tinicbcing we

1 1 1 ~lposilion o f low earners with children, whcrc a broader range o f p o l i c y instru~nenls

. ,I\ .III;II>Ic III both the tax and the benefits systems..
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'I'able I

Accordingly, the analysis in this section is confined to the second way in
which the state may directly atfect incomes,namely through changes to taxation.

1Sffect on low earners of widening the l o p tax band

The most obvious way of giving money away via the tax system is
through reducing the basic rate. Broadly, each penny taken off the
basic rate reduces tax revenue by &2billion; hence, over the course of
a parliament, there would be sufficient revenue under our assumption
to reduce the basic rate from 22% (in 2000/1) to 17%).However,
assuming that the Chancellor is most concerned with how changes
affect low earners, we do not think this direction for policy will be
adopted. So little of low earners' income is taxed at the basic rate that
they gain little from basic rate reductions7. We therefore confine our
analysis to two alternative reforms - widening the IOp starting rate
and raising the personal allowance - before looking at the effect of an
additional policy option, recently mooted by the Chancellor, of
introducing an 'employment tax credit'.

lncrease in the annual income of

-

a low earner workina:
Top of
starting
rate band

Annual tax
give-away

Year

34 hours

38 hours

42 hours

Graduated tax rates or higher allowances?
Tables 1 and 2 show the effect on childless low earners, working varying
number of hours, of two alternative directions for tax reform. In Table 1
we show the effect of widening the 10p starting rate so that it covers
more than just the first 51500 of taxable income. In Table 2 we show the
effect of an alternative policy of raising the personal lax allowance; for
convenience we assume that this policy is also applied to National
Insurance Contributio~ls(NICs), so that the lower earnings limit rises in
tandem with the tax allowance? A third option of reducing the starting
rate (e.g. from I Op to 5p) is not considered; while in the short-term these
two policies may be distinguished, the logical conclusion to a policy of
lowering the starting rate would be to reduce it to zero, and hence we will
confine our analysis to increases in the tax allowance.
-

-

-

-

-~

' I:or example, to take the mo\t hard-working

-

-

--

--

-

-

I

I
Year

I
Annual tax
give-away

I
Top of
starting
rate band

lncrease in the annual income of
a low earner workina:
.,
34 hours

38 hours

I

42 hours

-

ofthc cxa~nplesused below, someone on the
minirnum wage (f3.60 an hour) who works a 42 hour wcck would gain just ovcr El00 a year
horn an irn~licdiate5p reduction in the basic rate. In contrast, somcone with earllings al the lop
l d f 1,300. Proportionally the gains would
of the basic ratc band (on E32,000 a year) w o ~ ~ gain
also be skewed towards higher earners our low canicr's inco~ncIncreases by 1.3% in
comparison with an increase of 4.1 '%for the high earner.
-

X This will not affect benefit cntitlcment. As scl out in the I999 Budget, as part ofthe process of
aligning the lower earnings limit and the tax allowance. a new ' ~ e r oratc band' for NlCs has
bccn introduced, so that cvcryonc earning more than the 'shadow' lower earnlngs limit
l the fi~ti~re
be credited will1 full contribut~ons.
(currently f 6 6 a wcck) w ~ l in
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'I;~l)lcI shows the effect of gradually widening the 1Op tax band. Using
1l1c~~~icrosimulation
model POLIMOD (for a description see Redmond,
S11111crland
and Wilson, 1996),we calculate that the cost ofextending the
1);11ltlby 2750 would be about 22 billion. Hence the point at which the
, I I IMULING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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starting rate of tax ends (and the basic rate begins) could rise from its
current level of f5835 (i.e. the single personal allowance of f4335 plus
f1500) to &6585 in year 1, 27335 in ycar 2, and so on. The Table shows
the effect this would have on the annual income of threc illustrative low
earners, all of whom earn the minimum wage but who work either 34,38
or 42 hours a week (and hence who might all be considered 'full-time'
workers"). Their annual earnings are therefore respectively f6365, f 7 1 15
and E7860. As can be seen, the fact that their earnings are so low means
that, after year 3 of the reform programme, none of them receive any
benefit from further increases in the width of the starting band. Indeed, if
we look at someone working 34 hours a weck (on the minimum wage)
we find that widening the starting band provides little benefit even in
year 1. As only 2500 of their earnings is currently subject to basic rate
tax, extending the starting band is of little benefit to them.
Table 2 shows the equivalent effect on low earners of raising the tax
allowance (and the lower earnings limit for NICs). As can be seen,
this type of reform has two clear advantages over thc policy shown in
Table 1. First, increasing the tax allowance has more effect on the
incomes of low earners (even in year I , when minimum wage workers
on 38 and 42 hours a week receive the full benefit of widening the
10p band). Increasing the tax allowance is therefore more progressive
than widening the 10p band"'. Second, this policy benefits all of our
low earners in every year, and in all but the final year to the same
extent. The policy of raising the tax allowance might therefore also
be preferred on the basis that, from the point of view of low earners, it
has greater longevity than widening the starting rate band.
Against thi\, however, it could be argued that w~deningthe \tartlng band
improves work incentives more than increase\ in allowance\. At it\ current
width the 10p band has little effect on incentive\ (only people earning
between 24335 and f5835 a year pay tax at thi\ rate, and there are few
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~~

--

-

-~

-

--

-

Clearly, any definition of 'fi~ll-time'is likely to be so~ilewhatarbitrary. As we s l ~ i ~see,
l l one
ol'the main technical arguments for ~ n o v i n gto a tJBl I\ that i l avoids the govern~nctlth;lving
to dehignate the number of hour\ of work which i t co~iritlcrsto be nonnal/acceptnblc.

people with annual earnings in this range), though its efiect would grow
:IS it was widened. However, as shown in Table 1, as soon as a wider
starting band begins to include a significant number of people - such as
I'ull-time minimum wage workers - it would also begin to lose its
cl'l'cctiveness as an instrument of redistribution. Similarly, raising the tax
i~llowancewill have little effect on work incentives until it reaches the
lcvcl where a significant number of people are taken out of the tax net, at
which point it too will lose its redistributive efficiency. This trade-off
I)c~wccnincentives and redistribution is shown even more clearly if we
Iuln lo thc effect of introducing an 'employment tax credit', a form of tax
;~ssistanccfor low earners which the Chancellor is considering.
,in employment tax credit?
.IIISI as reductions in the basic rate of tax may be objected to because high
c-;~r~icrs
gain more than low earners, the changes to the tax system discussed
;~l>ovc
coultl be criticised on the grounds that, at best, evelyone gains the same
c i l l ahsolute terms). What is necded, it might be argued, are reforms which
givc Inore to low than high earners, so that resources are more tightly focussed
( )II ~lic
largct group (minimum wage workers). As shown by Tables I and 2, in
114 prcscr~t
guise the UK tax system is incapable of producing this outcome for
c.1 ~iltllcsspeople; hence, if use of the benefits system is ruled out, a new policy
i~lstn~nlcnt
must be invented to take on this task.

polcntial policy innovation would be to introduce a new tax credit
low cnrning households without children, along the lines of the
Worhing Families Tax Credit (WFTC). In fact, the government appears
I O Ilc- giving this direction for reform active consideration; in a speech
I;1s1 year the Chancellor stated that 'our long term aim is an
c.~~ll'loyment
tax credit, paid through the wage packet, which would
IN. ;~v;tilableto households without children as well as households
will1 children'" . In effect, such an employment tax credit (ETC) would
c.\lc.~ldlhc existing 'earnings top-up' (ETU) pilot scheme to the whole
(11 ~lic.I IK, and simultaneously convert the scheme into a tax credit".

( hic

101.

i

"

--

"'A\suming the width of the basic rate band i \ not reduced to compensate for challgej in the
level of the tax allowance or width o f the \tartins bmd. 'l'hc di\tl-ibutional ;irzuments i n
~ ~ I V O Lof
I ~increi~si~ig
the tax allowance are also rccogni\cd hy Ihc In\titule for Fi\cal Studies
(2000, p75). who commenl that thi\ is "the most progressive 111eii11\of redistribution via the
tax sysle~n".

k 1 , l l ~ ~?OOO
I l l3~lcigct
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~

" \IN.L.~.III)y (;ordon Rrown to the IFS 27.5.99. T h ~ slong tcrnm aim is confirrncd by the
I

I I I I~I I I pilot schemes were established under the last government to test whether a

1u.rn.I 1 1 ;11011g 1111: lines 01.Fa1ilily C ~ c d is110uld
t
be introduced ror single people. As we discuss
IIIIIII~.II ~ . l o w the
, rationale for providing support in the forrn of a tax credit rather than a

I,, II,.III I);I~IIICII~ is csscntially political.
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The rules governing the two types of ETU currently running in
different part4 of the country are set out in Table 3.

Table 3
Earnings top-up rates

lcstricted to the position of single people over 25).
Design 1 (the least generous of the three schemes) provides a
maximum tax credit of &30a wcck, and starts to reduce support
once earnings cross a threshold of £62.45 a week. This is the same
us scheme A of the ETU pilots but with a 55% taper.
Design 2 makes the scheme more generous through raising the
threshold to E80.65 a week (as in scheme B of the ETU pilots),
while keeping the credit constant.

Scheme A
Credit
Couple
Single 25 and over
Single under 25
For working 30 hrs+ pw
Applicable amount (i.e. taper threshold)
Couple
Single 25 and over
Single under 25

Dcsign 3 makes the scheme more generous by increasing the credit
hy f:I0 a wcck while keeping the threshold constant.
'l';~l)lc
4 shows the effect of each design on the incomes of low earners
working 34, 38 and 42 hours a week, as in Tables 1 and 2. For easier
(.o~l~lx~rison
with these earlier Tables, all figures arc annual. Following
1 1 1 ~ . rulcs of the WFTC (and the ETU pilots), we assume a 'bonus' of
L'I 1.05 a week is paid to people working more than 30 hours (so that
1111.rclcvant credit for full-time minimum wage workers in Designs 1
;111tl 2 is L41.05, and £5 1.05 in Design 3). Note also that the Tablc
;I\tllncs all the tax changcs announced in the 1999 Budget have been
I H I I ill place; as an individual's ETC entitlement depends on their net
c - ; ~ r ~ ~ ithe
n g amount
s
received can be affected by the shape of the tax
\y\tL'lll.

Scheme B
Credit
Couple
Single 25 and over
Single under 25
For working 30 hrs+ pw
Applicable amount (i.e. taper threshold)
Couple
Single 25 and over
Single under 25

' 1 ' 1 1 ~cl'l'ect of an employment tax-credit on low earners

Ilesign
As occurred with the conversion of Family Credit into the WFTC, we
would expect the scheme to be made more gcnerous at the same time
as administration is switched to the tax system. Certainly, it seems
reasonable to assume that the taper rate (the amount deducted for every
£ of net earnings above an 'applicable amount' or 'threshold') will bc
reduced from its current rate of 70% to the WFTC's rate of 55%.
However, its other parameters are more open to doubt, and this section
therefore looks at three possibilities (for brevity the analysis is
48
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Estimated Increase in the annual income of a
low earner working: (figures in pounds)
Cost

(f bn)

34 hours

38 hours

42 hours

1

0.4

678

398

118

2

1.2

1466

1186

906

3

0.7

1198

918

638
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o n low earners), the worse effect it will have on the incentives facing
I~ncficiaries'~
. In a nutshell, in order to get claimants off benefit and into
work, the scheme cannot make low earners better-off across a wide band
01' hours once they are in work.

It is worth commenting briefly on the cost estimates presented in the
Table. These have all been calculated using POLIMOD and, as can be
seen, the model suggests an ETC could be introduced relatively cheaply
-even Design 2 (the most expensive variant) has an estimated cost of
only E1.2 billion1'. However, it should be noted that, as well as
assuming incomplete take-up, POLIMOD docs not take into account
the possibility of behavioural change -- the cstimates prescnted are
based on individuals' actual earnings in 199415 and 199516 (the Family
Expenditure Survey years used for the model), rather than an estimatc
of what their earnings would have been under the policy reform. This
means the incentive effects of reform are not included, and hence the
cost estimates in the Table may be biased (because the effects of people
moving off Income Support and into work, and of people already in
work reducing their hours, arc not included). However, estimates of
how individuals are likely to respond to changes in work incentives
are very contentious, and POLIMOD's assumpti011of no behavioural
change may be the least worst option'-'.
This caveat aside, the introduction of an ETC appears to off'er a much
!arger 'bang per buck' than w idcning the I Op lax band or raising the tax
allowance. At least under Designs 2 and 3, all our low earners receive a
bigger income boost than they get in year 5 of either ol'the tax reforms, in
spite of the fact that an ETC (under any design) costs much less than the
E l 0 billion we allocated earlier for tax cuts. Moreover, the income boost
is skewed towards the poorest of the examplcs illustrated - the 34-houra-week - worker earning L6365 a year (21500 a year less than the 42
hour-a-week worker). But herein lies the dilemma which faces all illwork benefit or tax credit schemes (and, indeed, the tax-benefit system
more generally): the more tightly targeted a scheme is (in this instance,

e.

;a-

( h e way to ameliorate this trade-off between targeting and incentives
111ightperhaps be to introduce an ETC alongside a broader starting
valc band, so that the high withdrawal rate applied to the tax credit is
ol'lset to sorne extent. However, while initially appealing, this argument
tloes not bear close examination. First, the extent of the improvement
i l l incentives is tiny: given the assumed taper on the ETC of 55%) of
I I C I earnings, people paying tax at the basic rate would face a marginal
tlc.tluction rate of 69% while those in the 10p band would face a
wilhdrawal rate of 64%. Second, this policy simply arnounts to
1 o ~ i ~ h ~ an less
~ n gredistributive reform (widening the IOp rate) w ~ t ha
I I I O I C~ed~stributive
reform (an ETC); raising the tax allowance would
1 ~ ;I. \~mplerway of gettlng to the same distributional outcome. Last,
I I I I I ~ \ \ the starting band is very wide, Sew people will actually face a
I , I \ 1;11elower than the basic rate, as the marginal deduction rate facing
low earners (qualifying tor the ETC) is determined chiefly by the
I,I~L*I.~'~

I I I c\sence, the difficulty surrounding in-work benefit or tax credit
11c.1ncsis that measures which reduce the 'unemployment trap' tend
I O worsen the 'poverty trap' for those in work". Redmond and
\ I I I ~ I ~l;und
I
( 1995, p. I) comment as follows:

\l

'By making low paid work more attractive to the unemployed,
rhe Earnings Top-Up will reduce incentives to become or
that ~nccnt~vc\
for bcnclic~ar~es
can only be lmprovcd by rcduc~ngthe degree
this in turn has two knock-on cffccts. First, ~nterms ofincentives,
111,. I I I I ~ ~ I O \li)r
' Cpcoplc
I ~ I ~ already
I I ~ bcncliting li-om the sclic~iichas tlie clYcct ofreducing incentives
1 8 !I t
I I L X I ~ )who,
~ ~
as a result of its increased generosity, arc madc newly clig~blc(such as workers on
. I I ~ - I I I I V 111orc 1Ii;11i tlic minimum wagc). Second, in tenns of redistribution, the largest income gains
\ \ 111 11,. lc11by pcoplc some way up tlie earnings distribution, and the redistributive cflicicncy ofthc
.t IIC.III(.
111sIII~YOII d'?tre)will therefore be lower.
111,

f%F
~-

--

- -

--

I ' I lowcvcr, tlic cost of an L'I'C' ~nightbe considerably higher if a more generous scheme were
, Institute for Fi\cal Studies (2000) estimate that a more generous
introduced. For ~ n t a n c cthe
ETC', based 011the non-child elements of the WFI-C, would cost f4.5 bill~on.In addition, the
cost of an 1-l'C will be affcctcd by the level ofthe minimurn wagc, increases in which will
reduce the cost of the sclicmc. The cll'cct of an ETC on the lcvcl ofthe minimum wagc is
thcrelbre indctcrniinatc: the above argument suggests it will be higher, wliilc the fact that an
E7C reduces tlic link bctwccn earllings and income suggests a low (or no) min~mumwage.

14'l'hearguments for and against including bcliav~ouralchange within microstnlulation models
are examined in detail by I lancock and Suthcrland (1992). For an example ofan attempt to
includc bchavioural change see Grcgg, Johnson and Reed (1999).
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(31

"

to

(ii~~ill~
t111\
~~
I\ y

I . I I ~ " . I I I I ~ (I.c.tlic raper rate). Rut

I

~ I II

Design 1 (thc Icast gcncrous variant) entitlement to the ITC runs oil1 at
fX.000 a year, over f2000 higher than the top of the current IOp band.

I I \ ~ ; I I I Cunder
~,

. I I I I I I I ~ , \~ i l ; ~ r o u ~ i d

$

'

111,. ~io\crlytrap rcfcrs to the lack of incentive to work more caused by high tnarginal

$1,

~ 1 1 111111
1 ~

It,

II<.III)

r;~tcs.I'lic unemployment trap rcfcrs to the lack of incentive to enter work (i.c. Ic~lvc
hy a high replaccmcnt rate bctwccn bcnclits and nct wages.

(.;IIIS~~
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remain higher paid. It will extend to all workers the po5sibility
of very high marginal tax rates due to the combined effect of
income tax and National Insurance Contributions and the
withdrawal of benefits (the poverty trap).'

~'articular,changes in the structure of a tax credit are determined
tlircctly by the Chancellor, and improvements (i.e. increasing the credit,
raising the threshold or reducing the taper) may be presented as tax
c.uls rather than benefit increases. Hence, as part of the 'hidden welfare
slate', a tax credit scheme may be able to expand and develop in ways
wliich would be i~npossibleif it were designated as public expenditure,
wlicrc parliamentary, Treasury and media scrutiny is more constraining
( l loward 1997, Kvist and Sinfield 1996). Thesc accounting conditions
rclM-cscnta barrier to rational debate about ull approaches to tax-benelit
rc*lorm.

The disincentive to 'become and remain higher paid' can be seen most
clearly if we look at the choice of number of hours to work (though
incentives to train and gain promotion will also be affected). Whatever
the structure of the tax system, an ETC provides a strong incentive to
earn up to the threshold level, but little incentive to work beyond this
(due to the high taper ratc). In the case of households with children
there may be arguments for this type of system; in particular, the
government may wish to actively encourage parents to work less than
a full working week, especially if they have sole responsibility for
children (see Section 2.6). However, the arguments surrounding
support for childless people (i.e. those without caring duties) are subtly
different, in that 'full-time' work is the norm. Given the work-fetishism
of New Labour's approach to tax and benefit reform, it is difficult to
see a rationale for, in effect, making benefits for childless people
working 16 hours a week un~onditional'~
. There are other disincentive
effects built into the tax-credit approach which are not discussed here,
for the sake of clarity of presentation. One of these is the disincentive
to SU\~C,
because the rules rcquire capital assets to be taken into account.
Another is udmini,str-utivc c.omple.rity, inherent in the eligibility
conditions.

I rvcti so, the administration of tax credits presents a number of practical
~lil~l'icitlties:

with all means-tested forms of \upport, take-up is likely to be
less than complete;

;IS

employers' administration costs may be high, particularly in low
wage scctors;

\Illce entitlement to the credit will probably be calculated over a
5 week period and then granted for 6 month\ (like the WFTC),
working patterns must be arranged in a rather unusual way to
~~ioxiniise
the credit;
laxpayers' privacy will be invaded as, in effect, such a scheme
w o ~ ~ mark
l d a return to joint taxation.

The main argument for an ETC, from New Labour's perspective,
therefore comes down to the fact that it is a way of increasing the
incomes of low earners without adding to the benefits bill. While there
is no economic difference between public and tax expenditures (such
as tax credits), and international accounting standards mean much of
the cost of tax credits should be 'scored' as public cxpenditure (though
the Treasury has not followed this convention), income-transfer
schemes based on the tax system may have political advantages. In

I 1 1 1 i~l~alcly
we believe these practical considerations (and the incentive
c.lli.1.1~
outlined above) will tell against the introduction of an ETC.
( 'c'~.~;~i~lly,
we can expect a further fundamental examination of the
~c-\~)~'clivc
roles of the tax and benefit system prior to any such move.
'I'l~c~
is n~licrefore
~
a window of opportunity for advocates of a BI to
I I I ; I I , ~ * lllc case for an alternative course for tax-benefit reform. The
I ~ ' I I I ; I ~ ofthis
I I ~ C ~ chapter sets out our view of this course, of how the
111.; 111iglilgradually progress towards a BI through capitalising on
~ . I ~ ' I I within
I ~ - I ~New
~ s Labour's programme. As such, our analysis is
, 1 1 1 c.hl)licit attempt to go with the grain of government policy - to map
1 , 1 1 1 ; I 'pi~thof least resistance'.

' W h i l e it would be possible to makc ETC' payments conditional o n ccrtain forms of
behaviour (e.2. seeking full-lime work), this would be administratively cumbcrso~nc,
particularly given the Inland Kevcnuc's lack ol'cxpcricncc in t h ~ aarea. Altcr~iativcforms of
conditionality such as varying the minimutn number of hours according to household status
or agc - may hc more practicable, bill woi~ldncvcrthclcss place a considcrablc administrative
burdcn on cmploycrs.
-
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2.3 Making Work Pay: A Labour-Market
Participation Income
A 'participation income', or conditional basic income, has been
advocated by Atkinson (1995a, p.301):
'the most promising route (for tax-benefit refonn) is to
complement Modernised Social Insurance with a scheme
which preserves the principle of a basic income, of not being
means tested and of being on an individual basis, but which
is conditional on participation.'
We attempt in this section and the next to unpackage Atkinson's
proposal, so that we first look at a stage where means testing is
abolished (in the sense that incentives are more or less equalised) but
eligibility remains partly predicated on the household, before turning
to a fully individualised scheme. Moreover, in this first stage we also
define 'participation' in a rather Inore restrictive way than Atkinson,
so that a large(r) number of activities (and people) remain outside the
scope of the scheme. Accordingly, the 'labour market participation
income' (LMPI) which this section discusses is only distantly related
to Atkinson's proposal, and a scheme which is closer i l l spirit to his
ideas - which we call a 'social and economic participation income'
(SEPI) - is not discussed until the next section. Even then there is a
significant difference with Atkinson, in that we do not look at how
such a scheme (or, indeed, any of the schemes outlined) might be
complemented by social insurance. Rather, we assume that the
introduction of a BI would be accompanied by the abandonment of
National Insurance. This has important implications for the political
strategy to be pursued by BI advocates, and needs to be addressed as
a separate issue elsewhere. We refer to it again in our conclusions
(p. 126).

~ v o ~ ~hcl dadministratively cumbersome. In spite of our U K
~~~tc-~.vicwces'
prqjudice against transfers labelled as public spending
(~;ltllcr
lhan negative taxation), let us therefore imagine that the benefits
\ ~ ~ I ~ * is
I Inow
I
included in our armoury of policy tools. Clearly, one
1)1)44il,leway of boosting the incomes of childless low earners (the
1)olicygoal adopted at the start of Section 2.2) would now be to extend
1 1 1 ~ .ill-work Employme~it
Top-Up scheme. However, this would suffer
110111 1110stof the problems just outlined for an ETC. We therefore
1001\ ; I I an alternative type of reform, namely changing the structure
01 I I I ~ O I I I C Support so that, in place of the current & for t: mcans test,
~ . I I I I I ~ isL tapered-off.
*III~~~
:\I 1)1'~*scnl,
Income Support is essentially a replacement income for
o111side the labour market for a variety of reasons
r ~ ~ ~ ~ i . ~ ~ t p l olone
y ~ nparenthood
ent,
etc)'". Earnings by claimants must
I)(.tlc.clarctl and. above a very low limit, are in effect confiscated by
I I I ~;~~~tltorilics,
.
as a way of making claimants seek (regular, formal)
( . I I I I ) ~ O Y and
I I I Ccome
I I I off Income Support"'. But research has shown
I I I ; I I i l l totl:ty's 'I'lexible' labour market, with much of the work available
1 1 1 111c. I'or~nol' short-term or variable-hours employment or self( . I I I I ) ~ O ~ IInany
I I C I claimants
I~,
see lncome Support as a kind of
I I I I O I l ic.ial 131, and cio not declare occasional or modest regular earnings
( I : V ; I \ O I I ;lnd Woods, 1995; Rowlingson et al, 1997; Jordan et al, 1992).
WII;IIi 4 proposed and cxam~nedhere is a scheme which in a sense
I ( ~ ! ~ I I this
~ ; Ipractice,
I - ~ ~ ~by~ introducing a far gentler taper on the
\ \ ~~lltlr;lw;~l
01' benefits with earnings.
11104c'

I'IIC. (.ll'~.ci01' a taper in Income Support, and its similarities t o the
I , I,( ' xc.llcme looked at in the previous section, can be illustrated most
~

-

-

-

-

' ' \LC.I I I ; I ~ \ no
~ distinction between lncomc Support and Sob ~ & k c r s ' . A l l < ~ ~ i c c ,
(In. I I I C . : I I I ~
benefit
- I C Spaid
~ ~ to
C ~people who are not in employment but are capable
I

11

L I I I Ililll-time.
~
In part this reflects the structure of I'OLIMOD, which treats
IIIC.:IIIX
tested clelnents of the two benefits as being the same. Ilowcver, it also

\\ I I I

Helping childless low earners through the benefits system

IIIC.

The previous section looked at how the incomes of childless low
earners could be boosted through the tax system via tax credits. As
we saw, there were numerous problems with this direction for taxbenefit reform: it would create a new in-work poverty trap, it would
(in effect) subsidise low earners who chose to work part-time, and it

1 1 1 . ~ 1( I I I I O I I I I I S
c

helief that, though Jobseekers' Allowance is not means tested for the
( i f contributions are sufficient),and hence the issues are lnorc
~ ~ I I I I I I C ~ \rllc
, same approach should apply whatever type of benefit an individual is

1

1.11111111~:

I,,IIC.C.I\

(1111.

" 11 41011ltlhe noted that, in addition to a test of income, entitle~nentto meansI ~ . , . I c . I I I~cl~c'lits
also depends o n a household's assets, with capital of over f3,000
I ~ , I ~ I I ~ . ~ I I II IC :11iioilnt
~
payable.
-
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easily if we assume the government has already decided to increase
the tax allowance (and lower earnings limit for NICs) to 26500 (as in
Table 2 earlier). This level of tax allowance has a number of useful
properties. First, it is the amount a minimum wage worker on 35 hours
a week currently earns, and further increases in the tax allowance
above this level (beyond those needed to keep pace with changes in
the minimum wage) would be of no benefit to such an individual.
Hence, if a 35-hour week is considered 'full-time', this level of tax
allowance might in some sense be considered optimal2' . Second, for
a higher ratc taxpayer an allowance of this level would be worth 250
a week, 21 .40 a week less than the current rate of Income Support for
a single person aged over 25. It therefore well illustrates the point we
made in the introduction - that as benefit rates fall in relation to
earnings, as they will tend to under current government policies, the
value of the tax allowance will gradually come to equal Income
Support. Last, this level of tax allowance has the arithmetically
convenient property of being exactly half as high again as the current
allowance of 24335.
Before looking at the situation under a tax allowance of 26500, it is
also useful to look at the effect of introducing a taper into Income
Support when the tax (and NI) allowance is increased more modestly.
Suppose, for instance, that the allowance were increased by 2 1000 to
25335. As shown in Table 2 earlier, if increases in the tax allowance
are spread out evenly over a span of five budgets, this stage might be
reached in Year 2 of a reform programme". This level of tax allowance
also has an interesting property: it is twice the annual value of Income
Support for a single person (over 25). The arithmetic of replacing the
current means test (where entitlement is reduced & for 2) with a taper
system is therefore simplified: if entitlement were reduced by 50p for
every & of income a single person would cease to be eligible once
their earnings reached the level of the tax allowance. This approach -

-

~

--

- --

-

p~

-

In order to take account of changes in earnings (and in particular the minimum
wage) it might be better to express the E6500 target as a commitment to 'taking
full-time low earners out of the tax net'.

'I

" Increasing the tax

and NI allowance by 51000 w o ~ ~ cost
l d around t4bn,
assuming that the starting rate was simultaneously narrowed to t.500 (prior to its
abolition). It therefore costs about the salnc as a 2p reduction in income tax, from
22p (in 200011 ) to 20p.
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;c.llillg the taper so that entitlement is exhausted at the point where
III~.I ; I X system starts -therefore avoids difficulties which arise when
I I I < . O I I I CI;IX and benefits overlap (at least as far as single people are
o ~ ~ c . c * r n c ~InI )particular,
~'.
as well as preventing needless duplication
IN*IWL*CII IIIC Inland Revenue and the DSS, it also avoids a sudden
I I I I I I I ) i l l ~norginaltax rates, such as occurs when the pel-sonal allowance
I \ c.roxsccl and people suffer the effect of tax as wcll as benefit
\\~llll~lr:lw;ll.

(

1*1!-11rc*
1 illustrates the cffect o f a 50p taper in Income Support on the
I I I ( . O I I I L * 01' ;I (sit~gle)
minimurn wage worker, assuming that the tax
, I I I ( I N l ;~IIow;~nce
is increased to 553.15 (and the 10p batid is reduced
1 0I I I ~ . lirsl ESOO of income abovc this level). The Figure plots the net
I I I ( . O I I I C . ;~ssociated
with dift'ercnt numbers of hours of work, from zero
( \ \ II(.II
il i \ assumed 111comc Support may be claimed) to 48 hours a
\I (.(.I\.'l'llc. 45 degree line plots the position in the absence of taxes or
IK.II~.I
i l \ , I.C. wlicn net income is the same as gross (or original) income.
I O I c.o~~ll):trison,
the Figure also shows the position under Design 1 of
III(*I':'I'(' sclleme described in the previous section.

- --

-

111,.I I ~ I , . I I I ( H I li~cingc o ~ ~ p l is
e sInore co~nplicatcd.H c c a ~ ~ co~iples
sc
receive a
1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1,111.
1
of' IIICOIIIC Support than single pcoplc (tX0.65 a week rather than
I , 1 1 0 1 I ~ I C . I I . I ~ o ~ ~ ~ e lhcnetit
i o l d entitlement would not be cxtinguished when the
1 . 1 . . I I I o \ \ . I I I C . L , \ \ ; I 4 r~;~cIied
(assuming only one of thcni entered work). A 'bend
I ~ ~ I I I \ I \ ~ ~ ~ ~l lt ~l c ~ c l arise
i ) r c at thc lax allowance where, for a period. couples
, I I I I I ~, I ~ 1 0 I I I C O I I I C Support wo~ildface ;I \wry high marginal deduction ratc. This
I I I I I . ~ I I 11,..I\OI(ILYI ~Iirouglisome hrnm of'(partia1) benefit individualisation, as
1 1 1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1 III
~ Austr;llia. Iiowcver. for reasons of brevity, and b c c a ~ ~ ofdifliculties
sc
1 1 1 1 ) I \ 1.11 1 1 1 c.\l1111;1ling
the cost of such a change, we do not include this as part of
. I I I . I\II\\ ol';111LMPI.
at111

I ' I 1111 1111, I (
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Net Income of a (single) low earner under a 50% taper and a
£5335 tax allowance

Ncl Income of a (single) low earner under a 41 % taper and a
£6500 tax allowance
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As can be seen, the effect of a taper in Income Support is not all that
different from an ETCIETU. Below 16 hours of work a low earner
would do better under the tapered Income Support system (because,
by assumption, the in-work benefit or tax credit is only available to
people working more than 16 hours). But above 16 hours a low earner
would do better out of an ETC, at least under the assumptions used
here. But if we look at the situation under a £6500 tax allowance (see
Figure 2) a policy of tapering-off Income Support is unambiguously
superior to an ETC, in that low earners receive broadly the same
income boost above 16 hours but now face better incentives, as well
as qualifying for support if they work less than 16 hours. In line with
Figure I , Figure 2 assurnes that the Income Support taper is set so that
(for a single person over 25) entitlement runs out at the level of the
tax allowance. Given our assumed allowance of £6500 this implies a
taper rate of 4 1 %.

(.oh1:lnd distributional effects of introducing a taper into Income
SIII)I)OI.I
;II.C discussed below. However, it is worth first emphasising
III;II.
i l l conlrast to an ETC, the taper in Income Support which we
111 111)041*wi I I improve incentives both to enter work and to work more.
:\\ I'i;r~~~.cs
I and 2 show, an ETC would create a number of 'bend
I M ' I I I I ~ ' i l l l l i relationship
~
between hours worked and net income, and
I I I I ~ , \Y i I I ;1l'lCc1Ihe precise number of hours individuals choose. Clearly,
I I I I I - I ~ . ~ l poinl
tl
is at 16 hours, where workers first become eligible for
I I I ( - c . ~ c . t l i l . I lowever, more subtly, the scheme also creates bend points
, I I I I I ( * 111rc-sliold
level, where the taper first sets in, and at 30 hours of
\I I 11 I,, wllc-1.c people become eligible for a bonus (of £ 1 1.05 a week in
1111. c.\;ll~~l)lc).
'l'he incentives facing individuals are therefore to work
, I I III(.\(.
I,c.~ltl points, and evidence suggests that this is what people
, I I I I I . I I I ~ (lo (Hlundell, 2000). For instance, in the example scheme
I I I I I ~ . I I ; I I C X I ill the Figures (Design A), the effect of an ETC is to
1 . 1 1 1 I I I I I ; I ~ , C ' liiinilnum wage earners to work either 16 or 17 hours a
\I 1.r.1,(I)c.lowlhc threshold level but above 16 hours) or to work 30
I I I I I I I * . w(tch; beyond these points the effect of benefit withdrawal
, 1 1 1 1 1 [ . I \ I I I ; I ~ C Sthe net income gain from extra hours of work rather

'I'll(-

# I

I
I
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low. As noted earlier, though there may be arguments for encouraging
carers to work less than 'full tirne', it is difficult to see why the
government would wish to encourage individuals without caring
responsibilities to work these particular hours.
A major advantage of a taper in Income Support is therefore that it
avoids the rather arbitrary effects of an ETC on the number of hours
low earners choose to work; at least for single people, it creates a tax
and benefit system which provides consistent (and, because of its
simplicity, comprehensible) incentives to work and earn more2-'.
Moreover, because individuals would remain part of the benefits
system, a taper would allow the activity of people working less than
a 'full' working week to be monitored, and help offered or sanctions
imposed as appropriate (i.e. conditionality could easily be incorporated
into the scheme). A taper system therefore genuinely encourages work,
of all hours and all types, rather than selectively encouraging particular
types of work - regular employment of 16 or 30 hours a week. And,
as we shall see, it also opens the way to a more fundamental realignment of the tax and benefit systcnis, in the form of a Social and
Economic Participation Income (SEPI).

Cost and distributional effects of a 1,MPI
However, before describing the transition from an LMPI to a SEPI,
we should set out the cost and distributional effect of the changes
discussed so far. As described above, an LMPI may be thought of as a
combination of two policies - raising the tax (and NI) allowance and
introducing a taper into Income Support. We have suggested that the
end-point to these policies would come when the tax allowance reached
£6500 a year, the amount earned by a minimum wage worker on 35
hours a week, allowing the Income Support taper to be set at 41%.
Accordingly, the effect of an LMPI is estimated below using these
parameters.

1;or analytical convenience, however, we also make one further change.
At present take-up of Income Support by working-age households is less
Ihan complete, at around 88%. We envisage that under a SEPI take-up
woi~ldbe 100%,,,reflecting the fact that the system would be f.'ir more
~~niversal,
and the next section provides costings on this basis. But this
Incans that gains at the bottom of the income distribution would be greatly
al'l'ccted by the increase in take-up, obscuring the 'pure' effect of the
1)olicy.We therefore assume 100% take-up rates throughout this chapter,
;tnd this increase in take-up is shown as part of the cost of an LMPI.

I
i

I
I

I'OLIMOD's estimates for the cost of introducing an LMPI are shown
i l l Table 5. As can be seen, the majority of the cost comes from the
i~lcrcasein the tax allowance (see Table 2 earlier), with the taper in
I~lcomeSupport costing less than half as much. Even so, given the
.;in~ilaritybetween the distributional effects of an ETC and a taper in
I~icomcSupport, the estimated cost ofE4.5 billion is surprisingly high
in scction 2.2 we estimated that Dcsign A of an ETC would cost
o ~ ~ f400
l y million to introducc. The main reason is that, as modelled
1lc1.c.thc taper in Income Support would apply to all income, not just
c.:~rnings.In particular, lone parents on Inco~ncSupport would benefit
tlr;unaIically from the fact that, in contrast to thc current system, they
woi~ldreceive a major slice of any child maintenance payments made.
I Icncc much of the cost of the scheme reflects this effect which, while
~ ~ ~ ~ i n t c nwould
d e d , also produce substantial social policy benefits.

'I'ilhle 5
( 'ost

of a LMPI

CostISaving

Measure
-

-

Increase in tax allowance
Taper in Income Support
Increase in take-up to 100%Total
-

-

--

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

bn)
10.3
4.5
2.8 17.6

E

l

--

-

~

-

~

'Wnless entitle~nentto Income Support is in(liviu'z~u1isedin some way, this
conclusion must bc significantly weakened for couples, who will experience a high
marginal deduction rate in the portion of earnings irnrnediately abovc the tax
allowance (as Income Support would still not be fully extinguished at this level of
earnings).
60
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Source: POLIMOD

'I'lic distributional effect of the two components of an LMPI are shown
' , I IJMBLINGTOWARDS BASIC INCOME

6I

Income Support is very progressive, with people in the bottom half of
the income distribution enjoying practically all of the gains. In contrast,
gains from the increase in the tax allowance are more spread-out,
with people in the upper-middle of the income distribution doing best.

in Figure 3 (for easier comparison with later Figures the distributional
effect of the assumed increase in take-up is i g n ~ r e d ) ' ~As
. elsewhere
in this chapter, we look only at the gains which households at different
income levels would experience; the Figure is not on a revenue-neutral
basis. This reflects the argument we made earlier - that tax and benefit
reform will inevitably evolve over time, and it is the direction of reform
with which advocates of a B1 should be most concerned. Two points
are particularly worth emphasising. First, if Income Support levels
continue to fall further behind earnings the cost of the schemes we
present will go down by default. Second, in common with Ireland, the
UK appears to be entering an era of revenue buoyancy, and in this
context debate about tax and benefit reform is likely to focus on how
the fruits of economic growth should be distributed, rather than how
much Peter should be robbed to pay Paul.

Overall the gains from an LMPI will be gently tilted in favour of
tlic poor (due mostly to the taper in Income Support), though
csvcryone will s e e s o m e b e n e f i t 2 " . However, perhaps more
i ~ l ~ p o r t a nthan
t
these static effects, the inc,cnti\xc effects of the
scheme will be concentrated on people at the bottom of the income
tlislribution, and we might therefore expect the dynamic effects
01' ;In LMPI to be even more progressive. It is this aspect of the
\clicme which we believe is most likely to appeal to New Labour.
As shown by Figure 3, in itself an LMPI is not vastly redistributive.
Alltl. because we assume that continued economic growth allows
i~lc.~.c~nental
changes to be financed from revenue buoyancy, there
~h 1 1 0 redistributional effect resulting from the way the scheme is
I'i~l;l~lccd.
At least as described above, an LMPI is best seen as a
wily 01' tackling social exclusion rather than reducing income
i~lc.cli~;~lity
or poverty. Its real effect is to encourage greater income
~ t ~ o h i l i l through
y.
giving benefit claimants a greater ince~itiveto
~ ' I I ~work
L \ I . and move up the earnings ladder.

Figure 3
Distributional effect of a LMPI
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As the Figure shows, the two elements of an LMPI would have rather
different distributional consequences. The introduction of a taper into

1
1

i

2.4 Rewarding Responsibility: A Social and
Economic Participation Income
UK
~lovcrlimentsince 1997, the logic of which is followed by our analysis
1 1 1 t1lC ~wcvioussection, are aimed at improving incentives for low
~ . ; I I . I lo
I ~participate
I.S
in the formal labour market. However, it is widely
;~~llic.il?;l~cd
(for instance, by the Welsh MPs we interviewed) that for
I I I ; I I I ~citizens - especially those living in deprived communities and
I I I ; I I . ~ . ; I Swith structural economic problems - lack of labour demand
w~ll~)rcvcntthese reforms from having much practical effect. Even if
III(. IIK does move towards full employment, as the Chancellor has
1" ~ ' ( l i ~ l (Brown
cd
1999),employment opportunities will not be evenly
' I ' l ~ c - rcl'orms to the tax-benefit system undertaken by the

-

~~~LMPI

p
-

'i Figures 3,4 and 5 arc all based on the Ilouseholds Below Averagc lncornc
(HBAI) equivalence scales. Alternative ecluivalence scales would generate slightly
diffcrcnt results.
STUMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME

--

I Ilc tl~slributionalimplications of
would, of course, be rather different
1 1 \ \ t . Iookcd at a revenue-neutral scheme. Note also that the distribution of gains
\ t ~ l ~ ~Ijc
l t diffcrent
l
if we included the effect of the assumed increase in take-up.
',
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I'ormal or-the social economy. One element of such an approach
l l ~ cmove from a Labour Market to a Social and Economic
I'articipation Income - is described in this section; broader
clucslions surrounding the role of public services, community
: I . O L I ~ S and voluntary organisations in the social economy are
tliscussed in chapter 3.

spread, and for w m e the incentive to work will not be matched by an
opportunity to work (at lea\[ in the formal sector).

-

A s the government's record in creating jobs and reducing
unemployment grows ever more impressive, the task i t faces in
relation to the remaining stock of non-employed people will
therefore alter. In the future, working-age people who are not in
work will increasingly either be 'hard cases' (e.g. people with poor
language skills or living in depressed pockets of the country),
disabled o r partially-disabled (and hence to varying extents
restricted in the jobs they can take), or outside the labour market
altogether (for instance, because of caring responsibilities)" . The
very success of the government's policies will therefore make it
more difficult to depict full-time paid employment as a feasible
alternative to benefits for the remaining stock of c l a i n ~ a n t s .
Eventually the government will have to modify the advisory,
motivational and compulsory elements in its approach ( a s
expressed through the various New Deals), so that these correspond
better to the realities facing the residuum of benefit c l a i n ~ a n t s ' ~ .

Ikl'ore looking at support for people outside the formal labour market,
wc. 11cedto consider how such a ~ninimuniincome rnight be delivered
while maintaining incentives.

1~'rrllequivalence between benefits and the tax allowance
' l ' l ~ c .last section described a system where benefits remain means~(.\lc.tl hilt which, through the introduction o f a taper in Income Support,

~)~.ovitlcs
bcttcr incentives fhr people to enter work and increase their
( . ; I I . I I ~As
I I ~we
S .saw, if the tax allowance were increased to 56500 an
I ~ ~ c o Support
~ n c taper of around 41 % could be implemented. However,
1 1 111corncSupport continued to be linked to prices while the tax
;~llow:~ncc
rose with earnings, or if there were further increases in the
~ ~ * l ; ~level
~ i v of
c the allowance, this type of approach would rapidly
I)(.(.c)~nc
i~nsustainable.

We therefore expect that a point will be reached - probably in tlie
next parliament - where the currcnt approach will have run its
course, and another is needed. This would involve enabling citizens
to bc active in the 'social economy'. as carers, members of
voluntary organisations, social entrepreneurs, and so on (Ginsburg,
1999; Jordan, 1998, Ch. 5; Williams and Windebank, 1998). This
would cornplernent other efforts by government to combat social
exclusion and promote the regeneration of social capital in such
areas (see pp. 109 - 125). But these efforts are not well sustained
by currcnt structures and rules for benefit receipt, or by tlie New
Deals, Employment Zones, ctc. To maximise the benefits of such
programmes, more flexible forms of activation policy must be put
in place, where the object is promoting participation in citlic~i-the
--

;IIICI NI rates this level of allowance would be worth 52775 a year
I);~sicrate taxpayer, around 5 2 a week higher than the level of
I I I ( . O I I I C Support for a single person over 25. Moreover, if the level of
111~.
;~llowanceand the taper in Income Support were linked, as
t3~~r*;),c*slcd
in the last section, then an allowance of 58670 would imply
, I I ; I ~ ) ~ ' I1';11c
'
of 3 1 %, lower than the c ~ ~ r r etax
n t and NI rate. We doubt
\ \ I~(.lllcr
either of these outcomes is acceptable. As the value of the
[ ; I \ ;~llownnceconverges on Income Support, we therefore expect
I I I ~ I I I I ~political
~ I I ~
and technical pressure to rationalise the
. ~ ( I ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i sof~ r'fiscal
; i t i o nwelfare' (through the tax allowance) and
1~1l)lic
welfare' (through benefits).
I;!\
IO

- -~

In otlicr words, achieving 'I'ull employment' (howevcr this is dcfincd) will not
mean that cveryonc of working age is in a full-time job.
?'

;I

I'c ) I i~ ic.al pressure for reform would stem from the perception that it

'Sl'lic interviews described in C'liaplcr I also suggcst tliere [nay be considcrablc
political pressure for a broader approach, particularly as constiti1c1lcy-1~ii11ded,
newer Ml's becomc more influential.
04

i~~sl;unce,
consider the situation if the tax (and NI) allowance were

1'01.

t l o ~ ~ l its
~ l current
c~
level, i.e. 58670 a year rather than 54335. At current

o ~ ~ l he
t l wrong to give people in work higher allowances than the
I)c.~~(.l'its
paid to those in 'genuine need'. Assuming the labour market
\\
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remains tight, and that activation policies such as the New Deals are
successful, it will become increasingly hard to argue that benefit
claimants are predominantly undeserving or voluntarily dependent.
The moral/political case for aligning benefits and the tax allowance
will therefore be strong. However, technical arguments will also be
important. In particular, as the taper rate falls the tax and benefit system
will increasingly come to resemble a 'negative income tax' and, if
only for administrative reasons, pressure will grow to integrate the
two systems2'. As we saw in chapter 1, such reasons are already being
recognised by tax-benefit policy 'insiders' in Ireland.
The arrangements brought in with the introduction of the WFTC
provide a clue to how such an integrated system might work. Though
the WFTC is described as a tax credit, and is the responsibility of the
Treasury, it will in fact be possible to claim it as a benefit. With certain
exceptions, people eligible for the tax credit will have the choice about
whether to receive payment via a Giro or via their pay packet. Much
the same type of system could apply to the tax allowance. People in
full-time permanent jobs earning above the level of the tax allowance
could (and probably would) continue to receive the allowance through
their pay packet. But those with earnings below this level, or in casual
work, or who simply preferred it, could opt to receive the allowance
as a benefit, in which case they would be taxed from their first & of
earnings. In fact, as many temporary workers already know, this is
how the existing 'emergency tax' arrangements work: the Inland
Revenue already requires employers to ignore the allowance when
calculating PAYE if an individual does not have a P45.
The effect of this merged system is therefore that, for low earners
(people taking the allowance as a benefit), the task of clawing back
benefit is performed by the tax system, while for those with incomes
above the allowance the tax system effectively does the job of
distributing benefits. Such a system would automatically assume that
Luiyone earning more than the allowance was fully participating in
society ('economic participation'). However, the activity of people
with earnings lower than this level could be monitored as part of the
~)roccsso f benefit payment, i.e. conditionality could be implemented

1

-

' I OI
I~.I\I(

i

00

.I

-

-

-

- -

-

-

Iullcr , ~ n , ~ l y of
s ~ the
s relat~vem e r ~ t sof negat~veIncome taxat~onand a
Kesselrnan and Garfinkel (1978)
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in a similar way to today. A distinction between taxpayers and benefit
recipients is therefore retained, allowing people on low or no earnings
to be tested for eligibility ('social participati~n')~~'.
What counts as 'social participation' would rest on political decisions,
;111dhence on the political justification for moving to a SEPI. For people
i l l good health and without caring responsibilities, it seems probable
1l1nt the system would rely on records of attendance and such like,
with local bureaucrats being empowered to separate out the wheat
(~)i~rticipators)
from the chaff (non-participators). Such individual
tlccisions would mirror (and perhaps be integrated with) the labouri~itcnsiveNew Deal approaches of motivation and counselling, and
would involve officials in detailed casework, and presumably also
go go ti at ion, about the level of socially relevant tasks undertaken. It is
tlicrclbre likely to have high administrative costs and, as with any
1.xcrcise in social engineering, will be paternalistic and frequently
i~~lrusive.
Given this, we expect a number of categories of people to
Iw tom to ma tic ally exempted from having to meet participation
conditions: pensioners and disabled people are two obvious examples.
I lowcver, this will, in turn, open the door to interest-group conflict
;111tl bargaining, as different organisations seek to ensure that a
~);~rlicular
activity or group is automatically included in the scheme.
I I I cl'l'cct, the government's New Contract for Welfare (DSS, 1998)
will have broken down, and a new moral and political basis for the
lax-benefit system will be required; hence the opportunity for Basic
I~~c,omc
to re-enter the debate (see section 2-5).
I'c.rliaps the biggest challenge will be to arrive at a satisfactory
(Icl'i~~ilion
of 'participation' for the over-50s. Two factors are relevant.
I'irsl, labour market participation among this group is low and falling
( ( ';~~iipbell,
1 9 9 9 ) 3 1; given this, it would hardly be credible to portray
-

-

-

-

-

-

"' Wll~lc.In d d ~ n ~ n ~ s t r adt ~ svte~ n c t ~between
on
the tax allowance and benefits could
IIC 1~.1,11ncd,
we envlsage that both would become the r c s p o n s ~ b ~ lof
~ t ythe Treasury,
, I I I ~ I I l l c lcvcl of cach would be set s~multaneouslyIn the Budget The tranr~tlonto a
\ I 1'1 \ l ~ o ~ thcrcfore,
~ld
defucto, result In benefit levels becorn~ngI~nkcdto
< ,tttttttg\
" I Il~coincidcntally,50 is also the age at which the Inland Revenue allows (tax~ ~ . l ~ c vprivate
c t l ) pension scherncs to makc payments. The principle that taxI~{.l~clils
may bc used to support labour ~narkctwithdrawal in late middle-age
~ l ~ i . ~ c l already
i)rc
exists.
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work as the sole badge of good citizenship. Second, and perhaps more
important, a hidden knock-on effect of a SEPI would be to cut the
incomes of early retirees. This reflects the fact that, unless
'participation' is rather eccentrically defined, the option of receiving
benefit in the form of a tax reduction (i.c. as a tax allowance) would
only be available to people with earned income'?. Hence a large
number of early retirees might see their net income fall dramatically
upon the introduction of a SEPI, as, for nun-participants, the loss of
the allowance will not be compensated for by benefit payments. While
there is nothing wrong with demanding that people with large pension
or savings income should prove their social participation (and hence
eligibility for benefit), we anticipate fierce opposition to such
'nannying'. Yet the alternative - of retaining the tax allowance for
unearned income - would legitimate non-participation by the wealthy,
making it harder to impose tough berlelit conditionality on the nonworking poor.
We are therefore pessimistic about the ability of legislators to translate
the notion of 'participation' into a system which is both morally
defensible and politically fccasible, particularly as far as older people
are concerned. tlowever, for younger people we recognise that the
move to a SEPI may be a necessary intermediate stage, falling between
the labour market basis for eligibility we described in the last section
(2.3, p.50) and the citizenship basis described in the next (p.73). This
conclusion reflects the views expressed in the interviews carried out
for chapter I : though a few MPs believed that benefits should be given
as a right of citizenship, the larger group comprised those MPs who,
accepting the government's rhetoric about rights and responsibilities,
felt the problem was about defining participation to include non-labour
market activity. Accordingly, we expect the implementation of a SEPI
to be a rather messy affair, with benefit rates and rules varying widely
according to individuals' age, status and activity. Unfortunately,
modelling such a variegated approach is not possible, and we look
below at the cost and distributional effect of a hypothetical SEPI
constructed along rather simpler lines.

Clost and distributional effects of a SEPI
'I'he effect of a SEPI can be modelled through POLIMOD's
'conditional basic income' option, as used in Callan, 07Donoghue,
Stt~lierlandand Wilson (1999, C O S W hereafter). We set our
~);~'ticipation
conditions in the same way as COSW, so that people
working over 8 hours a week (including the self-employed), students,
~.;tl.crsand existing benefit claimants (including lone parents, the
~tl~cmployed
and all recipients of Income Support and National
Iltsurance benefits) automatically qualify Ihr the SEPI. Pcople outside
Il~c.sccategories, principally housewives without children and early
~c.~irces,
do not qualify for a payment (and lose entitlement to the tax
;~llowiunce).In line with our analysis of a LMPI, the SEPI is set at
111colneSupport levels, with the variations by age and health-status
111ih i ~ ~ ~ p l i e s ' ' .
II\il~gI'OLIMOD, we estimate that the net cost of introducing a SEPI
\ v i l l ~S I I C ~characteristics would be around 528 billion, after taking

;IC.L.O~IIII
o f savings on benefit payments and from the abolition of the
I ; I \ ;tllowancc. Relative to an LMPI, which we believe is the rnorc
~ ~ . l ~ .comparison
v a ~ ~ l (as this stage is likely to precede the introduction
01' ; I SI:I'I), the net cost of the scheme is around & I 1 billion. Details
;II.L* i l l 'litblc 6. However, a few words of caution about the estimates
I I I l l t C Table are required. First, the estimated cost of SEPI benefit
I );tylttcnls is based on data from the Family Expenditure Survey about
\vll;tl people are doing (e.g. working, studying) and their sources of
I I I C . O I I I ~(particularly from benefits). We cannot tell the extent to which
~ ~ t ' o l ) l cwho
b
do not qualify for payments in the model will, in reality,
I N * ; ~ l d clo establish their status as 'participants'. Second, as discussed
c.;~rlicl.,Ihe effect of the move from an LMPI to a SEPI on take-up
I ; I I C . \ is cl'lkctively ignored. Last, we must again bear in mind that the
'I;1I)Ic. hhows the cost of implementing a SEPI tociuy: over time, as
I I I ( . O I I I ~ Si~pportrates fall in relation to earnings, the effective cost of
I I I ~ . \c.l~cmcwill fall.
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\ 11c1vc.l l'cnturc of our analysis is the incorporation of a premium for disability in

-

Being in receipt of uncamed income says nothing about whether an individual is
volunteering from dawn to dusk (participation), playing golf (non-participation), or
a mixture of the two. In contrast to earned income, it cannot therefore be uscd as a
way of automatically labelling people as participants.
'?

'

,111

111~.
.;cl~c~ncs
looked at. The costings presented should therefore bc more

~t.lut.\cl~(;llivc
o f a 'no losers' reform than the simpler schemes looked at by, for
~ . \ . I I Ilcsai
I I ~ )( ~1998).
~.
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hack through moving towards full-cost fees for tuition, but we ignore
lhis possibility here.

Table 6
Cost of moving from an LMPI to a SEPI
Measure

CostISaving
( f , bn)

SEPl benefit payments
Abolition of tax and NI allowance
Savings on benefits34
Total cost of SEPl
Cost of LMPI (see Table 5)
Net additional cost of SEPl

79.7

-35.5
-1 5.9
28.3
-1 7.6
f10.7

'I'hc distributional effect of the scheme is shown in Figure 4. For
convenience, the overall distributional effect of an LMPI - adding
logcther the two columns in Figure 3 - is also shown. As can be seen,
a SEPI is much more progressive than an LMPI. In particular, the
lowcst income decile do much better under a SEPI than under an LMPI,
which is accounted for in large part by the gains which couples on
Illcome Support enjoy due to benefit individualisation.

Figure 4
The distributional effect of SEPI and LMPI compared

Source: POLIMOD.

Even with these caveats, the large costs associated with a SEPI are
somewhat surprising, particularly given the fact that the scheme will
lead to some consequential increases in tax revenue". But a SEPI
will individualise entitlement and, as modelled here, extend eligibility
somewhat. The effect of the first of these would be felt most by couples
on Income Support, who would gain by £22.15 a week as a result of
benefit individualisation (their joint income rising from £80.65
currently to £1 02.80 a week under a SEPI). This increase in the benefits
provided to couples is an inevitable consequence of making payments
on an individual rather than a household basis. The principal
beneficiaries of the second effect - the extension of eligibility - would
be full-time students (or rather, their graduate selves), as, in effect, a
SEPI would mark a switch back from loans to grants. Of course, their
gain (which adds nearly £2bn to the cost of a SEPI) could be clawed
--

T h ~ figure
s
1s part~cularlyuncertarn, a? the extent of sav~ngson benefits 15 rather
d~fficultto est~matcIn part~culdr,sdvlngs on meany-tested benefits may be h ~ g h c r
than POLIMOD estnndtes, we have attempted to set the structure of SEPl
payments to m ~ r r o rIncome Support yct, as modelled, dround one m ~ l l ~ o n
households (exclud~ngthosc w ~ t hchrldren dnd pensloner?) reinaln c l ~ g ~ bfor
le
bencfit
l4

'' As well as savings from not providing a tax allowance for non-participants with
unearned income, therc will also be savings from the fact that, as modelled here,
the changc to a SEPl would effectively cause the tax allowance to be standardrated.
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2.5 Recognising Citizenship: an unconditional
basic income
'I'llc I'inal stage in this process of tax-benefit reform we envisage would
1 ~ to
- rnove from a SEPI to an unconditional basic income (UBI),
wllcrc benefit is paid to all adults irrespective of their labour market
\1:11us,non-labour market activity or position in a household. Though
tllc IIK policy insiders we interviewed rejected such a rights-based
;~plwoach,arguing instead that benefit must be 'earned' through
' 7
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lowards a citizenship basis for eligibility; as argued earlier, it is the
Iwoad range of political support for the former principle (and the weak
1)oyition of those advocating citizenship) which is the chief obstacle
lo a UBI.

individuals acting in a socially responsible way (e.g. by working), we
believe that ultimately political and administrative realities will lead
in the direction of a citizenship (or long-term residency) basis for
eligibility. Though there will clearly still be strong (though not
insuperable) moral arguments for matching the state's responsibility
(to provide a minimurn income) with individual responsibilities,
putting this into practice will, we believe, be highly problematic.
The problerns with a SEPI, and analogously the advantages of a
UBI, are two-fold. First there is the issue of which groups should
automatically be assumed to be participating; as discussed in
Section 2.4, early retirees with large amounts of unearned income
are likely t o be the most difficult g r o u p . S e c o n d , a r e the
iinplementation issues associated with expecting ground-level
bureaucrats to deliver support t:, individuals while simultaneously
determining their benefit status. Ultimately we believe a voluntary
approach to activation, with policy focusing on supporting
communities rather than on policing individual activity, offers a
better way forward (see Ch.3). Experience will be the best judge
of what works - whether social inclusion will be better promoted
by voluntarism and macro-level reform than by the kind of detailed
social engineering favoured by the government, with benefits rules
and regulations encouraging very specific forms of bchaviour.

('ost of moving from a SEPI to a UBI
Measure

(~5
bn)
UBI benefit payments

1i

,i

1

Cost and distributional effects of a UBI
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Savings on benefits

-19.3

SEPI (scc 7'uhlc 6)

Net additional cost of UBI

P
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-35.5

C'ost of

\OLIILC:

-

87.7

Abolition of tax and NI allowance

Total cost of UBI

I '

The cost of a UBI relative to a SEPI arises as a result of the extension
oi'benefit support to all adults. However, as shown in Table 7, unless
participation is defined more narrowly than in the analysis in the
previous section. the cost of these additional benefits is relatively small.
Hence, the main difl'ercnce between a SEPI and a UBI is the way in
which benefits are administered (i.e. with or without conditions), and
the political justification for making such payments. Administratively,
the move to a UBI would mean a much simpler system, as there would
be no need to monitor individuals' behaviour as a condition for benefit
receipt. Savings on administration for the state, businesses and
individuals are therefore likely to be substantial, though we make no
estimate of these here. Politically, the move to a UBI would require a
shift away from the current emphasis on 'rights and responsibilitins'

CostISaving

32.9

-28.3

S4.6

POLIMOD.

' I Ilc di\tributional effect of a UBI is shown in Figure 5 . As expected

!.riven the similarity between this scheme and a SEPI, it varies little
l r o ~ i Figure
i
4 (p.71). However, it is worth noting that most of the
;~tltlilionalpayments under a UBI will go to the lowest income decile,
50 Illc distributional arguments in favour of moving to a citizenship
Ix~sislor eligibility are strong.

f

' I
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Figure 5

i~ldividualsare currently entitled to, and moving to a flat rate of income
I;IX.
The first of these reforms reduces the tax rate(s) needed to finance a
1j1 by broadening the tax base - if items of income or expenditure are
c-xcmpted from tax then the rate applied to the remaining taxable items
111us1be higher than would otherwise be the case. Consequently the
~wovisionof tax relief's (for instance, on income which is contributed to a
l)c-~lsion)
increases tax rates in precisely the same way as public spending
(Willis and Hardwick, 1978; Kvist and Sinfield, 1996).

The distributional effect of a UBI and a SEPI compared
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Financing a UBI
Before looking at the positions of households with children and
pensioners, we should discuss the issue of how benefits for the working
population might be financed. Unlike most analyses of a BI, we have
not attempted to present our various sche~nesin revenue-neutral terms.
Rather, we have hypothesised that revenue buoyancy, together with
the fact that all our schemes are gelting cheaper over time (as Income
Support rates kill in relation to earnings), will allow benefit reform to
take place without raising tax rates. However, tax changes would
certainly hasten the process we envisage, and, equivalently,
introduction of a BI would make a large range of tax reforms feasible
(both technically and politically).
At the furthest extreme, a BI would make it possible to abolish income
tax and rely instead on expenditure or pollution taxes'? Here we confine
our attention to two ways of raising revenue that have already been widely
canvassed by BI advocates - abolishing the various tax reliefs which
"' More gcncrally. 'earmarking' additional revenue from the introduction and
extension of enviro'n~nentaltaxes (for instance, on carbon emissions or housing)
for financing benefit reform may be a politically attractive strategy.
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1
i

'l'llc current cost of these tax reliefs (or 'tax expenditures') is somewhere
( )vCr K20 billion (a full list is provided as an annex to the Budget). However,
wliilc abolishing all tax reliefs would certainly be one way to pay for the
~ . I I ; I I Ioutlined
~CS
above, there is no necessary connection between
i~~lroducirig
a basic income and altering the tax base. As argued by COSW,
;11l I : I ~ systems constantly face a trade-off between tax rates and the tax
I);lsc, lurid a move to withdraw tax concessions need not accompany
(.lla~igcs
to the benefits system. Indeed, recent attempts in some countries
I O I,roadcn the tax base (most notably in New Zealand) have occurred
~~~tlcpcndcntly
of any move towards a BI. Moreover, as Atkinson (1989)
1)oi111s
OLII, the revenue gain from abolishing reliefs is difficult to estimate,
;III(I I I I ; L I I ~studies of the cost of a B1 may have overestimaled the amount
ol';~tltlirionalrevenue which would in fact be raised. We therefore set this
~)o~cnlial
source of revenue to one side.
'1'11~. second major tax reform issue raised by a BI relates to whether it
\11o111(1
hc implemented alongside a switch to a linear (i.e. flat) income
[ ; I S slrilcture, thereby raising revenue for BI payments if tax rates are
I~.vclletlup. As Atkinson (199%) suggests in the title of his study of
IIIC* issuc, a flat-tax and a BI are often thought of as two sides of the
\ ; I I I ~ Cpolicy proposal. In particular, economic analyses of 'optimal
I;l\alion' the best trade-off between incentives (which are affected
I)y / / ~ t r i ; y i ~tax
l u l rates) and redistribution (which rctlects uvcl-ugc tax
I;II~.S) have tended to favour a linear tax schedule". This, in turn,
-

-- -- ~-

I

~

-

---

SLYMil-~-Ices'
( 197 1 ) for an outline of the problem with which optimal taxation

concerned, and some initial results. More dctailcd numerical estimates of a
tax schcdulcs arc in Tuomala (1990). Broadly, Mirrlees found that
,111 o l ~ l i ~ tax
n ~ structure
~l
would be linear, while Tuornala (p14) concludes that "it i s
, I I / / ~ < , I(Ii/f/ ' ( /0/ 1 1 / ~ 0 ~ ~ i to,
/ 1filid
/ ~ ~ rr) c.orlvi/~c.i~ig
u/;yunzoit fill. ti /~r.og~.c~.~.si~,e
niurgir~ul
I , / \ I . ~ I /.(Y
, I I . L I ~'',. ~and
~ ~hence
I ~ ~ suggests that (opti~nally)marginal tax ratcs would
! ~ L , I I I I ~tlcclinc as income increased.
11lt.01-yis

I I I I I I I ~ ~ol'optimal
CI-
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implies that an optimal tax-benefit system might do away with
individual tax allowances altogether (replacing them with BI
payments), thus allowing most taxes to be collected at source on a
simple flat-rate basis. However, as shown by Diamond (1998), this
conclusion is sensitive to the assumed distribution of skills (earning
power), the responsiveness (elasticity) of labour supply to changes in
taxation, and society's redistributive preferences; rather than a flattax being optimal, Diamond finds that under certain assumptions a Ushaped pattern for tax rates is preferable. The economic case for linear
taxation, while perhaps stronger than many may have imagined, is
therefore not incontrovertible. Moreover, while ultimately a flat-tax
could vastly reduce collection and compliance costs, the political
obstacles to moving away from graduated rates should be
acknowledged.
Therefore, though it would be difficult to implement a tlat-tax
(collected at source) without simultaneously introducing a BI, it would
be possible, and arguably preferable, to move towards a benefits system
which looks more like a BI while retaining graduated tax rates. Even
so, it is doubtful whether a very low 'starting rate' of tax would make
either political or economic sense under a BI, and hence we confine
our attention to a dual-rate structurejX. The question is then what would
be the rate(s) of tax needed to finance the &33billion cost of the UBI
scheme outlined above'? Using POLIMOD, we calculate that a flattax of around 40% (the current higher rate) would be sufficient to
finance the scheme, though the inclusion of additional support for
pensioners and households with children (see the next two sections)
would increase this somewhat7".Alternatively, under a dual-rate
structure where the basic and higher rates were increased in proportion,
the basic rate would need to increase by seven percentage points to
-

p
p
p
-

-

- - -

The arguments In favour of a dual-rate Income tax structure are d~scussedat
length In Keqselman (1990)

'X

'"It is worth noting that our estimate of 40% is slightly less than the flat-tax of
42% which COSW found would be necessary, reflecting the fact that in the period
since their analysis Income Support rates have fallen relative to earnings (their
calculations were carried out for 199415). However, the exclusion of additional
support for children or pensioners from our analysis, and differences in modelling
techniques (in particular our inclusion of premia for people with disabilities), will
also have affected this comparison.
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30% (from a combined tax/NI rate in 200011 of 32%), while the higher
rntc would need to go up to 49%. In the former case this would mean
&ha14 anyone earning under & I 3,500 a year would be better-off, the
los\ of income resulting from the increased tax rate being Gore than
compensated for by the effective increase in the value of the tax
;~llowance,while under a dual-rate structure everyone earning less
Illan E 15,000 a year (approximately median earnings) would be better01.1'.

i
1

"

i.

2 . 6 Households with Children
I lithcrto we have set the issue of support for children to one side, and
Ii:~vclooked at the logic of tax-benefit reform from the perspective of
sil~glcpeople. In part this reflects the fact that the tax-benefit system
I'or households with children is far more complex than that for other
Iiouschold-types, and incorporating this group in our earlier analysis
would have been rather convoluted. It also reflects the fact that New
I .;~bour'sagenda for tax-benefit reform is more advanced in this area
tli;~nin others, and (this section argues) something like an LMPI for
Iiouseholds with children is already in place in the form of the Working
I';lmilies Tax Credit (WFTC). Indeed, in some respects the scheme
II:IS some of the properties of a SEPI, in that it reduces incentives for
pc'ople with children to work very long hours. The discussion below
shows why.
'I'he effect of the WFTC

'I'lic current structure of financial support for low income households
with children is shown in Figure 6. In the same way as Figures 1 and
2 earlier, it shows the relationship between hours worked (on the
111inirnumwage) and net income. Note that in this instance the
~llustrationis for a specific household-type (a lone parent with two
cliildren under 11); benefit rates for families vary between couples
;111dlone parents, by the number of children in the household, and by
tlic age of each child, hence a different budget constraint is applicable
ill cach circumstance. For simplicity the Figure ignores the Child Tax
('rcdit, which (from 2000/1) will be payable to basic rate taxpayers
with children.

! ; I IJMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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01' labour supply changes. For couples where neither partner makes

Figure 6

tl~uchmore than the minimum wage, the evidence suggests that the
WFTC will most likely reduce aggregate time spent working. The
(presumably) unintended effect of the scheme will therefore be to
cbncouragecouples to spend more time with their children, as illustrated
Ijy the case study we present in the next chapter. In contrast, research
sllggests that lone parents will work more than they would have done
ill ~ h c
absence of in-work support, the incentive to enter work
~ ~ ' c v a i l i nover
g the incentive to work fewer hours. Lone parents will
I l~c%rcli)re
on average spend less t i ~ n ewith their children. However,
l l l i h need not me:ui that the child will sull'er; indeed, quite the reverse
I I I ; I ~ he the case. First, it might be argued that working allows lone
1);11'cnls
lo provide beuer care due to their improved financial position.
S~*c.o~ld,
in addition to these financial benefits, work may also bring
w ill1 il various psycho-social rewards. which are likely to generally
i ~ ~ ~ l w the
o v eq~lalityof parenting. Last, the fact that a lone parent is
working for some of the week creates an opportunity li>r directly
1111l~'oving
the (current and future) well-being of their children, via
I~i~li-cluality
childcare and child development work.

Net Income of a low earning lone parent under the WFTC
300.00

-

p 250.00 -

4? 150.00-

.-cD~--~~~g;g
hours worked

Sourcc: DSS (10C)Yb).

The Figure shows that in some ways the WFTC resernblcs a basic
income. Indeed, beyond 16 hours of work it is more generous than a
BI, in that neither benefit withdrawal nor tax (below 23 hours of work)
reduce gross earnings. The trade-off is that, above 30 hours, there is a
very steep withdrawal rate (of 69%), shown by the rather flat endsegment of the net income line. The generosity of the scheme for
parents with low earnings is therefore at the expense of incentives for
those slightly higher up the earnings distribution.
In one sense, therefore, the WFTC is clearly about encouraging work
individuals are only eligible for the credit if they are working 16
hours a week. However, because of the poverty trap which it creates,
the scheme simultaneously reduces incentives to work long hours.
So its overall impact on labour market incentives is ambiguous, and
only empirical investigation of individuals' behaviour under the new
scheme will be able t o determine whether the effect of the
improvement in the unemployment trap will dominate the effect of
the worsening poverty trap.

-

Existing research, such as Blundell et al (1999) and Gregg, Johnson
and Reed (1999), doe\ however shed m n e light on the likely direction
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i~rgumentsfor the WFTC arc therefore just as much social as
(-c.o~~omic.
Indeed, as we pointed out at the start of this chapter, the
,!lovc~rn~ncnt's
emphasis on paid work is essentially driven by the moral
v1c.w {hat work is 'gootl', not because what is produced through work
I I ; I ~ value (the econon~ist'sview), but because in itself the process is
~~~c.r.ilorious.
From this point of view the labour market incentives created
Iy lllc WFTC make more sense - in effect it acts to counter extreme work
I);lllc.rns,discouraging both no-earner hoilseholds and two full-time earner
I~o~~xcliolds.
The question now is whether the scheme will develop along
I;lljotl~.-marketorientated lines, or whether its social aspects will be
~ . ~ ~ l ~ i(as
~ lunder
~ c c da SEPI). This latter direction for refomi is discussed
I)i.low, before we look at the alternative of abandoning the WFTC and
I I I ~ I ~ increasing
~ I C ~
Child Benefit (an approach which would be more in
I I I I ~ ' with the UBI scheme outlined in the last section).
'I'llc.

1
I

'F

Kc:/i)rmingthe WFTC
A \ we have seen, the WFTC has both social and labour market
ol~lCclives,
and the future development of the scheme depends on which
' , II IMIILING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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of these two roles is emphasised. Clearly, in terms of labour market
objectives the priority should be reducing the taper rate, so that there
are better incentives to earn more through working longer hours,
acquiring skills or gaining promotion. The scheme might therefore be
extended by bringing people further up the income distribution into
its net (this being the inevitable result of reducing the taper rate).It is
apparent, however, that this policy improves incentives for people on
the WFTC but worsens incentives for those who become newly
eligible, creating something of a dilemma for the governmentJ".
Indeed, it was precisely this problem which led us to reject the
introduction of an employment tax credit.

government's loud trumpeting of its 'Sure Start' programme, there is
illcreasing official recognition of the importance of the first two or three
yc:lrs of a child's life on their subsequent development (Waldfogel, 1999
; I I I ~Pally, 1997). In a similar vein, the period iininediately before and
;~l'lcrbirth is also receiving more attention, with the government doubling
Illc value of the maternity payment for mothers claiming means-tested
I)cllcl'its or the WFTC (the new benefit being known as the 'Sure Start
M;~~crnity
Grant'). In the longer run, the 1999 Pre-Budget Report prorniscd
~ I I ; I I 'The Government will also examine whether the Working Families'
'lilx Credit or other measures can give additional help to the inothcr who
wishes to slay a1 home in the first months after her child is born' (HM
' I 'l.~.asi~ry,
1999, paragraph 5.27).

We therefore believe an alternative direction for reform, which has
more in common with the SEPI approach, may ultimately prove more
promising. Rather than worrying about incentives for parents already
in work (and claiming the credit), this alternative strategy would
concentrate on ensuring that as many parents as possible performed
some work, even if only for part of the week. Accordingly, the entry
conditions for the scheme might be made somewhat looser, through
reducing the minimum hours of work for certain groups, so that in
effect tax-credits were extended d o ~ l r . 1 ~ ~to~ those
1 - d s currently without
any earningsJ' . For instance, lone parents with children under 5 might
qualify if they worked for 8 hours a week or more (this in fact being
the definition of 'working' which we used in our modelling of a SEPI).
By coincidence, at the current minimum wage rate (E3.60 per hour),
this is also the number of hours at which prospective mothers now
qualify for statutory maternity pay (prior to the 1999 Budget they had
to have earnings at or above the lower earnings limit of &66 a week).

'l'l~cuse of the WFTC to support wider social policy goals is therefore
(,lc*arlyalready on the government's agenda, and, if they are serious about
;~l~olisliing
child poverty, is likely to become more so in the near future.
1'01. parents with very young children the participation condition might
I)L. cxlended not just through reducing the minimum qualifying hours of
worh, but through conditioning receipt against other forms of behaviour.
1'01. instance, attending the New Deal for Lone Parents or certified
c * t l ~ ~ ~ ;courses
~ t i o n might enable lone parents with very young children to
c.l;~i~n
l t ~ cWFTC. Or, for mothers with severe social problems (such as
tl1.112
or alcohol addiction), the WFTC might be paid on the basis of
; I I I L . I I ~ : I I ~at~ C
rehabilitation courses. Notably, a step down this path has
;~lrc*;lcly
been taken with the new Sure Start Maternity Grant, where 'the
I I I L . I . ~ . ; I Spayments
C~~
will be linked to contact with a healthcare professional
I ( 1 cllsurc expert advice on child development and services' (HM Treasury,
IOOO. paragraph 5.39).

The process might go even further in the case of lone parents with very
young children, where the WFTC might be more formally connected
with pre-school care and child health services. As demonstrated by the

Ilorrseholds with children and a UBl
I'IIL. ;~l,ovcshowed how the WFTC might be reformed to include almost
; I I I low income households with children. However, it does this at the
111.ic.~.ol'cxtcnding the world of tax credits into arcas where the benefits
~ ~ I L , I might
I I
be thought the more appropriate vehicle for support.
Mc~~~covcr,
as we have discussed at length, though the WFTC provides a
l ~ ~ j !level
l ~
01' support for families with low earnings, it does this at the
( . \ I ) L ' Iol'their
~ s ~ incentives to earn more. Simply increasing Child Benefit
I I I ; I ~ he ;I simpler solution than the complex schemes just discussed.

~ r g u a b lthe
~ , rcduct~on~nrrdte from70 to 55%h1ch
occurred w h e n t h e
WFTC was ~ntroducedhas already movcd the balance between Incentives for those
recelvlng the c r c d ~ and
t ~ t reach
s
up the camlngs d ~ s t r ~ b u t ~loo
o nfar In favour of
the former

")

" The SEPI approach might also imply that this qualifying condition should be
raised for couples, e.g. from the current minimum of working 16 hours a week to
(say) 30 hours a weck
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Certainly, if support for adults were made wholly unconditional, as would
be the case under a UBI, the retention of a household (and means-tested)
basis for eligibility to the WFTC and Child Tax Credit would look
anachronistic. We therefore envisage that the final stage of the reform
process we have discussed (the introduction of a UBI) would be
accompanied by a substantial increase in Child Benefit and the abolition
of the WFTC and the Child Tax Credit.
This creates a problem when looking at the most appropriate level for
Child Benefit under a UBI. If we are concerned about not creating losers
then the benefit should be set at a very high level, so that the incomes of
people on maximum WlTC would be protected. But, apart from being
extremely expensive, this approach violates our principle of (wherever
possible) not changing the level of the safety net. We therefore use Income
Support (for 11-16 year olds) as the basis for our Child Benefit rates.
These are shown in Table 8, alongside the current rates of Child Benefit,
the child premia in Income Support and the WFTC.

Income Support premia for children and Child Benefit rates
-

Proposed Child Benefit rates
- only, elder or eldest child
- each subsequent child

39.80
25.90

Current Child Benefit rates
- only, elder or eldest child
- each subsequent child

14.40
9.60

Income Support premia for children
- aged 0-11
- aged 11-16
- aged 16-18
Plus family premia
(i.e. addition for the eldest child)
WFTC premia for children
- aged 0-11
- aged 11-16
- aged 16-18

According to POLIMOD the gross cost of increasing Child Benefit to
the rates shown in Table 8 would be around £14.5 billion. However,
to arrive at a net cost we need to subtract savings from the abolition of
lhe child premia in Income Support, the WFTC and the Child Tax
('rcdit. POLIMOD calculates that these programmes cost L5.5, 52.1
and & I .9 billion respectively"?, so the net cost of the changes we
describe would be around E5.5 billion. It should be borne in mind
Illat, if policy makers are concerned about the incenlive effects created
I)y the current system (as illustrated by Figure 6), changes to the WFTC,
;~ndassociated increases in spending, are inevitable. Moreover, thcre
will also be savings on the childcare subsidy provided by the WFTC.
'I'hc long run net cost of these changes to Child Benefit is theresore
likely to be substantially less than E5.5 billion.

2.7 Pensioners and Pension Policy
'I'llc final group we should discuss are pensioners. As set out in
Suthcrland (1998), there is already a prototype BI for retirees in the
I'orm of the basic state pension, which means that implementing a BI
I'or pensioners poses fewer administrative, political and financial
~woblemsthan is the case for the working-age population. In effect,
Il~crclbre,we propose that a UBI should be implemented for people
over retirement age as soon as possible - a staged transition, along the
lines we envisage for younger people, would be unnecessary.
Ac.cordingly, this section looks at how the basic pension could be
Il~rncdinto a basic retirement income (or 'Citizen's Pension' as the
o~.oposalis termed by Sutherland) through changing the structure and
Icvcl ol' the basic pension.
'I'llc structural change would be the abandonment of the social
j~~s~~r:lnce
basis for eligibility to the pension, in favour of a simple test
Ix~scdon residence (or citizenship). Under the current system men
;111[1 women must have respectively 44 or 39 contribution years to be
;~l>lc
to claim the full pension; individuals with less than the requisite
1111mber
of years receive a reduced pension proportional to their years
~I'contribution,
except for those who fail to cross a threshold of 25%

24.90
25.90
30.95
13.90

19.85
20.90
25.95

--

p
p

Note that this latter figure is rather larger than the government's f 1.4 billion
~.xliniatcfor thc cost of the Child Tax Credit.
"
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who receive nothing (Rake, Falkingham and Evans, 1999). While the
availability of credits to cover periods of joblessness (which has existed
since the inception of the scheme) means that almost all male
pensioners qualify in full, less than two-thirds of female pensioners
are currently eligible for the full payment (GAD, 1995). Moreover,
though the introduction in the 1970s of credits to cover periods spent
caring for children ('Home Responsibilities Protection') will improve
wornen's eligibility for the pension, the DSS (199Xc)estimate that in
199516 around 17% of the working age population still failed to make
contributions or receive a credit. Significant gaps in the coverage of
the basic pension are therefore likely to remainJ'.

I

earlier (and as in Sutherland, 1998), we therefore increa5e the level of
the (newly univer\al) basic pension to these Income Support rates. A\
before, we al\o adju\t the benefit by health-status.

1i

Cost and distributional effect of a basic retirement income
'Table 9 sets out the gross and net cost of a basic retirement income,
long similar lines to Tables 5, 6 and 7 earlier. However, in this case
wc also take into account consequenlial increases in tax revenue hccause we leave the level of the tax allowance for pensioners
unchanged, and the basic pension is taxable, some of the additional
income provided by our scheme flows back to the Exchequer through
liigher income tax payments.

A basic retirement income w o ~ ~close
l d these gaps through paying the
full pension (of X66.75 a week in 1999/2000) lo everyone over 65'".
Its effect would be lo eradicate means-testing for pensioner couples,
as their joint entitlement of51 33.50 (2~266.75)
would auto~natically
be above the currcnt ratc of Income Support rate for couples (21 10.60
a week ; ~ agc
t
65). However, to eradicate rnc:uis-testing among single
pensioners a further change would be required, namely to increase
the level of the basic pension to 275 a week, the level of Income
Support for a single person aged 65-74'5. At the same time, more
generous age-increments would need lo be introduced - while the basic
pension increases by a mere 25p at age 80, older claimants of Income
Support receive more substantial increases of K2.30 a week a1 age 75
and a further i4.95 a week when they reach 80'". In the same way as

'' T h ~ conclus~on
s
contr'ld~ctsJohnson and 'StcarsT1)96),

--- --

('ost of a basic retirement income

( f , bn)

Benefit payments
Savings on basic pension
Savings on other benefits
Additional tax revenue
Net cost of a basic retirement income

( )11restimated net

(

I

legislation this is sct to be phascd out by 2020.

'' We ignore the effect of the recently created system of 'winter allowances',
whereby all pensioner households receive an annual payment of El00 (in thc
199912000 tax year) irrespective of their status in relation to the basic pension
."' It is worth noting that, partly because of the age-incrcmcnts, but also because of

widowhood and private pension indexation rules, the majority of pensioner Income
Support claimants are over 75 (and 40'%,are over 80).
84

37.6
-25.7

-2.9
-0.8

8.2

Source: POLIMOD.

- -

who sugge5t th'lt the
sy5tcln of crcd~tsw ~ l be
l so succcsstul t11'1t. by 2020, pract~c~illy
all ret~reesw ~ l l
receive the full amount. It should be also be noted that the eligibility conditions for
the proposed State Second Pension (see DSS 1998b), which in effect will replace
the basic pension in the latter half of the next century, are considerably Inore
restrictive than those currently in place.

'"We ignore thc current inequality in rctircmcnt agcs by gcndcr, as under current

CostlSaving

Measure

cost of £8.2 billion may be compared with Sutherland

I O O X ) , who finds that a similar scheme ('An Age-related Citizen's

IjCn\ion') would cost X4.6 billion. The higher cost of our scheme is
;~c.co~~nted
for by two factors. First, we include disability additions, so
111;1l the structure of Income Support is replicated more precisely.
Sccond, the relative level of Income Support is higher in 1999/2000
I l l ; ~ n 1998199, the year for which Sutherland's analysis was carried
o111.due to the above-inflation (and earnings) increase implemented
i l l April 1999. Given this, the difference between the two estimates
S I I O L I I ~ not be of concern.
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The effect of the scheme on the pensioner income distribution is shown
in Figure 7. As can be seen, the benefits of a basic retirement income
would be concentrated on the bottom half of the pensioner income
distribution. Note though that, in this instance, much of the gain in
the bottom deciles is accounted for by the (assumed) increase in takeup to 100%.

4

addition. For instance, consider a scheme where, on top of the basic
pension, all single pensioners received a supplement of 58.25 a week
below age 75 (enough to bring them up to the level of Income Support),
with equivalent increments at age 75 and 80. Just as with the fullyindividualised scheme, this policy would effectively eradicate the need
I'or Income Support payments to pensioners. However, because
additional benefits are focussed on single people, who account for the
vast majority of means-tested benefits for pensioners, it would
(according to POLIMOD) cost around 55 billion, less than two-thirds
the LX.2 billion we estimated earlier. Nevertheless, we assume below
that a fully individualised basic retirement income scheme is
introduced, and hence it is the larger figure which we need to cover
Illrough increases in tax or NI revenue.

I
1

Figure 7
Distributional effect of a basic retirement income"'
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I+'inancinga basic retirement income

-

'I'lic extra resources needed to pay for a (individualised) basic
retirement income might come from among pensioners themselves
(intcr-personal redistribution within the cohort) or from the working
population (inter-generational redistribution from one cohort to
allother). The former route might involve reducing the level of the tax
;~llowanceto &75 a week (&3900a year), the new level of the basic
~)clision,and increasing the basic rate of tax paid by pensionersjx.
I lowcver, it should be noted that, if the social insurance basis for the
~~cnsion
were abandoned, we would in any case expect the tax and NI
systclns to be merged. The effective tax rate facing retirees would
111crcl'orerise from 22 to 32%. Using POLIMOD, we calculate that in
~l~clnselves
these two tax changes will produce &6billion of additional
rcvcnue, nearly enough to pay for an individualised basic retirement
i11c.olncand more than enough to pay for the household-based scheme.

0

income decile

Sourcc: POLIMOD.

It is worth briefly mentioning an alternative form of basic retirement
income, where payments would vary by household status (i.e. between
single pensioners and couples). In effect, this system would attempt
to adjust for household economies of scale, in the same way as Income
Support does now. The existence of such household economies is also
recognised in other areas; for instance, single households qualify for
a reduction in their Council Tax bills.

'I'lic alternative policy would be to seek resources not from pensioners
1,111 I'rom pensions policy more generally. In particular, the introduction
01' ;I basic retirement income might be accompanied by the abolition
01' the State Earnings-Related Pension Scheme (SERPS).

It is easiest to imagine such a scheme operating through the
introduction of a new supplement for single pensioners, so that for
couples the basic pension would continue to be worth L66.75 (and
would be fully universal), but single pensioners would enjoy a specific
i

J ' t h l s tigurc, unllkeothera, the effect of (akc-up rlslng to 100 per cent
X6

IS

lncludcd
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' I<c~thcr
than reduc~ngthe tax allowance to the level of the baslc penslon, an
;~llcrnotivepolicy would be to abolish the allowance altogether while making
Ilicomc from the basic pension non-taxable.
' I IJMBLING TOWARDS BASIC INCOME
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As well as putting a floor under pensioner incomes, the current pension
system also tries to replace individuals'earnings in work. This operates
through the state forcing all employees to contribute either to SERPS
or to a private pension scheme (via the system of contracted-out
rebates). However, the rationale for this 'second tier' of compulsory
earnings-related provision is unclear; i f paternalistic argumcnts are
excluded, it is difficult to sce why the state should concern itself with
individuals' accustomed living standards (Jupp, 1998; Agulnik,
forthcoming). We therefore assumc that, in the move to a basic
retiremcnt income, this objective for policy is abandoned, so that
(above the minimum) individuals arc free to decide for thelnselves
how to structure their finances over the lifecyclc.
The abolition of SERPS and its related system of conlracting-out would
result in large savings to the Excheclucr both now and in the future.
The long-run savings would come in the form of reduced public
expenditure on SERPS benefits, which would gradually fall to zero
as accrued benefit entitlements unwoundi". The more important source
of saving would, though, be the immediate gain resulting from
abolishing contracted-out rebates, which currently cost the government
&8billion a year in lost National Insurance revenue (see Budget 99,
Table 1 C.
This sum is almost exactly enough to pay for the
individual basic retirement income scheme described 1', bOVC.
However, given the ageing of the lJK's population, we should actlust
our analysis to take account of the growing co\t of benefits for retired
~p

~ ~ ~ g o v c n i r n c n t a c t Lcsti~nates
lar~
that, undcr existing policies, SEI<I'S benetits
will cost around f 15 billion in 2050 (in 19OXIO9 priccs). I lowever, undcr the
government's proposals to transform the schcme into a State Second I'ension, this
cost will rise to about &25 billion (writtcn parliamentary answer 11,2,99).
"I

"' In effect, abolishing SERPS would Incan that all employers and employees paid
NICk at the full contracted-in rate of. respectively, 12.2 and 1 O'XJ,as against the
contracted-out rates of 9.2 and 8.4%.
Assuming that the retirement age remains fixed at 65 (aster gcnder eclualisation
in 2020), there will be roughly 40%, more pensioners in the middle of the ncxt
century as there arc today. The cost of thc basic retirement income schemc will
thcrclbrc be eq~livalcntlylarger, at least if the Icvel of payments keeps pacc with
riscs in national prosperity (as we bclicvc i t should). In comparison to the currcnt
policy of price-indexation, a basic rctircmcnl inconic would cost f 6 0 or E70
billion lnorc by 2050 ( i n today's prices).
"
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people in the next century5' . In particular, we should use some of the
money released by the abolition of SERPS to reduce the level of the
national debt, so that over time the burden of interest payments falls
to offset the increasing cost of state transfers (see Agulnik and Barr,
I'orthcoming). The &8 billion yielded by abolishing SERPS might
lherefore be used partly to pay off the national debt and partly to
implement a basic retirement income, with co-financing from the
retired population as appropriate.

2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we havc analysed the public-finance implications of
lhc New Labour government's attempt to 'make work pay'and increase
I;~hour-marketparticipation among households excluded under
~ ~ . c v i o rules.
us
Accepting these goals, we have shown that the taxc.rctiit approach adopted is inherently flawed as a long-term path to
rclorm, but that it would be possible to achieve the government's
ol?jcctives by a staged progression from this towards a Basic Income.
Whilc the government is unlikely to acknowledge that the Basic
Illcome approach is more capable of delivering the outcomes it seeks,
Illis is the clear implication of our overall analysis. The path described
Ilas the advantage that most of it could be followed without
renegotiating the New Contract for Welfare. The stages on the way
ix)rrespond to the groups of MPs identified in Ch. 1; 'policy insiders'
would support an LMPI, 'agnostics' a SEPI, and 'old welfare state
1oy;ilists' and long-term CI enthusiasts a UBI.
'I'lic main thrust of our argument has been to show that tax-benefit
1.1-l'ormsneed to be developed on lines other than the tax-credit principle
i l l order to provide a consistent set of incentives, and the kinds of
I;~l>our-market
flexibility that the government pursues. For the sake
ol'clarity in presentation, we have said little about the important issues
01' trtlnlirlistrati\le .sin~plic.ityand inc.ozti\le.s to , s ~ \ ~ o .In both these
~.l.spccts,the public-finance approach adopted by the government is
xl.vcrely flawed. The Basic Income principle offers a coherent
,~l~crnative,
with more reliable linkages between the rules designed to
1)lolnote efficient use of resources, optimum labour supply and
I c.sponsible individual choices.
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In the next chapter we will turn to the question of implementing taxbenefit reforms - not only those of administering these systems, but
also those of how they interact with other parts of New Labour's reform
programme, and how citizens are likely to respond to these changes,
both individually and collectively.

Chapter 3
Implementation of Tax-Benefit Reforms
Introduction
In this chapter, we will analyse the issues for implementing the taxbenefit rcforms described in chapter 2. Obviously there are important
cl~lestionsabout how the processes of change triggered by these reforms
in the rules surrounding benefits will be managed, and how their effects
o n other policies domains and on economic behaviour will work
~hcmsclvesthrough. Of special interest is the compatibility between
~ h cgovernment's goals for labour market incentives and formal
participation rates, and its other policies for regionalisation,
tlcmocratisation, social cohesion and empowerment. How, too, will
~llcscpolicies interact with those for health, education, social care
and housing? Can the values espoused in policy documents for those
arcas be upheld within the kinds of strategies that citizens will pursue
~ ~ n dthe
c r reformed rules?
'I'hc New Labour government is explicitly ambitious in its reform goals
(IISS, 1998, p.24 and title), aiming to change the behaviour patterns
01' public-sector staff, service users and claimants in all the major social
services, and to transform the social security system from a generalised
sal'cty net into a set of customised trampolines (launching citizens to
i~ldividualindependence). But - despite claims about 'joined up
government' - there are serious questions about the interactions
I)crween tax-benefit reforms and other policies. On the whole, the
New Labour government is not particularly interested in
implementation. It places its trust in elaborate Benthamite systems of
~.cgulation,with layer upon layer of supervisory boards and authorities
(see for instance DETR, 1998 and DOH, 1998), plus the very detailed
illlcrvention of quasi-social work counsellors, advisers and officials
in the daily lives of claimants and service users.
Nowadays every child knows, from computer games which simulate
complex interactions, that it is counterproductive to try to accomplish
c.linnges in one part of a system without making compensating changes
in all the other parts. Above all, it is always arnistake to try to produce
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conditionality and work tests are constraining or distorting these
measures.

large changes in one part of the system, because this produces
unintended and largely unpredictable shifts in other parts; and an
even bigger mistake to try to make large changes in all parts
sirnultaneously (Krempel, 1999). Unfortunately, New Labour
ministers have never played games like SIM City, and the civil servants
who try to anticipate the effects of policy cannot avail themselves of
models which are as sophisticated as today's children's games.

Section 3.5 looks at how these issues could trigger a political
movement for a shift from an LMPI towards a Social and Economic
I'articipation Incorne (SEPI), and eventually from that to a Citizen's
Income (CI), which implements the Basic Income principle. We will
show how a C1 would offer the chance to resolve many of the problems
identified in the preceding sections, and how a variety of groups might
coalesce into a movement for such a shift, because they feel unjustly
excluded and devalued by the strict conditionality of the LMPI
;~pproach.We argue that a CI would be the best way to achieve the
social cohesion aimed at by New Labour, and to empower groups
who would remain marginalised under LMPI policies.

The plan of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 introduces one of
the central issues, common to all domains - the relationship between
paid employment and informal economic activity of all kinds. The
New Deals, the strategy of conditionality and the rcfornms that improve
incentives to take paid work all conceal assulnptions about the
desirability of increasing the ratio of paid formal employment to
informal activities. Yet it is by no means obvious that this always and
necessarily improves economic efficiency or social justice, especially
when the work in question is concerned with sustaining ordinary family
and social life. The possible ~~nintended
consequences of this major
shift in incentives, reinforced by strongly-enforced conditionality, will
be considered here.

I:inally, Section 3.6 addresses the issue of housing costs, showing
Illat these will be a headache to policy makers under any tax-benefit
regime, but that at least no extra difficulties would be introduced by
llic SEPI or CI approach to the reform process.

3.1 Formal and Informal Economic Activity

Section 3.2 uses examples from a number of policy areas - illness
and disability, social care and homelessness - to illustrate the possible
perverse incentives of a Labour Market Participation Income, and how,
far from promoting social inclusion and social justice, it could actually
reinforce the exclusion of some citizens and some activities from the
mainstream of public life. Barriers and inequalities of access, together
with inconsistencies with stated values and goals, will be illustrated
here.

Iilnbeddcd in the whole of New Labour's package of reforms of welfare
services is the assumption that paid work is the most reliable route
out of poverty, the most satisfactory way for citizens to perform their
ohligations to society, the best way to reconcile economic efficiency
with social justice, and the most direct way of accornplishirig social
il~clusionand empowerment. For example, it is largely assumed that
1jcople with disabilities and long-term illnesses want paid employment,
;IS the means to independence, and that it is desirable to promote this
(I)oH, 1998, sec. 2.18). Equally embedded, and occasionally explicit,
is thc notion that informal economic activity is less desirable, less
L-l'l'icicnt,and often illicit - for instance, where undeclared earnings
a1.c combined with claiming benefits (DSS, 1998, chapter 9).

Section 3.3 considers potential paradoxes and contradictions in the
implementation of tax credits and an LMPI, concerning disincentives
as well as incentive5 to formal labour market participation. Here we
look at just how complex the relationship between paid and unpaid,
formal and informal activity can be, and how instruments for
influencing choices or how to combine them are at best only
approximate.

Yct there are some grounds for questioning these assumptions. In
1);11't. these questions can only be answered by analysing the kind of

l.li~ploymentthat is likely to be generated by changes in policies and
lax-benefit rules, and the kinds of informal opportunities available.
I I I the UK economy, it seems indisputable that most of the new formal

Section 3.4 identifies the four major common means of implementation
across the New Labour programme, and shows how strong
c) 2
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work that will be created by the whole range of policies in New
Labour's programme will be concerned with tasks of sustaining
ordinary family and social life (social reproduction work). This can
partly be deduced from long-term trends in employment patterns, both
in the UK and in other advanced industrial economies (Scharpff, 1999).
What is at stake here is how best to regulate and organise the systems
through which people nurture, rear, socialise, sustain and service each
other - work concerned with feeding, grooming, tending, correcting,
caring, protecting, curing, recreating, teaching, training, cosseting and
finally laying to rest. New employment in manufacturing, extracting,
constructing and financing may to some extent be possible (subject to
global competitive constraints), and new developments in imagining,
simulating, creating and marketing will certainly bring new jobs. But
the main source of increased formal work has for some tirne been the
task of looking after people's everyday needs outside such workplaces
(Esping-Andersen, 1996; lverson and Wren, 1998).
From an economic point of view, two iron laws meet around social
reproduction work, and the outcome of this clash is contested. On the
one hand, Adam Smith's law of the division of labour states that
prosperity is closely linked to the constant refinement and
specialisation of work tasks, and that this is only achievable through
labour mm/.kets,which allow productivity to be maximised (Buchanan,
1995). On the other hand, Engel's law holds that as prosperity
increases, so the proportion of paid services consumed rises; but that
improvements in productivity in many of these services cannot match
those of manufacturing industry. In most tasks of social reproduction,
productivity has hardly risen in 200 years - it takes as long to cut
someone's hair or nails today as it did in 1800 (Gershuny, 1983).
Even so, wages in social reproduction service employment may rise,
either because of increased demand for these services, or because
under-supply of workers in particular, if the wages and profits of those
involved in industry (or the incomes of those drawing dividends from
investments abroad) rise fast enough, service earnings may increase
despite barriers to productivity growth, because of rising demand.
High quality jobs with good salaries, for example in counselling, may
expand. But in fact the major growth has been (and is likely to continue
to be) in the care of an increasing proportion of elderly frail and
04
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disabled people, not in counselling or curative medicine; and there is
;I plentiful supply of less skilled workers for such tasks. So cithcr- the
incomes of the growing proportion of the population employed to
perform rather mundane but essential services must remain very low,
relative to those working in high-tech industries and services, or.
increasing transfers must be used to subsidise people doing those kinds
OF paid work.
The New Labour programme addresses this issue directly; its taxbenefit reforms transfer substantial sums to subsidising paid work in
social reproduction through the various tax credit schemes, and through
programmes for 'modernising' local authority and commercial social
services (DOH, 1998). The conscious aim of the former changes is to
make it more attractive for benefits claimants to go to work in a
restaurant, child care centre, leisure complex, theme park, shop or old
people's home than to cook, clean, garden, decorate, shop, care or
wash for their families or neighbours on an unpaid basis, at least during
working hours. Where such incentives fail, persuasion or the threat
01' benefit disqualification increasingly come into play.
'I'hc question then arises: who is more unjustly exploited and excluded,
a citizen (usually a woman) who stays at home and does these things
o n an unpaid basis for her family and neighbours, or at a local day
centre as a volunteer; or one who goes to work and does them for
very low pay, without the prospect of escaping from the poverty trap?
'I'hc fact that the second alternative is not an academic one was
illustrated in chapter 2 (pp. 54 - 63), where we showed the expansion
ol' this trap across a range of earnings not previously subject to high
cl'l'cctive marginal tax rates. Tax credits provide strong incentives for
llrkivrg paid work, but not Tor increasing earnings. For many women,
thc injustice of this is increased by the fact that they then have to go
Iiome and do the unpaid tasks anyway, especially if they are lone
1)iIrCntS.
'I'hc pragmatic answer to the question is that it depends whether the
,job which is taken by someone previously outside the labour market
is a dead end, or the first step on a ladder to higher-paid employment,
via better training and qualifications and wider employment options.
Optimists hold that this is the likely outcome for most new entrants,
>;
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I'ree to assert their claims against such oppression when they enjoy
the same choices as mainstream citizens, who can and do balance the
demands of earning and caring. Research suggests that most
mainstream women do not choose to pursue male-style careers, with
promotion, pensions and perks, but compensate for this by interesting
combinations of paid and unpaid activities, while being 'supportive'
01' (i.e. investing in) their partners' conventional (and often boring)
career pathways (Jordan, Redley and James, 1994, chapters. 2 and 5 ) .
'I'he demand for Social and Economic Participation Income, rather
Ihan a Labour Market Participation Income, implies a 'full engagement
society', rather than a 'full employment society' (Williams and
Windebank, 1999) and suggests that such choices should be extended
lo all citizens, including those with low earning power, who take
employment in social reproduction work.

at least in the long run. However, the logic of Engel's law suggests
otherwise. If an increasing proportion of employment is in low-paid
social reproduction services (because of technological improvements
in other branches and international competition), it follows that more
and more jobs must be dead ends, since productivity cannot be
improved in these. Otherwise why has it been necessary to introduce
in-work benefits, and why has the volume and coverage of such
benefits had to be increased so rapidly since their inception in the late
1960s? Engel's law would predict that the net of in-work benefits
must necessarily go on widening as employment in low-paid social
reproduction job grows, so that people who receive the same (poverty)
levels of income no matter how hard they work will constitutc a largcr
and larger proportion of employees. This has been happening now
for 30 years, in the USA as well as the UK (Ivcrson and Wren, 1998).
Against this, the Scandinavian model of improved wages and
conditions in an expanding public service sector was sustained for
two decades - but that model depended on a very particular set of
political and institutional conditions that is unlikely to be reproduced
elsewhere.

All New Labour's policies raise these issues, because they both direct
~ ~ ~ hfunds
l i c towards the in-kind services, such as social care (DOH,
IO')X), and subsidise social reproduction employment of this sort
~hroughthe tax-benefit system. Hence the dilemma - or 'trilemma',
;IS lverson and Wren (1998) call trade offs between wage equality,
service employment and budgetary restraint - arises in every policy
;Irca, as we shall show.

On the other side of the argument, it is frequently claimed that the
informal economy, and especially the domestic economy, turns its
participants (particularly women) into oppressed and exploited serfs,
who are ruled by duty and altruism, and denied access to the wider
world. The case stated above can all too easily become ajustification
for trapping women in particular, and oppressed minorities more
generally, in situations of exploitation and exclusion, based on
patriarchal or racist relations. Above all, such roles deny informal
participants opportunities and choices. New Labour policies are
founded on repeated assertions that claimants want to nloi-k (focus
groups must have echoed to such pleas). By what paternalist edicts
should they be denied that chance?

3.2 The Unintended Consequences of a LabourMarket Participation Approach
I I I [his section, we will show how particular instances of the 'trilemma'
work themselves out. First, we identify a number of common aims of
Ncw Labour's programme, and the declared values that are claimed
10he promoted by these policies. Then we go on to show how difficult
i l is to achieve these goals, or stay true to these values, within the
c.onstraints of strong conditionality, on the road to a Labour Market
I':I~-licipationIncome. In section 3.4 we will show how a Social and
I <c.onomicParticipation Income resolves some of these problems, and
I~owa Citizen's Income would provide consistency across the whole
I'icld of social policies.

Again pragmatically, those who argue the opposite case maintain that
i.eul choice lies in the opportunity to choose between formal and
informal work, and to combine them in ways that suit the citizen, not
the system. Although certain groups are always at greater risk of
exclusion than others, and women are especially vulnerable to
patriarchal forms of domination, these groups will only begin to be
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but that this may promote New Labour's values and goals, rather than
hinder their implementation. However, the full potential of this
liberating and ernpowering aspect of the programme cannot be realised
unless something like a SEPl is adopted (sec. 3.3). Next, we show
which of the four means identified have been shaped by the tax-benefit
rcfhrms (and how they are in danger of being distorted by them), and
which have little to do with New Labour's main values and goals,
iund may even undermine them (sec. 3.4). Then we look at how a
Citizen's Income approach would be the best way to reconcile all the
values and goals, and how the political processes of implementation
launched through New Labour's reforms may mobilise a movement
I'or such a change in policy orientation (sec. 3.5). Finally we will turn
to the vexed question of housing costs (sec. 3.6).

The values upheld by the programme are:
Equal worth
Opportunity for all
Responsibility
Community
The common goals of all the elements in the programme are:
Equality of opportunity
A balance of rights and responsibilities
Promoting independence through work

I t is important to emphasise here what has been implicit throughout the
report so far. New Labour inherited from John Major's government all
llic unintended consequences of Margaret Thatcher's reforms - to the
lax-benefit system, labour-market regulation, the public services and
everything else. The most pernicious of these was the variant of the
insider-outsider problem created by the shift to selective, means-tested
I,cncfits. Avery large proportion ofthe potential workforce were excluded
(or excluded themselves) from the labour market: some 5 million
Iiouseholds of working age had noone in employment. Because of
unemployment traps built into these benefits, incentives for employment
were minimal or absent for these citizens. Over the years, many of them
Il;~devolved strategies for compensating themselves for exclusion and
tlisadvantage, involving undeclared work for cash (Jordan, James, Kay
;und Redley, 1992; Evason and Woods, 1995; Rowlingson et a/., 1997),
perry crime, drug dealing, prostitution and hustling (Jordan and Travers,
1008). Statistics showed far lower declines in expenditure by the poor
1l1:un falls in income (Goodman and Webb, 1994), perhaps partly because
ol'these factors. In other words, many of the most disadvantaged and
excluded had no interest in tax-benefit reforms, because they were already
using (and felt justified in using) income support and incapacity benefits
;IS o kind of basic income, and making undeclared extra income through
inlimnal activity to protect their living standards.

Lifelong learning
Empowerment and capacity-building
Provision for genuine need
The means by which goals and values are implemented include:
Breaking down barriers to access and inclusion
Making governance work (harmonised and coherent policy
across the various areas)
Public-private partnerships
Standards, indicators and targets
Throughout this report, we have accepted the ~lu/ucsand goals of
New Labour's social policy programme, but tried to explore the
implications of the rncalls by which they are being implemented. In
what follows, we will show that the strong conditionality and meanstesting in the tax-benefit reforms are already making it difficult to
reconcile the various goals of the programme within a number of policy
domains (secs. 3.2.1 - 3.2.3). Then we will look at the fundamental
ambiguity in these reforms over labour-market incentives and work
effort. We will argue that there are apparently unintended incentives
for those claiming tax credits to work fcwv/., rather than rno1.c) hours (18
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Ilcspite denials by the poverty lobby and most of the social policy
academic community, all this was well known, and widely publicised
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in the popular press. Mainstream voters were aware of these strategies,
and hence resisted increases in taxation and in redistribution through
the benefits system. Margaret Thatcher's winning electoral coalition
mobilised these sentiments but - as Conservative MPs now
acknowledge (see pp.20-25) - Conservative governments were unable
to break out of the political deadlock this caused. Mainstream voters
would not contribute more while poor people stuck to their resistance
strategy; poor people would not give this up until they were offered
better incentives.
It was therefore left for Tony Blair's New Labour government to break
out of this deadlock through the 'moral crusade' on rights and
responsibilities, and the duty on citizens to take paid work in exchange
for benefits. Only by such measures as the minimum wage and tax
credits could the unemployment trap be sprung. However, the coercive
elements in the New Deals, Employment Zones, etc., betray the fact
that incentives were not sufficient to attract all claimants back into
employment. Although respect for the law and the rights of others is
a necessary condition for social justice, compulsion to contribute to
the common good is in great tension with the principles of liberal
democracy, including New Labour's values (Jordan, 1998, chapters.
2 and 3).
As we showed in chapter 1, New Labour is in some danger of becoming
trapped in its own moral rhetoric on conditionality and the work ethic,
and also of provoking a reaction within its own ranks among those
who still support the redistributive ideals of the post-war welfare state.
To resolve these dilemmas the government should recognise this stagc
- of conditionality and increased means-testing, which actually extends
the poverty trap to spring the unemployment trap - as a regrettable
and temporary necessity, forced on it by the legacy of Thatcherism,
rather than a desirable direction for policy development. As we showed
in that chapter, Ireland has reached much the same stage in the process
of increasing labour-market participation and combating exclusion
without such a moral crusade, or such fierce enforcement of work
tests. If this stage is acknowledged as a transitional one, towards a
'J.11 en,qa,qement7,rather than a 'full employment' society, then thc
dangers of becoming trapped by its own moral rhetoric - of law-andorder, work enforcement and punishment and the unintended
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consequences identified in this chapter - will be greatly reduced.
Considerations of space do not allow us to demonstrate all the perverse
incentives and moral hazards introduced by the tax-benefit reform
process. We have selected the following three for illustrative purposes,
to show how New Labour's values and goals are made harder to put
into operational terms by some of these.

3.2.1 People with Disabilities and Incapacities
'I'tiis has been a troubled policy area for the New Labour government,
which suffered bad publicity around the beginning of the welfare
rcl'orm process, and two embarrassing backbench revolts during the
Welfare Reform Bill's passage through parliament. The Green Paper
~,cl'lccteda considerable redraft of its original plans, putting a positive
spin on such contentious issues as the means-testing of incapacity
; I I I ~disability benefits. Even so, there are unresolved problems over
ll~cimplementation of its goals.
111 ~ h i sdomain, there is a distinction between (i) disability benefits
tli.signcd to replace income and (ii) disability benefits designed to
i.onlpcnsate for the extra costs incurred through being disabled.
Il~.ncl'itsin the first category include Incapacity Benefit, which is for
111.0plcwith sufficient National Insurance contributions, and its nonc.o~~lrihutory
equivalent, Severe Disablement Allowance. Also in the
l i ~ x c;~lcgory
l
are general means-tested benefits like Income Support,
i111t1 spccilic means-tested benefits like Disability Working Allowance
(1111ill-work benefit now replaced with a tax credit). Benefits in the
vhc.o~ltl
calcgory include Disability Living Allowance and Attendance
Allowal~cc,which are paid to all qualifying disabled people regardless
111 i~lco~nc
or work status. They are exactly similar in structure and
I I I I I . I ) O S C 10Child Benefit, and to a Citizen's Income.

'1'11~. Wc~lI';~rc
Kcl'orrn Bill instituted three major changes:
(I

( 11

I I I C . ; I I ) ; I C ~ I ~ Benefit will be means-tested against occupational
pension income.
11 will I I O longer hc possible to move from unemployment onto
I~~c.;~lx~c.ily
I{cnC\'it(In)il' you h;~vcbccn uncrnploycd for three
I
I
O
I I l ~ ~ l IIOW.
il
N a l i o ~ ~Il~surancc
;~l
crctlits accrued

while unemployed counted towards IB entitlement, but they
will no longer do so.
(iii)

Severe Disablement Allowance (SDA) will be abolished.
Instead, those disabled in childhood will go straight on to IB
on becoming an adult. This leaves a gap for those who become
disabled later in life but who do not have sufficient NlCs to get
IB (traditionally, 'housewives'). Previously they would have
got SDA, now they will either gct nothing or Income Support.

The Green Paper acknowledges that many people with a disability
are simply not in a position to undertake work (DSS, 1998, p.5 I), but
even so sets its goals in terms of removing barriers to work, as well as
recognising the extra costs of care. Declaring its commitment to wider
soc.iml participation, equal opportunity and more effective civil rights,
the government promises El95 million to put an extra one million
disabled people back into thc employment market. It relics for this
(typically) on personal advisers to co-ordinate individual help, plan
action and prepare placements, with the usual pilot schemes set up
immediately.
In pursuit of removing barriers to work, the Disabled People's Tax
Credit (DPTC) replaces Disability Working Allowance, and is an inwork benefit. To encourage people to leave income support in favour
of this, the IB linking rules are changed to encourage a trial period of
'therapeutic' work, so that people can undertake a trial period of work
of up to one year (previously X weeks) before losing other benefit
rights. This is clearly an important concession to the disability lobby,
since it allows far more flexibility over return to work.
In justifying restrictions of Incapacity Benefit, the Green Paper argues
that, as in many other countries, it was expanded in the 1980s to
accommodate people who were more accurately classified as
unemployed, at a cost by then of L7.8 billion, as a 'more gencrous'
(i.e., less conditional) form of unemployment benefit. By 1997 there
were 1.75 million claimants of IB. The 'All Work Test', introduced
by the Conservative government to start cutting back these numbers,
is acknowledged as an imperfect instrument. It does, the Green Paper
acknowledges, 'write off some people', because it is an 'all or nothing
test', categorising claimants as either fit or unfit for work. The
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government says it is 'examining the scope for a more effective test
in future', which would establish a 'scale of employability' that would
be 'a continuum' (p.54). So far, nothing ha\ emerged.
conditionality
The truth is that the attempt to introduce irlc~i-c~a.scd
(through tougher tests of eligibility) into incapacity and disability
benefits is in enormous tension with the goals of empowerment, equal
opportunity and access to full rights of citizenship. The All Work
Test has notoriously disqualified many claimants with progressive
illnesses who have been in rcceipt of benefits for years, as well as
others with quite severe disabilities. It is difficult to see how a new
test could actually produce fair outcomes, which givc positive
incentives without penalising people who have no real prospect of
cmploymcnt by taking away their security of entitlement.
One possible interim solution would be to stipulate quite different
c lumbers of hours per week as the requirement for tax credits, according
lo levels of incapacity or disability. This would mean that more
illcapacitated people might bc able to get access to substantial extra
inconie for very few hours worked; but it would not improve incentives
lor spouses, since their income would also be taken into account in
;~sscssingeligibility for the tax credit.
'I'hc biggest problem concerns those deemed unfit for any formal work.
'I'licy are by derinition ineligible for the considerable incentives offereti
II~ro~tgh
tax credits, and must therefore subsist entirely on benefits.
I%yway of compensation, the Green Papcr offers to allow Disability
I .iving Allowance and Attendance Allowance (whose claimants may
I>cin work) to remain as universal, non-means tested benefits (p.55),
I > t ~ rwarns that it will continue to prune the number of recipients (by
111) lo two thirds), through some improved version of the Benefits
l~~lcgrity
project (simultaneously raising take-up by the 40 - 60 per
c ~ ~ 1eligible
11
who do not claim). The approach we adopt in chapter 2
;Issumes that all people with disabilities qualify for a UBI (or Citizen's
I~icomc),and this means many are gainers under the proposed final
s1;1geof our three-stage tax-benefit integration process.
Mcanwhile, local authority social \ervices departments will be
~clnindedof their duties to participate in the New Deal for Disabled
I'coplc (DOH, 1998, sec. 2.18), but also given extended powcrs and
, I LlMBLlNG TOWARDS BASIC INCOME

resources to make direct payments to people with disabilities for their
care needs - a kind of extra compensation to people most of whom
are deemed unfit for work. This is supposed to give them 'new freedom
and independence in running their own lives' (sec. 2.15). However,
in effect it means that these claimants, who are denied access to any
paid work by the terrns of their benefits, are in a better position to
employ others to care for them. While this is a good principle, it has
implications for social care in general, which are analysed in the next
section.

Income, because present policies do not achieve New Labour's values
and goals in relation to their inclusion and empowerment.
On the other hand, the government acknowledges that t h e y are
important issues over standards of paid care, the protection of service
users, and effectiveness in practice. It announces elaborate regulatory
mechanisms and institutions (DOH, 1998, chapters 2 , 3 , 4 and S), and
an entirely new system of registration, standard setting and training.
The goal of the latter is to irnprove the competence and qualifications
of the one million people now working in social care employment two thirds in the independent (commercial) sector, mainly in residential
homes (sec. 5.1). The goal is 'to give those working in social care a
new status which fits the work they do' (sec. 5.6).

3.2.2. Social Care
In marked contrast with the overall strategy of promoting paid
employment for all claimant groups (thus reducing numbers on benefits
as well as nationally widening the tax base), the New Labour
government clearly relics on unpuid c.a/.cJr-s
for a large part of its
programme for improving social services for those who need care.
The White Paper deals only very briefly with these issues, announcing
(yet another) National Carers Strategy, which restates the goals of
previous such documents - recognising and supporting unpaid carers
with drop-in facilities, information and respite services, consulting
about appropriate support, and so on. Essentially nothing is changed;
unpaid care by partners (almost half of whom arc men, and mostly
retired) and offspring (overwhelmingly women) will continue to be
the main source of social care, and no changes in the tax-benefils
systcrn will improve the situation of such carers in the immediate
future.
This illustrates the 'trilemma'; budgetary constraints forbid proper
benefits for such caring, and - despite its rhetoric of empowerment
and access to full participation in the public sphere - the government
continues to exploit bonds of family commitnlent to provide frontline services. Notoriously, carers act from motives of love, altruism
and duty, to the detriment of their health, and at enormous cost to
their incomes and access to wider society (Finch and Groves, 1984;
Finch, 1989). It is well known that paid care services do not mesh
well with such informal systems of affection, loyalty and trust, yet
this problem is not even acknowledged. Carers are a natural
constituency for a campaign for a Social and Economic Participation
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In practice, of course, the government is simply reacting to
developments of the past 20 years; commercial social care provision
cxpanded exponentially in the 198Os, because the Thatcher government
provided an open purse from social security funds (DSS, 1990). The
vast majority of the new employees in social care are women and are
cmployed part-time. The effect of the Working Families Tax Credit
will be further to promote such employment by tax subsidisation.
Whether such policies for reducing costs to employers are compatible
with raising professional standards, qualifications and effectiveness
ill practice remains to be seen, but the two goals are clearly in tension
with each other. History does not suggest that employers who receive
Iilx subsidies for their part-time employees are keen to collaborate
with efforts to raise standards of professionalism or qualifications.

3.2.3 Homeless People

1

i

1
I

I lomelessness is the focus of several government initiatives, notably
hy the Social Exclusion Unit (whose report on rough sleeping aims to
cul the number of people sleeping rough by two thirds by 2002), the
Ilcpartment of the Environment, Transport and the Regions and the
Ilcpartment of Health (DOH, 1998, sec. 6.24 - box). Plans are
;~~inounced
for better partnerships between agencies, especially over
;~ppropriatehousing for homeless people.
'I'hc government is clearly moved by concern over clearing the streets
01' people who offend taxpayers' susceptibilities, and who are seen by

L
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some to pose a threat to public order. Its solution is to subject homeless
people to rigorous assessments of their individual circumstances and,
subject to the availability of any additional resources deemed to be
required for their support to maintain themselves adequately, to offer
them such accommodation as the assessor considers suitable. Social
housing for homeless people is a scarce resource, which is financed
by a mix of public sector and private money. As a condition of funding,
the state generally requires the social landlord to set further conditions
on the allocation of such accommodation, which require it to be shared
out on the basis of nced rather than choice. Homeless people are
expected to reveal all manner of intimate details to assessors and
providers. The more despel-ate the applicant's circumstances, the more
likely they are to score points based on need. The more compliant
they are, the more likely they are to score points based on predicted
positive outcome.

T h e Emmaus Community directly challenges New Labour's
programme for implementing its values and goals, especially in giving
priority to informal work and responsibility to immediate companions,
not the state's definition of civic obligations, or the state's definition
of needs. It is difficult to see why Emmaus' principles are less socially
lust than the government's, or why homeless people should not at
lcast have a choice between the two alternative approaches to
citizenship and social inclusion.

3.3 Paradoxes of Tax Credits and Negative Income Tax
In this section, we consider the 'moral hazard' that is built into tax
credits (and would also be present in negative income tax schemes).
'I'hcse issues link directly with the questions of allocation of paid and
unpaid work, formal and informal activity, but they do so in a rather
tli l.fkrent way from the ones illustrated in the previous section.
Ilowcver, we suggest that in a paradoxical way this could enhance the
long-term progress to New Labour's goals of social cohesion and
empowerment.

Such practices are difficult to reconcile with the goals and values
proclaimed in New Labour's policy documents. They do not readily
give homeless pcople 'equal value' with other citizens, develop their
potential, promote their independence, or empower them. Instead
they often demean them. Many homeless people are simply unwilling
to subject themselves to these processes. Others try them, but find
their needs arc not met. Since the state has a monopoly of access to
such social housing, there is normally no way to circumvent the system.
One voluntary organisation, the Emmaus Community, has set up an
alternative to state social housing. This takes applicants on a 'first
come, first served basis', and allows them to stay as long as they like,
and return as often as they like, without questions about their
circumstances or personal lives. The conditions for (lifelong)
membership are arduous, and include sobriety and consideration for
other members, as well as work for the Community (paid outside work,
or outside income of any kind that is not shared with others, is regarded
as a 'crime against the Community'). Thus informal economic activity
(often recycling schemes), and responsibility to the Community (not
the 'community', i.e. the government) is seen as the appropriate
expression of equal value, autonomy, empowerment, and the realisation
of potentialities.
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11 seems obvious at first sight that the incentives of the Working
1;:unilies Tax Credit and the other tax credits, both those already in
pl;lce and those promised, should encourage greater labour supply. In
one sense they do - more people have reasons to participate in paid
work, and more do so. But this does not necessarily mean that these
il~dividualswork harder, for longer hours, or have incentives to improve
llicir skills. Indeed, as we argued in chapter. 2, pp. 44 - 50, rc.c,ipicnts
' I /WFTC
'
and other t0.v c~1udit.smay have inc.cnti\lc..s to w1or.k less, not
I I I O I .Consider
~.
the following case study.

1

('ase Study 1: Jim and Brenda Shaw

.lim and Brenda Shaw, both in their early 30's, are both model New
I ,;\hour citizens (and voters). They have two sons, aged 7 and 3, and
live in a house that they are buying on a mortgage. Jim works nights
ill a food-processing factory, earning around f200 a week, Brenda
tlocs three day jobs, at a supermarket checkout, as a cleaner, and at a
c.liild care centre. Together they work about 70 hours per week, with
. l i l i i looking after the children when Brenda is working.
C
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The couple have never previously claimed (or been eligible for) inwork benefits, but with the advent of WFTC, the high-profile publicity
on TV drew their attention to this possibility. On further investigation,
they discovered (to their surprise) that they were eligible for a small
amount, given the fact that for the next 5 weeks Jim will be working
slightly short-time in the factory, because of slack demand at this time
of year.

differentiated conditions for a negative income tax. But it is doubtful
whether moral hazards of ill kinds could be eliminated altogether.
The trouble is that a form of tax transfer that favours paid over unpaid
work is vulnerable to another strategy, when the tasks involved are
identical, and can be done by either work process. Child care, washing,
gardening and home improvements are all obvious examples. Under
tax credit and negative income tax systems with work tests, it always
pays for claimants to do these tasks for each other (on some kind of
exchange basis) for cash, rather than doing them informally for
~hemselves. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that lone parents (for
instance) will pay each other to look after each other's children, or
pay others in their district to do their gardens, in return for being paid
Ihr some reciprocal service. This will, unlike the case study, certainly
promote the paid work ethic, but not economic efficiency.

On further reflection, they found that the benefit opened up new options
for them. With the prospect of the two boy\ being at \chool, Brenda
is comidering doing an education or training cour\e, perhaps in bookkeeping. Jim is fed up with hi\ routine, and would like to reduce hi\
work~ngtime. They calculate that they will be only between & I0 and
&20 a week worse off if they reduce their joint working time to 16
hours per week (1.e. by about 54 hours). Either Jim could go parttime, or Brenda could give up her job\ to \tudy; or both.

We have argued that thi\ problem \tern\ from New Labour'\
tlc~ermination,under the New Contract for Welfare, to 'make work
17;ty' (i.e. reward paid employment). The aim in the long term should
he to have a tax-benefit systern that is t~i~ut~.uI
between paid and ilnpaid
work; perverse incentive\ arise only when rules try to change
hchaviour rather than to give fair choice\ to citi~ens.On pp. I 19- 123
hclow, we argue that a Citizen1\ Income approach would \ ~ ~ p p such
ly
~icutralityand choice.

Implications
Usually when a new benefit is introduced, it takes some time for
claimants to work out strategies for maximising claims. No system is
strategy-proof, but the moral hazard (in terms of the work ethic) of
WFTC is particularly transparent. Despite their lack of previous
claiming experience, Jim and Brenda have already seen the
opportunities for reducing their labour supply which it offers . The
authors know of other couples who have spotted the same openings.
WFTC functions as a kind of Basic Income for households with
children, where one parent has the chance to do 16 hours a week of
paid work; after that, they are free to combine paid and unpaid work
as they wish. In Jim and Brenda's case, this means they can (at last)
spend more time with each other, and with their sons. It is a liberating
opportunity for them, and also (of course) a good chance for lone
parents to gain access to labour markets. But we doubt whether a
reduction in work effort of this order was quite what our legislators
intended.
To counter this, as we suggested in chapter 2 (pp. 51 - 60), the
government might vary the stipulated hours for various categories of
claimants, o r categories of tax credits, leading eventually to
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3.4 New Labour's Means of Implementing
Welfare Reforms
i

1
1
I

'I'his section is concerned with the four main common n1cclrl.s for
i~nplementingthe values and goals of the broader reform programme
identified in section 3.2. We will argue that three of these are strongly
inl.luenced by the measures for tax-benefit reform adopted and
;uiticipated, and that an SEPI (or, better still, a CI) would make it far
cnsier for the values and goals of the whole programme to be
iniplemented through these means. For the other two means, we
suggest that other agendas have mainly informed the choice of these,
and that an SEPI or CI approach to tax-benefit reforms would allow
~ncthodsmore consistent with New Labour's values and goals to be
;ttlopted.
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I (1')
1

Dismantling Barriers 'toParticipation and Inclusion

Case Study : Employment Zones

The main barriers to participation are both economic and social; of
these two, the latter are more difficult to remove. Social barriers may
affect an individual (c.g. poor education), or an entire disadvantaged
community.

One of the cornerstones of New Labour's case for The Third Way is
its commitment to 'joined up solutions'. Given the proliferation of
measures for social and economic regenerdtion in deprived districts
(New Deal for Communities, Social Exclusion Unit and Single
Regeneration Grants) one test is: how do the many different zones,
schemes and programmes break down barriers by joining up top-down
policy with bottom-up initiatives'? The Employment Zone (EZ) is a
government measure initially piloted in three areas of the country and
subsequently extended to a further twelve zones, allocated to urban
areas with high concentrations of long-term unemployed people. EZ
is designed to address the individual needs of 48,000 unemployed
people over the age of 25. The key new elements of EZ are:

The relevant policy initiatives in which these measures are deployed
are:
New Deals providing training and education for employment;
Lifelong learning, with emphasis on self-improvement and
employability;
Employment Zones, concentrating special attention on the
long-term unemployed in disadvantaged areas;

The introduction of a Personal Job Account (PJA), rolling up
all existing benefits into a flexible fund to be jointly spent by
the participant (zoner) and the personal adviser (EL operator
employee) on whatever measures they agree are appropriate;

Better health, arising to narrow the disparity in standards
between rich and poor; and
Drugs policy, affecting the young and disadvantaged.

Each EZ will be subject to tender: bidder\ may be private,
public or voluntary organisations; and

In all of these, activity in the informal economy is both a potential
barrier and a potential contribution to breaking down barriers. For
example, drug dealing is a kind of economic activity which flourishes
where markets of all kinds have failed, and which develops various
entrepreneurial skills and attitudes - but it also develops criminal
links and cultures. Drug-taking can also be a severe barrier to learning
and working.

Payment to the EZ operator will be by results: the scheme
pays the EZ operator a small initial per capita fee, the PJA
(most of which must be paid to the zoner but which may be
match-funded) and a premium of 53,000 for each succcssf~~l
'zoners into jobs' output (a higher rate premium is paid for
the very long-term unemployed). All zoners will be required
to participate in the scheme for a period of 26 weeks on pain
of sanctions.

Ideally, implementation programmes and projects build on the positive
experiences from informal activity, to overcome the negative ones.
Health is certainly enhanced by many kinds of voluntary and unpaid
work, though it is undermined by activities such as drinking and
smoking, which often accompany certain kinds of informal activity.
At present, many of these initiatives are moulded by tax-benefit rules,
which themselves constitute barriers to the implementation goals of
the people who operate them. As a case study of this, we will describe
the experiences of one pilot Employment Zone.

'I'hc 15 zones were to be spread across the whole of the country and
range in size from relatively small zones which projected only 900
loners over the two-year period of the scheme to very large schemes
which would aim for a throughput of over 10,000 zoners. The
S~northamzone (pseudonym) anticipated 2,000 long-term unemployed
people becoming zoners during the two years of the contract.
I

'I'hc bid guidance states clearly, 'We are interested in seeing innovative
i~ndvaried approaches to the Personal Job Account. We hope that

\
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bids will reflect flexibility and choice in the approach to the Personal
Job Account itself as the level of detail or choice which suits one
participant may not suit others. We expect a commitment to provide
information, including financial information, to participants in order
to help them choose the right course of action to meet their goals.
This should be linked to real opportunities in the labour market.' If
tlexibility is the name of game so far as the Personal Job Account is
concerned, it is certainly not the case as far as the Rules of the scheme
are concerned. They are extremely tightly drawn, in such a way as to
ensure that the Treasury's desired outcome of moving people off
benefit, and into paid employment is achieved.

For several weeks this idea continued to reverberate around discussions
in the voluntary and public sectors concerned with community
development and social enterprise. Murmurings were heard that the
government was considering including relevant legislative changes
in a forthcorning Bill. When the bid guidance on EZ was published, it
became apparent that enabling legislation would be required to remove
the normal conditions applying to Job Seeker's Allowance and income
support for the unemployed. Could this offer a glimmer of hope for
111osepeople who were advocating a 'Passport to Participation"! Was
it possible that therc would be scope for at least some of these 2,000
/,oners to be allowed to use EZ as a form of 'Passport to Participation"?

Compare this objective with the concerns expressed at a meeting to
promote social entrepreneurs in the most deprived area of Smortham,
a city in Southern England. While the government were drafting the
bid guidance for the Employment Zones, a group of services managers
from the public sector and street-level workers from voluntary and
community organisations were meeting to discuss ways of improving
local networks and their ability to promote social entrepreneurialism.
All were agreed from their various perspectives that the benefits trap
excluded a large number of people from the process of developing a
strong and healthy voluntary and community sector, especially in the
most excluded neighbourhoods and communities. Some of those
present were community workers concerned with the recruitment of
community leaders and activists to take responsibility for organising
community groups. Some were managers attempting to recruit people
to become involved in 'community governance'. Some were social
entrepreneurs looking for people to join them in trying out innovative
ideas for social change. All recognised the major stumbling block of
the benefits trap.

A flurry of activity on the part of all those involved in the proposal
immediately ensued. Contacts were made with people operating in
other EZ pilot areas to find out what ideas they were pursuing.
('onsultation with other local interested parties took place. The views
oI.national experts and think tanks specialising in economic strategies
and employment initiatives were sought. Local politicians and trade
unionists were lobbied. An attempt was made to prepare a series of
i1~1cstionsto put to the Minister responsible.

I

The idea that emerged from this group was a 'Passport to Participation'.
This was the name given to an alternative benefit payment, which
would entitle claimants to sign off the normal qualification
requirements for their benefit. It would pay them a weekly amount,
not less than what they were currently receiving, and enable them to
participate in a range of socially beneficial activities, from which they
would personally benefit, without any additional conditions.
Participation would, of course, be voluntary.
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'I'lic result of the local consultations revealed some interesting
i~il'ormation.Firstly, amongst those people who worked with the longIcrm unemployed therc was virtually ~tnivcrsalcynicism about the
lihcly outco~lieof the Employment Zone in Smortham. It was clear
I'rom the statistical data that the highest concentratio~~s
of long-tcr111
~ ~ ~ i c ~ i ~ ppeople
l o y e dlived in high-rent private sector accommodation
i l l rhc town centre. They would require relatively well-paid
c.~nployrnentto continue to live in their present accorrrn~odationsand
woultl be likely to resist attempts to push them into low paid mcnial
work in fast food joints and supermarkets. The cynicism deepened
wl~cnit became apparent that included in both consortium bids for
~ l l cSmortham EZ were private sector employment agencies. Without
;I clear lead from government indicati~~g
that it wished to see the
voluntary sector actively included in the provision of unconditional
~)lacctnents,the expectation was that there would be insufficient benefit
( o private sector zone operators to include this option amongst thc
~.;t~igc
offered to zoncrs.
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The reaction from local Labour politicians was also rather pessimistic.
All were cautious about the possibility of influencing the government
as to how the Employment Zone might be adapted to local
circumstances. Privately they all welcomed any initiative which
genuinely increased the flexibility and choices available to people
who were long-term unemployed, but considered that it would be most
unlikely that the government would concede even 10% of the EZ places
to a 'Passport to Participation' option.

that their proposals met with approval, if only from the London Regional
Development Agency. It was however recognised by the advocates of
the 'Passport to Participation' in Smortham that this model, which had
been designed over a considerable period, could not be adapted to fit the
bid timetable for EZ. It was therefore decided that there was no point in
trying to influence Ministers, and the objective of the group shifted to
looking for find a sympathetic EZ bidder.

Consultation with people planning Employment Zones in other areas
of the country were equally gloomy. The comment from the Liverpool
prototype EZ was that the government had invited feedback and
suggestions from all three prototype EZs; each had made
representations requesting that the EZ should be made longer than 26
weeks and that there should be greater flexibility for participants to
be involveti in 'intermediate labour markets'. which hat1 been the
inspiration for thc EZ scheme. But the government had rejected
outright any attcnipts to niodify the re-drawn scheme, which was
considerably Iiiorc restrictive anci inflexible than the prototype EZs
had been.

With help from the Centre for Social Inclusion a draft plan was drawn
up for how the scheme might be operated by a local voluntary
organisation. It quickly became apparent that the cash flow and general
I'inancial risks were too great for any voluntary organisation to take
o n its own. An organisation with the potential to attempt the bid came
Ibrward but decided that it needed a commercial partner. Approaches
were made to one of the major bidders but were flatly rejected after
onc initial meeting. Given the way that the rules of the Zone were
structured, from the point of view of an investor in a profit-making
cntcrprise, it is entirely understandable that no commercial enterprise
w o ~ ~ want
l d to handicap itself by entering into a partnership with a
voluntary organisation with a broader agenda.

Only one experience offered any hope and this carne, surprisingly,
from a regeneration project without any aspirations to operate an
Employ~ncntZone. Canning Town Community Links had embarked
on a course of declaring their own zone irrespective of how this met
any government-defined zones in Newham. They called their zone a
'Social Enterprise Zone' and made it the basis of a Single Regeneration
Budget Round 5 bid for a ten-year development programme. Their
bid was based on the notion that public sector spending in Newharn
accounted for approximately 70% of the local GDP for the borough.
Of this 98% was spent on mainstream public services, benefits, etc.
Their aim was to use the 2% of regeneration money to free up as
much of the mainstream public sector spend as possible to create real
opportunities for local citizens. Benefits were a significant target.
They had engaged in considerable consultation with local trade
unionists, politicians, civil servants and Ministers to create a
programme of consultations involving local people aimed at achieving
a relaxation of the benefits rules within their Social Enterprise Zone.
The success of their application gave them encouragement to believe
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licccnt research has shown that self-help and self-provision are
c*xtcnsive in poor areas of the U K , and would be even greater if
~t.sitlcntshad the materials, skills, physical energies and networks to
tlo Inore tasks in this way. Most self-help and self-provisioning,
i~~cluding
paid informal work, is done by choic.c, partly because the
~ ) ~ . o c e s s a nproduct
d
are preferred to formal exchange, partly to
\trcngthen community or kinship ties (Williams and Windebank,
1000). Research also shows that poor districts have extensive
c . o ~ ~ ~ ~ n ugroups,
n i t y supportive groups and voluntary agencies, all of
wl~ichreach residents far better than official social services (especially
wl~crcminority ethic communities are concerned). Volunteers are
~);~rticularly
important in linking isolated individuals with local support
\ystcms (Ginsburg, 1999). In other words, grass roots local groups
;111(1 volunteers - the informal comrnunity sector - constitute
\iylil'icant social capital in such districts, and reyuire conservation,
11111(ling
and support.
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3.6 Housing Costs
Housing costs have been the bane of the income maintenance system
since Beveridge (Hills, 1999). It is not within the province of this
report to address these in any depth. At the time of writing, the
government is mired in an analysis that looks i~nlikelyto yield any
radical conclusions. Perhaps the most probable outcome is that the
three main sectors - social housing, private renting and owner
occupation - will be treated quite separately, under different rules.
Housing benefit seems likely to continue, with reforms focused on its
administration.
If this is the case, CI would assist the process, because its simplicity
and transparency would greatly aid the administrative mechanics of
determining housing benefit claims. Conversely, however, the latter
would muddy the simplicity and transparency of lax-benefit integration
through the CI principle.
This is exactly the same problem as the one faced by the government
in trying to improve incentives for low earners. The figures used in
chapter 2 arc based on owner-occupier households, and therefore
exclude housing benefit calculations. But the combined impact of
tax credit and housing benefit tapers intensifies the main problem
identified in that chapter - the extension of the poverty trap under tax
credits and an LMPI. The withdrawal of housing benefit with each
pound of additional earnings gives an even lower return on extra hours
worked above the thresholds, and on increments for additional skills
and responsibilities.
The problem for policy makers is to sustain housing supply while
improving affordability, but not to provide an open purse for
unscrupulous landlords. This means trying to ensure a supply of
dwellings in high-price locations, while maintaining a ceiling on rental
subsidies. One prerequisite is a variety of providers capable of
responding to a range of low-income households' needs, and a civic
response to market failure that keeps pace with demographic change.
Various options explored in other countries offer both advantages and
disadvantages. In Ireland, local authority housing provision was in
such a mess it was virtually given away to tenants - but this has left
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terrible legacy of maintenance neglect and decay. In New Zealand
in the 1950s, citizens were given a demogrant at the age of 18, for an
individual stakeholder's housing account, as a loan against child
I>cnefit. This, like most of the rest of the New Zealand welfare state
(including child benefit itself) is now history.
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I lousing tax credits would have the same strengths and weakness of
~lictax-credit approach already identified above. It would also be
tlil'l'icult to take account of regional price differences through this
;~l>pro;ich.But the essential point is that none of these issues
y>ccil.ically concerns CI. The value of CI is that it would mitigate
solnc of the difficulties in any of these approaches and it would not
; ~ t l t lany new ones.
I lousing costs provide a clear example of the issues of implementation
I I I ; I ~ can complicate the process of tax-benefit reform. Although
t.(l~~;~lily,
inclusion, opportunity and social cohesion (the government's
V ; I I I I ~ S ) ;Ire fundamental to its programme, all of these can jcopardiscd
I ) y ;I ~woblemwhich has trudition;llly been seen as 'belonging' in
; I I I O I I I C ~ policy area. This is why issues of implementation must always
IN. considered as important in their own right, and tax-benefit reform
I I I I I ~ I he part of a simultaneous adaptation of all other social and
c'c.c)~lo~iiic
programmes

Conclusion
The Path of Tax-Benefit Reform
In this report we have explicitly adopted a 'path of least resistance'
over tax-benefit reform. Instead of investigating how Citizen's Income
might be phased in, assuming that the government had committed
itself to adopting this principle for tax-benefit integration, we have
followed the internal logic of the reform path chosen by the New
Labour government.
We have argued that this leads towards a Participation Income, and
set out the possible sequence of adaptations that could lead
(circuitously) to a Citizen's Income. This could come about through
a combination of the public-finance requirements of the government's
attempts to 'make work pay', and the political consequences of
favouring formal over informal work. We drew on the interviews
with Westminster MPs in identifying the political forces driving the
sequence of stages in this process.
Of course therc are other paths that tax-benefit reform might take,
some of which lead towards Citizen's Income. For instance, if the
government chooses to introduce an Employment Credit scheme for
all citizens of working age, it might - for some of the same reasons as
we identified in chapters. 2 and 3 - gradually reduce the number of
hours of paid work required to become eligible for this credit. If
these fell to 10 or even 8 hours per week, large numbers of carers,
volunteers, students and people with disabilities might then be included
in the scheme. The result would then be similar to the Social and
Econotnic Participation Income discussed in chapter 2.
For the government, this path would have the advantage of making
all these inclusions conditional on employment. This would be in
line with public opinion's continued willingness to accept 'selective
universalism' - higher taxation and increased redistribution, but not
improved rates of benefits for people who can work yet are unemployed
(Hills and Lelkes, 1999). But it would also make transparent the
perverse incentives for lower-paid workcrs to seek very small numbers
of hours of employment, and for employers to fragment paid worK
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into very small part-timejobs. Hence it is unlikely that the government
could avoid the political instability that we anticipated in chapter 2,
as the New Contract for Welfare would then have to be renegotiated,
lo rectify or take account of such anomalies.
0i1r report should not be read as a ~-c~r~ornn~eridutiotz
of the path it
~ r ; ~ c for
c s tax-benefit reform. Our analysis shows that the C1 principle
Ilas fundamental advantages over the approactles favourcd by the
government. In relati011to its values and goals -of equality, inclusion,
oplwrtunity and social cohesion - CI offers a more direct route. In
olllcr words, CI can be justified on its own merits in relation to tockry'.~
\itli:~~ion,
and as indicating a path for tax-benefit that can be s~tstaincd
without the changes of direction required by an LMPI-SEPI-URI path.
I'i~~;~lly,
therc arc scvcral issues that considerations of space have not
;~llowcd11sto discuss in any detail. but recluirc further research. The
III.\I c~l'thcscis the future of the National Insurance system. For reasons
01 \iil~plif'ication and clarity, we have assumed that this gradually
~)ll;lxctlout, as LMPI and SEPI are adopted as the basis for income
~~o~c.c.tion.
This needs to be investigated more fully. both for its
~~)lilic.:~l
implications, and as part of a detailed public-finance analysis
1 1 I l rcl'orm process.
(

'I'll(. sc,cond issue is the link between income protection through the
[ ; I \ I~c~~cl'it
system, and employment security, e~nployn~ent
democracy
; I I I I I c-co~io~nic
justice. We have acknowledged that the process of
I;~l)c)~~~.-~liarket
transition (from a predominantly industrial employment
L , ~ ~ ~1 0~one
( . in
~ which
~ ~ ~ most
. e jobs are in social reproduction work)
I I I V I I ~ V ~increased
. ~
employment insecurity (Standing, 1999). This
11;1l1si1io11
therefore involves a likely growth in the proportion of 1,1' bourI I I ; I I I \ ~ - I 'o~ltsiders',whose final incomes are determined by tax-benefit
~ ~ ~ o v irather
s i o ~than
~ their productivity and demand for their skills,
, I I I ( I tlc.cline in that of labour-market 'insiders', who en.joy the
,I( l v ; ~ ~ ~ ~
ofjob
; ~ g csecurity,
s
efficiency wages, promotion prospects and
t.~~~l)loy~~~cnt-rclated
pensions, perks and welfare benefits. It also
~ ~ ~ ~ l );Il icontinued
c.s
decline in membership of trade unions and
~)~olc.ssio~ial
associations, which predominantly represent 'insiders',
.111(1 1101 'o~~tsiders'.
W(. II;IVL.
I I IMIII IN(

11otattempted to discuss all the implications of such changes,
I 0 W A R D S BASIC INCOME
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or how, the tax-benefit reforms we discuss are likely to affcct them. It
seems likely that tax credits will accelerate the fragmentation of
' i n s i d e r ' j o b s into part-time ' o u t s i d e r ' posts, a n d shift m o r e
ernploymenl costs o n t o taxpayers. Nor have w e analysed the
consequences of these changes for economic democracy and justice;
part-time, short-term, low-paid workers are less likely to have any
voice in company decisions or agency strategies. These issues, too,
deserve a full and detailed investigation elsewhere.
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